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Bienvenue à Montréal!

Bienvenue à Montréal!
The joint mee�ng of the Society for Mathema�cal Psychology and the Interna�onalConference on Cogni�ve Modeling is upon us!
Below appear the abstracts for all accepted submissions to the Annual Mee�ng ofthe Society for Mathema�cal Psychology. This sec�on is automa�cally generatedfrom the submission website and may not reflect recent updates, such as withdrawncontribu�ons or changes in authorship. Abstracts for the ICCM mee�ng may befound via http://iccm-conference.org/.
Please note that physical copies of this book will not be printed for all a�endees.Abstracts have been made available via the Eventor app and via the conferencewebsite http://mathpsych.org/conferences/2019/schedule/.
The organizers thank Elsevier, Springer, and the Ar�fical Intelligence Journal for theirsponsorship.
Presen�ng your work at MathPsych/ICCM

Is it your first �me at MathPsych/ICCM? Or perhaps your first �me at an academicconference at all? Not to worry — you’re not the only one! In this sec�on you’ll findsome basic informa�on about a�ending the conference. You should feel free to reachout to the Conference Chair (joachim+smp@uci.edu) with any and all ques�ons.
Dress code

The conference does not have a par�cular dress code. Casual dress is acceptable.
Talks

MathPsych/ICCM runs on a strict 20-minute slot schedule. Each speaker is given one20-minute slot, and every talk should fit well within that and leave 3-5 minutes forques�ons and answers. Session chairs will make sure that no speaker goes over theirallo�ed �me, and also that no presenta�on starts before the beginning of the slot. Allrooms are equipped with a projector, a screen, and a cabling package, but not witha laptop. All speakers should meet at the front of the room 15 minutes before thestart of their session to meet the session chair and to copy all presenta�ons onto one
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laptop. Larger rooms are equipped with a microphone and audio system. If there is amicrophone, you must use it.
Posters

The poster session will take place in the early evening of July 20th. Presenters areasked to mount their posters around 15:00 and to a�end their own posters from 17:00un�l 19:00. Posters should be 4 by 4 feet (120cm by 120cm) or smaller. Posters mustnot be wider than 4’ and should be readable from a few steps away. Posters in portraitorienta�on are preferred. We will provide velcro tape, pushpins, or other adhesives.
Conference Wi-Fi

At the conference, you can access the Sheraton CONFERENCE network with accesscode iccmpsyched. If you know what to do with a hashtag, it’s #iccmpsyched.
Venue

The conference will largely take place on Level 3 and Level 4 of Le Centre Sheraton.Level 3 has the Drummond area and Level 4 has the Ballroom area. Editorial andsociety board mee�ngs will take place on Level 2, in the Salon area. The registra�ondesk will be in the Drummond Foyer (Level 3).

Le Centre Sheraton Montréal Hôtel
1201, boulevard René-Lévesque Ouest

Montréal (Québec) H3B 2L7

Téléphone pour les groupes / Group desk : 514-878-4040
Télécopieur pour les groupes / Group fax : 514-878-2305

Courriel ventes / Sales e-mail : ventes.00463@sheraton.com
sheraton.com/lecentre

Ascenseurs
Elevators

Monte-charge
Cargo elevator

Niveau / Level 4

Niveau / Level 2

Niveau / Level B

Niveau / Level 3

Niveau / Level A

Niveau / Level 7

13587_SHERATON_FLOOR_PLAN_2016_FINAL_HD.indd   1 2016-06-23   09:23
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Local informa�on

The hotel provides these sugges�ons for lunch within walking distance:
– Bistro Le Boulevard, Hotel restaurant located on Lobby Level
– Biermarkt: 1221 René-Lévesque Blvd W, Montreal // lebiermarkt.com
– Escondite Centre Bell: 1224 Drummond St, Montreal, // escondite.ca
– Decca 77, 1077 Drummond St, Montreal // decca77.com
– La Medusa, 1218 Drummond St, Montreal // lamedusa.ca
– Hakata Ramen, 1216 Stanley St, Montreal // hakataramen.ca
– Dunn’s Famous, 1249 Metcalfe St, Montreal // dunnsfamous.com

Emergency informa�on

Emergencies

In case of an emergency of any type at the conference hotel, please dial 0 (zero) onany house phone. State your name, loca�on, and the nature of the emergency (e.g.,“This is John Doe at Ballroom West. There is a medical emergency.”). Hotel securitywill be no�fied and dispatched, and emergency services will be alerted if needed. Ifemergency services are required, all house phones are equipped to place 911 callsdirectly as well.
Security

To reach the security department at the conference hotel, please dial 0 (zero) on anyhouse phone. The operator will connect you to the security office or agent on duty.Security services are available 24/7 and patrol the hotel.
Alarm and evacua�on

The hotel’s audible alarms annouce verbal messages in French, then English. If anevacua�on is sounded, exit the hotel calmly through the nearest fire exit. Thedesignated assembly point is 1250 René Lévesque, directly across the street fromthe hotel.
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Code of Conduct

Code of Conduct
The Society for Mathema�cal Psychology (SMP) is commi�ed to the higheststandards of diversity, equity, inclusion, and the free expression of ideas. We seek toprovide an environment in which diverse par�cipants may learn, network, and enjoythe company of colleagues. We recognize a shared responsibility to create andsustain that environment for the benefit of all. This Code of Conduct sets forth ourcommitment to providing a harassment-free and inclusive environment at SMPsponsored events (including all scien�fic mee�ngs) as well as for all individualsengaged in SMP related business. All forms of harassment are prohibited. Specificprohibited behaviors include but are not limited to the following:

• Harassment or in�mida�on based on gender, gender iden�ty, genderexpression, age, sexual orienta�on, disability, appearance, body size, race,ethnicity, poli�cal orienta�on and views, religion (or lack thereof), or othergroup status
• Unwelcome behavior as well as verbal or wri�en comments (including onlinecomments) related to the above categories that create a hos�le mee�ngenvironment (e.g., sexist or racist jokes)
• Sexual harassment or in�mida�on, including unwelcome sexual a�en�on
• Unwelcome physical contact
• Harassing photography or recording
• Stalking or following (physical or virtual)
• Sustained disrup�on or threatening of conference presenters
• Cyberbullying (i.e., the use of computers, cell phones or other devices to sendor post emails, text messages or images intended to harass another person)and social media abuse
• Advoca�ng for, or encouraging, any of the above behavior

This code of conduct is not intended to limit the terms of open and respec�ulscien�fic inquiry or discussion. Cri�cal examina�on, debate, and robustdisagreement regarding beliefs and viewpoints, germane to the topic of discussionand presented respec�ully do not, in themselves, cons�tute harassment.
We expect individuals to follow this code of conduct at all SMP scien�fic mee�ngsand in all other SMP related business.
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Code of Conduct

Enforcement

Individuals asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to complyimmediately. If an individual engages in harassing behavior, the SMP execu�veboard retains the right to take any ac�ons to keep SMP a welcoming environmentfor all individuals. These ac�ons include simply warning the offender, expulsion froma scien�fic mee�ng with no refund of registra�on or other a�endance-related costs,expulsion from the society, and/or banishment from all future SMP mee�ngs.Appeals for any of these ac�ons will be handled by the execu�ve board.
Repor�ng

If you are being harassed, no�ce that someone else is being harassed, or have anyother concerns, please report it to us immediately. We value your involvement inSMP, and will make every effort to ensure that you feel safe and welcome in oursociety.
You can make a report by emailing info@mathpsych.org. This email is directlymonitored by the secretary/treasurer and the president. Any reports made by emailwill be accessible by the execu�ve board. You may also make a report in person toany member of the execu�ve board.
Adopted September 2018

Society for Mathema�cal Psychology Execu�ve Board

Society President Jennifer Trueblood
Appointed Members Robin Thomas, Hans Colonius, Leslie Blaha, AdeleDiederich, Sco� Brown, and Joachim Vandekerckhove
Elected Members Clin�n Davis-Stober, Chris Donkin, Pernille Hemmer(President-Elect), and Timothy Pleskac
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Schedule

Schedule

Presenta�on schedule

Friday, July 19, 2019
Time Salons 6 & 7 Drummond West & Center Drummond East

09:00 – 10:40 Version control with git(Daniel Stubbs) The 26th Annual ACT-R Workshop(Chris�an Lebière) Dirichlet Process mixture modeling(Yuelin Li)10:40 – 11:00 Coffee break (Drummond Foyer)11:00 – 12:40 Version control with git(Daniel Stubbs) The 26th Annual ACT-R Workshop(Chris�an Lebière) Dirichlet Process mixture modeling(Yuelin Li)12:40 – 14:00 Lunch break14:00 – 16:00 Effec�ve communica�onfor conflict management(Women of Math Psych)
The 26th Annual ACT-R Workshop(Chris�an Lebière)

16:00 – 16:20 Coffee break (Drummond Foyer)16:20 – 18:00 Effec�ve communica�onfor conflict management(Women of Math Psych)
The 26th Annual ACT-R Workshop(Chris�an Lebière)

18:00 – 20:00 Welcome recep�on (Drummond Foyer)

Saturday, July 20, 2019
Time Ballroom West Salons 6 & 7 Drummond West &Center Drummond East

Batchelder 1 Decision making 1 Percep�on and
Psychophysics

ICCM track

09:00 Oravecz Hartmann Huber Rosenbloom09:20 Singmann Zhou Bahg Nobandegani09:40 Heck Hotaling Wirzberger Chandrasekaran10:00 Matzke Davis Rosendahl Wang10:20 – 10:40 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Batchelder 2 Decision making 2 Memory 1 ICCM track10:40 van den Bergh Pleskac Shepherdson Nobandegani11:00 Schramm Stober Wes�all Somers11:20 Link Zhao Caplan Rosenbloom11:40 Townsend Haines Kahana West12:00 – 14:00 Lunch break14:00 – 15:00 David Kellen — Early Career Award Lecture (BallroomWest)

Tes�ng Representa�ons in Recogni�on Memory: From Model Fits to Cri�cal Tests15:00 – 15:20 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Reac�on �me models Process models Memory 2 ICCM track15:20 Donkin Akrenius Kilic Cranford15:40 Trueblood McCarty Chen Rahman16:00 Ludwig Zhu Wilson Riesterer16:20 Fific Fox Schweickert Seow17:00 – 20:00 Poster session (Ballroom Center & East)
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Schedule

Sunday, July 21, 2019
Time Ballroom West Salons 6 & 7 Drummond West &Center Drummond East

Strategy 1 Accumulator models 1 Language ICCM track09:00 Gluck Ngo Shabahang Cho09:20 Gonzalez Heathcote Rawski Rolon-Mere�e09:40 Rieskamp Palestro Collins De Jong10:00 Tenison Bha�a Yim Taatgen10:20 – 10:40 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Strategy 2 Cogni�on Vision ICCM track10:40 Schulze Yearsley Sawada Briggs11:00 Heck Bunji Glavan Yang11:20 Hatz Perez Santangelo Liu Vogelzang11:40 Lee, M. Zheng Broomell Misra12:00 – 14:00 Lunch break14:00 – 15:00 Maithilee Kunda – ICCM Keynote Address (BallroomWest)

Imagery-Based AI15:00 – 15:20 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Sta�s�cal inference Neurocogni�ve

modeling
Numerical cogni�on ICCM track

15:20 van Ravenzwaaij Cox Spicer Hoekstra15:40 Bamber Tiganj Zou Sibert16:00 Chechile Weidemann Lee, S.-H. Gluck16:20 Zhang Romeu Grice Klaproth16:40 – 17:00 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)17:00 – 18:00 Business mee�ng (BallroomWest)18:30 – 22:00 Conference banquet (Bier Markt)

Monday, July 22, 2019
Time Ballroom West Salons 6 & 7 Drummond West &Center Drummond East

Methods 1 Symmetry 1 Accumulator models 2 ICCM track09:00 Neufeld Liu Diederich Cranford09:20 Li Elder Wu Ragni09:40 Houpt Sawada Holmes Rolon-Mere�e10:00 Galdo Zaidi Steyvers Brand10:20 – 10:40 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Methods 2 Symmetry 2 Accumulator models 3 ICCM track10:40 Schad Pizlo Ratcliff Peebles11:00 Kennedy Zhang Hawkins Tra�on11:20 Kim Kvam Ji11:40 Gronau Simen Sense12:00 – 14:00 Lunch break14:00 – 15:00 Jake Hofman — Society for Mathema�cal Psychology Keynote Address (BallroomWest)

How Predictable is the Spread of Informa�on?15:00 – 15:20 Coffee break (Ballroom Foyer)
Methods 3 Modeling Decision making 3 ICCM track15:20 He Markkula McCausland Blaha15:40 Colonius Poddiakov Liew Wiese16:00 Cox Lukeman Yearsley Amant
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Schedule

Scheduled events and mee�ngs

Women of Mathema�cal Psychology network luncheon — July 19, 12:40 – 14:00
the WoMP networking luncheon will take place in Salons 6 & 7 (Level 3) of Le Centre Sheraton. Thisevent is only open to conference a�endees who have already RSVP’d.
Welcome recep�on — July 19, from 18:00
An informal welcome recep�on will be held in the Drummond Foyer (Level 3) of Le Centre Sheraton.All conference a�endees are invited.
Journal of Mathema�cal Psychology editorial board mee�ng — July 20, 12:00–14:00
The annual mee�ng of the Journal of Mathema�cal Psychology editorial board will take place in
Salon 1 (Level 2). This mee�ng is only open to editorial board members. Lunch will be served.
Computa�onal Brain & Behavior editorial board mee�ng — July 20, 12:00–14:00
The annual mee�ng of the Computa�onal Brain & Behavior editorial board will take place in Salon 2
(Level 2). This mee�ng is only open to editorial board members. Lunch will be served.
ICCM board mee�ng — July 20, 12:00–14:00
The annual mee�ng of the ICCM board will take place in Salon 3 (Level 2). This mee�ng is only opento society board members. Lunch will be served.
Poster session — July 20, 17:00–19:00
The poster session will take place in Ballroom Center & East (Level 4). Presenters are asked to mounttheir posters around 15:00 and to a�end their own posters from 17:00. Snacks will be served.
Batchelder memorial — July 20, from 17:00
We will hold an informal get-together to remember our friend and colleague Bill Batchelder. Inaddi�on to mee�ng other friends, colleagues, students, and collaborators of Bill’s and to show ourrespects, this memorial is an opportunity for all to say a few words and share stories from Stanfordgrad school and other memories of Bill. All are welcome at this mee�ng in Ballroom West (Level 4).
Society for Mathema�cal Psychology board mee�ng — July 21, 12:00–14:00
The annual mee�ng of the Society for Mathema�cal Psychology board will take place in Salon 2
(Level 2). This mee�ng is only open to society board members. Lunch will be served.
Society for Mathema�cal Psychology business mee�ng — July 21, 17:00–18:00
The Society for Mathema�cal Psychology business mee�ng will take place in Ballroom West
(Level 4). At the business mee�ng, we will announce the William K. Estes Early Career Award, the R.
Duncan Luce Journal of Mathema�cal Psychology Outstanding Paper Award, the Newell Best Paper
Award, the inaugural Computa�onal Brain & Behavior Outstanding Paper Award, the inaugural
Senior Fellow Award, the Best Poster Award, and the Journal of Mathema�cal Psychology Student
Travel Awards. Everyone is welcome at the business mee�ng.
Conference banquet — July 21, 18:30–22:00
The conference banquet will be held at Bier Markt, which is just across Drummond Street from LeCentre Sheraton. A pre-dinner cocktail area is reserved for guests who arrive early. This event is onlyopen to conference a�endees who have already RSVP’d. Please bring photo ID.
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Plenary presenta�ons

Plenary presenta�ons
All plenary presenta�ons will be held in Ballroom West from 14:00 to 15:00.
Early Career Award lecture by David Kellen (July 20)
Tes�ng Representa�ons in Recogni�on Memory: From Model Fits to Cri�cal Tests

Author(s): Kellen, David (Syracuse University, United States of America). Contact: davekellen@gmail.com.
Abstract: The topic of this talk concerns a long-standing topic in recogni�on memory, the comparison betweendiscrete, con�nuous, and “hybrid” modeling accounts of recogni�on memory. Specifically, I will discuss howthis work has tradi�onally focused on model fits predicated on strong parametric assump�ons, and theimportance of a shi� towards more general, non-parametric approaches. Here, I will show how some classicresults in mathema�cal psychology, such as Falmagne’s proof on the Block-Marschak inequali�es provide atestable founda�on for the general no�on that memory judgments are based on a latent-strengthrepresenta�on. I will report empirical results suppor�ng the Block-Marschak inequali�es, but also show theclose rela�onship between different types of memory judgments. Finally, I will discuss how these generalresults can be complemented by cri�cal tests that allow us exclude certain types of representa�ons. The focuswill be placed on cri�cal tests that can reject a general class of threshold models.

ICCM keynote lecture by Maithilee Kunda (July 21)
Imagery-Based AI

Author(s): Kunda, Maithilee (Vanderbilt University, United States of America). Contact:
mkunda@vanderbilt.edu. Abstract: Despite evidence for the importance of visual mental imagery in manyareas of human intelligence, there are few AI systems that use imagery-like knowledge representa�ons toperform complex tasks. My research on imagery-based AI illustrates how imagery-based representa�ons andreasoning operators can be combined to solve standardized tests of nonverbal cogni�on, like the Raven’sProgressive Matrices test; how imagery-based reasoning operators, like mental rota�on, can be represented inconnec�onist systems and learned from perceptual experience; and how interac�ve technologies that scaffoldhuman mental imagery can be used for applica�ons in special educa�on, data visualiza�on, and more.

Society for Mathema�cal Psychology keynote lecture by Jake Hofman (July 22)
How Predictable is the Spread of Informa�on?

Author(s): Hofman, Jake (Microso� Research, United States of America). Contact: jmh@microsoft.com.
Abstract: How does informa�on spread in online social networks, and how predictable are online informa�ondiffusion events? Despite a great deal of exis�ng research on modeling informa�on diffusion and predic�ng“success” of content in social systems, these ques�ons have remained largely unanswered for a variety ofreasons, ranging from the inability to observe most word-of-mouth communica�on to difficul�es in preciselyand consistently formalizing different no�ons of success. This talk will a�empt to shed light on these ques�onsthrough an empirical analysis of billions of diffusion events under one simple but unified framework. We willshow that even though informa�on diffusion pa�erns exhibit stable regulari�es in the aggregate, it remainssurprisingly difficult to predict the success of any par�cular individual or single piece of content in an onlinesocial network, with our best performing models explaining only half of the empirical variance in outcomes. Weconclude by exploring this limit theore�cally through a series of simula�ons that suggest that it is the diffusionprocess itself, rather than our ability to es�mate or model it, that is responsible for this unpredictability.
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Friday, July 19, 2019

Friday, July 19, 2019

Morning Tutorial: Version Control with Git (Salons 6 & 7)

Host(s): Stubbs, Daniel (Calcul Québec). Contact: daniel.stubbs@calculquebec.ca. Abstract: Versioncontrol is the lab notebook of the digital world: it’s what professionals use to keep track of what they’ve doneand to collaborate with other people. Every large so�ware development project relies on it, and mostprogrammers use it for their small jobs as well. And it isn’t just for so�ware: books, papers, small data sets, andanything that changes over �me or needs to be shared can and should be stored in a version control system.This is a 3.5h course at a beginner level. Experience with shell commands is useful, but not mandatory. Thelesson plan includes these topics: “Automated Version Control”, “Se�ng Up Git”, “Crea�ng a Repository”,“Tracking Changes”, “Exploring History”, “Ignoring Things”, “Remotes in GitHub”, “Collabora�ng”, “Conflicts”,and “Open Science, licensing and hos�ng.”

Morning Tutorial: A tutorial on Dirichlet Process mixture modeling (Drummond
East)

Host(s): Li, Yuelin (Memorial Sloan Ke�ering Cancer Center). Contact: liy12@mskcc.org. Abstract: Bayesiannonparametric (BNP) models are becoming increasingly important in cogni�ve psychology, both as theore�calmodels of cogni�on and as analy�c tools. However, exis�ng exposi�ons tend to be at a level of abstrac�onlargely impenetrable by non-technicians. This tutorial aims to explain BNP to the curious non-technicians usingthe Dirichlet Process (DP) as an illustra�ve example. DP is one of the most widely used BNP methods. Astudent researching these topics may encounter terms such as DP and the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP,one of the construc�on methods of DP), but he or she may only have a vague impression as to the origin ofthese somewhat abstract concepts. This tutorial aims to make these concepts more concrete, explicit, andtransparent. This tutorial will (1) show what the DP and CRP look like; (2) explain the essen�al mathema�calderiva�ons o�en omi�ed in exis�ng exposi�ons you find online; and (3) demonstrate how to write a simpleprogram in the sta�s�cal language R to fit a DP mixture model (DPMM). The R program will be explained lineby line so that you know precisely how the computa�on algorithm works. The mathema�cs will be no morethan basic condi�onal probability and sampling from standard probability distribu�ons. The overall goals are tohelp you understand more fully the theory and applica�on so that you may apply DP in your own work andleverage the technical details in this tutorial to develop novel methods. By working through the R program andsimulated data, you will learn the key feature of DP. The number of clusters is not required to be fixed inadvance. The number of clusters used by a DP cogni�ve theory grows as data accrue and tops when addi�onalclusters no longer explains the data. This tutorial should enhance your apprecia�on of other tutorials of the DP(e.g., Gershman & Blei, 2012, J. Math Psych; Austerweil, Gershman, Tenenbaum, and Griffiths, 2015, inBusemeyer et al., Oxford Handbook of Computa�onal and Mathema�cal Psychology). Prerequisite knowledge:Basic familiarity with R (e.g., comfortable with logis�c regression in R). Experience with R programming alsohelps (unfortunately, DP is not yet supported by sta�s�cal packages frequently used by behavioral scien�sts,such as SPSS, Mplus, Stata or SAS). But the programming skills required are no more complicated than wri�ngsimple func�ons. Consider bringing a laptop with R already installed to run the R program right away.
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Friday, July 19, 2019 Workshops and Tutorials

A�ernoon Workshop: Effec�ve Communica�on for Conflict Management (Salons 6
& 7)

Host(s): Women of Math Psych. Contact: WomenOfMathPsych@gmail.com. Abstract: Managing conflictrequires readiness to iden�fy and address common fallacies that impede effec�ve communica�on andproduc�vity. One of the greatest sources of frustra�on between colleagues is feeling misunderstood. Failure toacknowledge how your words and ac�ons impact others, and vice versa, may weaken your most vitalprofessional rela�onships. Taking the �me and effort to become aware of common logical fallacies may be�erequip you to quickly resolve nega�ve conflict and avoid uninten�onal disputes. Here we discuss efficient waysto convey and receive messages in person as well as via phone, email,and social media. Good communica�onskills will allow you to successfully build rela�onships and resolve conflict in all stages of your career.

Workshop: The Twenty-Sixth Annual ACT-R Workshop (Drummond West & Center)

Host(s): Chris�an Lebière
Health and Social Models

9:00am Peter PirolliACT-R Models of Health Behavior Change in Mobile Health Change9:20am Andrea StoccoComputa�onal Psychiatry: Predic�ng Recovery Curves for PTSD9:40am Mark Orr & Parantapa Bha�acharyaScaling Social Systems with Cogni�ve Components
Environments and Applica�ons

11:00am David M. Schwartz & Christopher L. DancyBuilding Environments for Simula�on and Experimenta�on in Malmo11:20am Nele RusswinkelTowards Incorpora�ng Cogni�ve Models in Applica�ons11:40am Robert L. West, Emily Greve, & Elisabeth ReidUsing Smart Phone Games to Validate ACT-R
Theory and Architecture

2:00pm Frank E. Ri�er, Farnaz Tehranchi, Jacob D. Oury, & Shan WangTes�ng the KRK Theory Breaks ACT-R and Pilot Data to Show it2:20pm Andrea StoccoDeriving an Architecture from Brain Data2:40pm Niels TaatgenExtending ACT-R’s Modeling Capabili�es: One Level Below, and One Level Above
Future of ACT-R

4:20pm Dan BothellSo�ware Updates4:40pm EveryoneOpen Discussion
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Saturday, July 20, 2019, morning

Saturday, July 20, 2019, morning

Symposium in Honor of Bill Batchelder (Ballroom West)

Joint modeling of cultural consensus and everyday life experiences

Author(s): Oravecz, Zita(1); Vandekerckhove, Joachim(2) (1: Penn State University; 2: University of California,Irvine). Contact: zita@psu.edu. Abstract: Cultural Consensus Theory (CCT) models allow us to explore sharedknowledge or beliefs in a culture. Within this framework, with the Extended Consensus Model (ECM) we candescribe individual differences among people in terms of consensus knowledge, willingness to guess, andguessing bias. These cogni�ve characteris�cs might have a direct influence on everyday life experiences. Tostudy this, we developed a latent variable model in which process model parameters from intensivelongitudinal daily life data and parameters of the ECM can be es�mated simultaneously and joined via linearlink func�ons. We apply this model to study whether beliefs on what makes people feel loved are linked todaily life experiences of love.

New Results from the Bayesian and Frequen�st MPT Mul�verse

Author(s): Singmann, Henrik(1); Heck, Daniel W.(2); Barth, Marius(3); Groß, Julia(2); Kuhlmann, Beatrice G.(2) (1:University of Warwick; 2: University of Mannheim; 3: Universität zu Köln). Contact: singmann@gmail.com.
Abstract: Even with a clear hypothesis or cogni�ve model in mind, most sta�s�cal analyses contain severalmore or less arbitrary choices. In the case of a model-based analysis, these choices can concern the sta�s�calframework, the aggrega�on-level, and which parameter restric�ons to introduce. Usually one path throughthis ‘garden of forking paths’ (Gelman & Loken, 2013) is chosen and reported. However, it is unclear how mucheach choice affects the reported results. The mul�verse approach (Steegen, Tuerlinckx, Gelman, & Vanpaemel,2016) offers a principled alterna�ve in which results for all possible combina�ons of reasonable modelingchoices are reported. We introduce a new so�ware package for R that performs a model-based mul�verseanalysis for mul�nomial processing tree (MPT) models, MPTmul�verse. Our package es�mates MPT models ina frequen�st and Bayesian manner. In the frequen�st case, it uses no pooling (with and without bootstrap) andcomplete pooling. In the Bayesian case, it uses no pooling, complete pooling, and three different variants ofpar�al pooling. Using this MPT mul�verse, we performed a meta-analysis for several prominent MPT models(e.g., source-memory, recogni�on memory). Our results show that even for some core parameters, thedifferent analysis approaches reveal considerable variability in the parameter es�mates across es�ma�onmethods. Our results suggest that researchers should adopt a mul�verse approach when using cogni�vemodels.

Represen�ng Probabilis�c Models of Knowledge Space Theory by Mul�nomial Processing Tree Mod-
els

Author(s): Heck, Daniel W.(1); Noventa, Stefano(2); Erdfelder, Edgar(1) (1: University of Mannheim; 2: Universityof Tübingen). Contact: heck@uni-mannheim.de. Abstract: Knowledge Space Theory (KST) aims at modelingthe hierarchical rela�ons between items or skills in a learning process. In KST, the knowledge states ofindividuals are represented by means of par�ally ordered latent classes which are mapped to actual responsepa�erns via condi�onal probability parameters. Since probabilis�c KST models account for discrete data byassuming a finite number of latent states, they can be represented by mul�nomial processing tree (MPT)
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models which describe the transi�ons across latent states by a binary decision tree. This close rela�onshipbetween MPT and probabilis�c KST models has previously been highlighted by Erdfelder (2000) with respectto descrip�ve and assessment languages (Degreef et al., 1986) as well as stochas�c learning processes(Falmagne, 1989, 1990; Falmagne & Doignon, 2011). In contrast to this procedural perspec�ve on assessment,we show that standard probabilis�c models of KST such as the Basic Local Independence Model and the SimpleLearning Model can be represented as specific instances of MPT models. Given this close link, MPT methodsmay be applied to address both theore�cal and prac�cal ques�ons in KST. For instance, MPT modeling allowsto test and account for viola�ons of local independence, a fundamental assump�on in Item Response Theoryand psychological tes�ng in general.

Bayesian Model Selec�on and Model Averaging for Mul�nomial Processing Trees

Author(s): Matzke, Dora(1); Gronau, Quen�n(2); Heck, Daniel W.(1); Wagenmakers, Eric-Jan(1) (1: University ofAmsterdam, Netherlands, The; 2: University of Mannheim). Contact: d.matzke@uva.nl. Abstract:Mul�nomial processing trees (MPTs) are a popular class of stochas�c models for the analysis of categoricaldata. MPT modelers are o�en faced with the challenge of comparing the descrip�ve accuracy of a set of MPTsthat formalize different theore�cal accounts of the data. The candidate models o�en vary in complexity andare equipped with a large number of parameters, especially when they are implemented in a hierarchicalframework. The principled Bayesian solu�on for such model selec�on problems is to compute Bayes factorsand posterior model probabili�es. Both quan��es, however, rely on the marginal likelihood, ahigh-dimensional integral that cannot be evaluated analy�cally. Here we present Warp-III bridge sampling, apowerful yet straigh�orward simula�on-based approach that enables the accurate computa�on of themarginal likelihood of complex cogni�ve models. We illustrate the procedure with published data anddemonstrate how Warp-III facilitates Bayesian model averaging for tes�ng parameter constraints in MPTs whilefully taking into account model uncertainty.

Cultural Consensus Theory for Psychiatric Assessment

Author(s): van den Bergh, Don; Wagenmakers, Eric-Jan (University of Amsterdam, Netherlands, The). Contact:
donvdbergh@hotmail.com. Abstract: Many psychiatric deten�on centers monitor pa�ents’ mental health atregular intervals. Typically, clinicians score pa�ents using a Likert scale on mul�ple criteria. Having an overviewof pa�ents’ scores benefits psychiatric prac�ce in at least three ways. First, the scores may help adjusttreatment to the individual pa�ent; second, the change in scores over �me allows an assessment of treatmenteffec�veness; third, the scores may warn staff that par�cular pa�ents are at high risk of turning violent.Current prac�ces for the analysis of mental health scores are subop�mal: evalua�ons from different cliniciansare averaged (as if the Likert scale were linear and the clinicians iden�cal), and pa�ents are analyzed inisola�on (as if they were independent). Uncertainty es�mates of the resul�ng score are o�en ignored. Here wepresent a quan�ta�ve program for the analysis of mental health scores using cultural consensus theory (CCT;Anders & Batchelder, 2015). CCT models take into account the ordinal nature of the Likert scale, the individualdifferences among clinicians, and the possible commonali�es between pa�ents. In a simula�on, we comparethe predic�ve performance of the CCT model to the current prac�ce of aggrega�ng raw observa�ons and, as amore reasonable alterna�ve, against o�en-used machine learning toolboxes. The presenta�on is concludedwith a discussion on the substan�ve benefits obtained by applica�on of the CCT model.

Hierarchical Paired Comparison Modeling, A Cultural Consensus Theory Approach

Author(s): Schramm, Pele; Batchelder, William H (University of California, Irvine, United States of America).
Contact: pschramm@uci.edu. Abstract: We introduce a set of models designed to analyze datasets involving
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responses from mul�ple subjects on pairwise comparisons from a fixed discrete set of alterna�ves.Thesemodels are part of a greater body of work known as Cultural Consensus Theory (CCT). Like other CCT models,these simultaneously infer each individual’s tendency toward aligning with the group consensus, level ofagreement on each item, and also a latent consensus value of each alterna�ve. Two primary models arediscussed, referred to as the Strong and Weak Consensus Paired-Comparison Models (SCPCM and WCPCMrespec�vely). The SCPCM works under the assump�on that all individuals are answering in accordance to thelatent consensus values but with varying degrees of accuracy, while the WCPCM relaxes this assump�on andassumes minor devia�ons from latent consensus values in people’s average valua�on of alterna�ves. TheWCPCM also includes inferences on par�cipants’ individual tendencies toward self-consistency (related to theirtendencies toward commi�ng viola�ons of transi�vity) as well as inferences on the tendency of each item tobe evaluated consistently by individuals. The Case III Thurstonian model is used as the backbone for bothCPCMs, and inference is conducted under a hierarchical Bayesian framework. Model checks along withapplica�ons to both simulated and real data are overviewed

Axioms versus the Mind

Author(s): Link, Stephen Warren (McMaster University, Canada). Contact: slink@ucsd.edu. Abstract: Theaxioma�c development of theories was a specialty of Patrick Suppes. Bill Batchelder and the rest of the earlyFellows in the Ins�tute for Mathema�cal Studeies in the Social Sciences were drilled in axioma�cs a la Suppes.Axioms must be accepted as reasonable by theore�cians and then used to create testable theore�calpredic�ons that follow from the axioms. In par�cular the axiom “simple scalability” is sa�sfied by a set, S, ofchoice probabili�es P (x, y) = F [(u(x), u(y)] where F and u are real-values func�ons, and x, y, z, . . . areelements of S. An important aspect of choice situa�ons that may not be met by simple scalability is the effectof context on judgments. Data from a well-known experiment by Tversky and Russo show how context resultsin failures of simple scalability.

Categoriza�on + Decision Making: Inves�ga�on of the Markov Property, Quantal Models and other
Good Stuff

Author(s): Townsend, James T.; Liu, Yanjun; Busemeyer, Jerome R. (Indiana University Bloomington, UnitedStates of America). Contact: jtownsen@indiana.edu. Abstract: The underlying rela�onship of cogni�veprocessing is one of essen�al interests in cogni�ve science. The basic concept revolves around a two-stageparadigm where observers need to make a categorical decision on a given face (s�mulus), and then decide ifthey would like to be friendly or defensive toward that face. Each s�mulus has a certain categorical probabilityto be assigned to either category A or B, and each category has a certain decisional probability to be friendly ora hos�le. Previous research (i.e., Townsend, Silva, Spencer-Smith & Wenger, 2000; Busemeyer & Wang, 2015)discovered an interference effect in this two-stage paradigm that observers’ ac�on decision was notindependent of visual s�muli, even though the ac�on decisional probability was manipulated to becondi�onally independent of visual s�muli. This finding documented a strong viola�on of the Markov propertyin the underlying rela�onship of these two central high-level cogni�ve processes. This important result hasrecently been replicated with varing manipula�ons of the probability structure by Nosofsky & Busemeyer (inprepara�on). A quantum model (Busemeyer & Wang, 2015) has been developed to capture this interferenceeffect and proved to perform very well (Kvam, Pleskac, Yu & Busemeyer, 2015; Wang & Busemeyer, 2016),assuming a sequen�al processing order of two stages. Nevertheless, this assump�on has not been empiricallyverified and is being inves�gated in our current project. This presenta�on will emphasize the basicphenomenon and touch on the poten�al quantal and non-quantal hypotheses if �me permits.
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Decision making 1 (Salons 6 & 7)

Prospect Theory and the Wisdom of the Inner Crowd

Author(s): Hartmann, Stephan (LMU Munich, Germany). Contact: s.hartmann@lmu.de. Abstract: I presentthe recently introduced distance-based account of Bayesianism (B. Eva and S. Hartmann, Psychological Review125(5): 806-821 (2018)) and show how it can be applied to address the problem of probability aggrega�on.Here we consider a group of experts each of which submits a probability es�mate of the occurrence of someevent E. We ask: How shall a chairperson aggregate these es�mates? According to the distance-basedapproach, one minimizes the average distance between the aggregate and the individual submissions. I thenshow that using an f-divergence to measure the “distance” between two probability es�mates leads to anumber of well-known aggrega�on func�ons (such as the normalized geometric mean if one uses the KLdivergence) as well as several new aggrega�on func�ons which I will examine. The approach can bestraight/forwardly generalized to the aggrega�on of probability distribu�ons. Using these ideas, I then moveon and provide a probabilis�c jus�fica�on of the shape of one of the probability weigh�ng func�ons used inProspect Theory by drawing on recent work by Herzog and Hertwig (2014) on the wisdom of the inner crowd.

An Introduc�on to Nonparametric Ac�ve Preference Learning

Author(s): Davis, Alex (Carnegie Mellon University, United States of America). Contact: alexdavis@cmu.edu.
Abstract: Learning a decision-maker’s preferences requires prior knowledge about the func�onal form rela�ngpreference to choice. Alterna�vely, modellers may use nonparametric approaches that learn the func�onalform from data. Ac�ve preference learning aims to choose sets of alterna�ves to maximize the informa�ongained about a decision-maker’s preferences. This paper provides an introduc�on to nonparametric ac�vepreference learning models, including addi�ve models, Gaussian Process, and neural networks. Severalapplica�ons are discussed in the domain of choices between cars, public policies to mi�gate climate change,symmetry func�ons in atomic physics, and part selec�on for addi�ve manufacturing. The framework is thenextended to ac�ve structure learning, specifically by using nonparametric preference models to select choiceexperiments that maximize the chance of transi�vity or regularity viola�ons.

Hierarchical Bayesian Models of Choice Decisions in Sequen�al Risk-Taking Tasks

Author(s): Zhou, Ran; Myung, Jay; Pi�, Mark (The Ohio State University, United States of America). Contact:
zhou.1500@osu.edu. Abstract: In sequen�al risk-taking tasks such as the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART),computa�onal models are used to yield inferences about the underlying cogni�ve processes, which helpsclinical psychologists decompose maladap�ve behaviors into dis�nct cogni�ve components and understandthe cogni�ve mechanism of these behaviors. Wallsten, Pleskac, and Lejuez (2005) proposed and compared aseries of computa�onal models of behavior in the BART, which was later cri�cized for poor parameter recoveryperformance of learning parameters and simplified for certain circumstances (van Ravenzwaaij, Du�lh, &Wagenmakers, 2011). Here we take a reinforcement-learning-based approach that involves across-trialadjustment of par�cipant’s representa�on of the balloons’ behavior in the BART. Par�cipants in the BART areassumed to learn the op�mal strategy to maximize reward by making choices and experiencing theconsequences of those choices, which makes it a reinforcement learning problem. We conduct parameterrecovery simula�ons with a Bayesian implementa�on to assess the performance of the new set of models, andconduct model selec�on to compare them to the models proposed by Wallsten, Pleskac, and Lejuez (2005).The models are also fi�ed to empirical data using a hierarchical Bayesian approach as a further test ofperformance.
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New Insights into Decisions from Experience: Using Cogni�ve Models to Understand How Value
Informa�on, Outcome Order, and Salience Drive Risk Taking

Author(s): Hotaling, Jared; Donkin, Chris; Newell, Ben (University of New South Wales). Contact:
jaredhotaling@gmail.com. Abstract: Many real world decisions must be made on basis of experiencedoutcomes. However, li�le is known about the mechanism by which people make these decisions fromexperience. Much of the previous research has focused on contras�ng these decisions with those based ondescribed alterna�ves. Observa�ons of a reliable descrip�on-experience gap (D-E gap) led Hotaling, Jarvstad,Donkin, and Newell (under review) to conduct a series of studies inves�ga�ng various factors influencingdecisions from experience. Cri�cally, they found that the juncture at which value and probability informa�on isprovided has a fundamental effect on choice. They also found evidence for the impact of perceptual salienceand outcome recency on choice. To be�er understand these results and their implica�ons regarding themechanisms underlying human decision making, we developed an exemplar-based cogni�ve model. It uses anoisy error-prone memory mechanism to explain how confusions between events give rise to variousbehavioral pa�erns. According to the model, each �me an outcome is experienced, a record is laid down inmemory. However, memory traces can be disturbed in several ways as new informa�on enters the system. Wetested several versions of models within this basic framework, and found that one with mechanisms forvalue-assignment confusions and risk bias provided the best account. We discuss the implica�ons of thesefindings on our understanding of the interplay between a�en�on, memory, and choice, and the psychologicalunderpinning of the descrip�on-experience gap.

Decision making 2 (Salons 6 & 7)

Would you bet on it? How life’s gambles impact people’s beliefs

Author(s): Pleskac, Tim(1,2); Schulze, Chris�n(2) (1: University of Kansas, United States of America; 2: MaxPlanck Ins�tute for Human Development). Contact: pleskac@ku.edu. Abstract: Should and does the mereproposal of a bet alter your beliefs? Decision theory typically treats bets as s�muli by which people reveal theirpreferences. Yet a bet is also datum that signals the bet-upon event. Based on the hypothesis that bets typicallyreflect a systema�c inverse rela�onship between risks and rewards, we developed a Bayesian belief-upda�ngmodel for making inferences from bets. In the model, the player being offered the bet treats the bet as dataand, a�er accoun�ng for biases and uncertainty in the bet itself, uses it to update his or her belief. We testedthe predic�ons of the model with two experiments asking par�cipants to judge the dura�on and extent ofseveral everyday phenomena. We compared judgments when par�cipants received (a) different amounts ofrandom data samples about the dura�on of an event, (b) equivalent informa�on communicated via a fair bet,or (c) equivalent informa�on disclosed as a probability es�mate. We found that par�cipants integrated thesignal carried in the bets they were offered to update their personal beliefs consistent with the Bayesian beliefupda�ng model. When par�cipants were offered a bet rather than an explicit probability es�mate, they weremore uncertain about the conveyed informa�on and tended to believe that bets were more biased thanprobability forecasts. In sum, our results suggest that people should and do use risk-reward rela�onships in asocial context as a window onto other people’s beliefs to construct their own beliefs and preferences.

Tes�ng the Separable Representa�on of U�lity Theories: An Experiment Evalua�ng Monotonicity,
Transi�vity, and Double Cancella�on

Author(s): Stober, Clin�n(1); Cavagnaro, Daniel(2); Heck, Daniel(3); Park, Sanghyuk(1) (1: University of Missouri,Columbia, MO; 2: California State University Fullerton; 3: University of Mannheim). Contact:
stoberc@missouri.edu. Abstract: Addi�ve conjoint measurement (ACM) is a formal theory of measurement
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that specifies how two variables relate to a third (Debreu, 1960; Luce & Tukey, 1964). ACM plays a founda�onalrole in many u�lity-based decision theories, e.g., prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). We report theresults of an experiment designed to evaluate the axioms necessary for an ACM representa�on in a decisionmaking under risk paradigm. These axioms are monotonicity, transi�vity, and double cancella�on. To test therobustness of the ACM representa�on, we introduced lo�eries involving decisions under ambiguity, where thedegree of ambiguity varied across s�mulus sets. We applied modern Bayesian order-constrained inference toevaluate the ACM axioms. We tested the collec�on of axioms jointly for each of the 46 par�cipants. For nearlyall par�cipants, we find strong evidence for ambiguity aversion as a func�on of degree of ambiguity and wefind that all three necessary axioms of ACM hold across all experimental condi�ons.

Bridging the descrip�on-experience gap in risky decision-making: Risk sensi�ve learning as a causal
mechanism

Author(s): Haines, Nathaniel; Kvam, Peter D; Turner, Brandon M (The Ohio State University, United States ofAmerica). Contact: haines.175@osu.edu. Abstract: When making decisions based on probabilis�c outcomes,people guide their behavior using knowledge gathered through both indirect descrip�ons and directexperience. However, relying wholly on either described or experienced informa�on o�en leads to verydifferent decisions. A ubiquitous finding is the so-called descrip�on-experience gap, where individualsoverweight low probability events when described yet underweight them when experienced. A leadingexplana�on for this fundamental gap in decision-making is that probabili�es are weighted differently whenlearned through descrip�on rela�ve to experience, yet a formal theore�cal explana�on of the mechanismresponsible for such differences remains elusive. Here, we demonstrate that changes in probability weigh�ngcan be completely explained by risk sensi�ve learning, which we capture through differen�al learning ofposi�ve versus nega�ve predic�on errors. In a simula�on study, we show how risk sensi�ve learning duringexperience leads to systema�cally biased es�mates of probability weigh�ng when using a tradi�onal CPTmodel. In a within-subject experiment, we use hierarchical Bayesian modeling and Bayesian model comparisonto show that risk sensi�ve learning captures par�cipants’ behavior be�er than changes in outcome valua�onand/or probability weigh�ng across descrip�on and experience. We conclude with a discussion of how formal,substan�ve models of psychological processes can lead to insights that heuris�c, sta�s�cal models o�en fail tocapture.

Towards a space of contextual effects on choice behavior: Insights from the dri� diffusion model

Author(s): Zhao, Wenjia Joyce; Coady, Aoife; Bha�a, Sudeep (University of Pennsylvania, United States ofAmerica). Contact: zhaowenj@sas.upenn.edu. Abstract: Choice behavior can be influenced by manydifferent types of incidental contextual effects, including those pertaining to presenta�on format, emo�on,social belief, and cogni�ve capacity. Many of these contextual effects form the basis of “nudges”, used byacademics and prac��oners to shape choice. In this paper, we use data from a very large-scale choiceexperiment to uncover a space of contextual effects. We construct this space by analyzing fi�een contextualeffects using the parameters of the dri� diffusion model (DDM). DDM is a quan�ta�ve theory of decisionmaking whose parameters offer a theore�cally compelling characteriza�on of the cogni�ve underpinnings ofchoice behavior. By represen�ng a large number of contextual effects in terms of how they influence theparameters of the DDM, our space is able to precisely measure, quan�fy, and compare the contextual effects,and interpret these effects in terms of their behavioral, mechanis�c, and sta�s�cal implica�ons.
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Percep�on and Psychophysics (Drummond West & Center)

A unified account of repe��on blindness and the a�en�onal blink

Author(s): Huszar, Lucas D. A.(2); Huber, David E.(1) (1: University of Massachuse�s, Amherst; 2: New YorkUniversity). Contact: lukehuszar@gmail.com. Abstract: Chun (1997) examined repe��on blindness (RB) in ale�er-number a�en�onal blink (AB) task, finding that some manipula�ons selec�vely reduced the AB whileothers selec�vely reduced the RB. This appears to contradict the ‘perceptual wink’ model of Rusconi and Huber(2018), which assumes that the AB reflects categorical repe��on blindness owing to perceptual habitua�on.However, perceptual habitua�on can explain these dissocia�ons considering that in an RSVP paradigm, the RBentails both a deficit for a character’s visual appearance and iden�ty (i.e., which le�er or number?) as well as adeficit for the target category (i.e., is it a number or a le�er?). Providing a unified account of the AB and the RB,we augmented the perceptual wink model with a Bayesian decision process that compares the accumulatedevidence in short-term memory against expected priors to determine how many �mes a par�cular iden�tyappeared. We assessed this model with three combined AB/RB experiments that manipulated categorymapping; for each experiment, one group of subjects received consistent mapping, with a set of charactersconsistently assigned to the target category, whereas another group received varied mapping, with varia�onacross trials for the target category. The category mapping manipula�on affected RB and the AB in a similarmanner, as predicted. If both deficits involve a failure to perceive that the second target belonged to the targetcategory, par�cipant should claim that the trial involved only one target. This predic�on was confirmed usingmul�ple-choice tes�ng to assess different kinds of errors in the midst of the AB and RB.

A Model-based Explana�on of Adap�ve Feature-based Learning and Decision

Author(s): Bahg, Giwon; Hsu, Peter; Galdo, Ma�hew; Kvam, Peter; Turner, Brandon (The Ohio State University,United States of America). Contact: bahg.1.osu@gmail.com. Abstract: Changes in the environment andfeedback about the decision can affect our internal representa�on of the category distribu�on (e.g., Turner etal., 2011). More importantly, those external factors can influence the cri�cal aspect of the feature space itselfsuch as whether space is integral or separable (Garner, 1976). In this situa�on, we need to evaluate whichfeature dimension is relevant to the decision and need to re-allocate a�en�onal resources dynamically acrossfeatures to adapt one’s decision making criteria through �me. However, how adap�vity of human cogni�onimplements a�en�onal dynamics in representa�onal learning and decision has not been explored well. Thereason is that this ques�on cannot be studied using tradi�onal categoriza�on models assuming sta�crepresenta�ons with a specific distribu�onal form. Therefore, in this study, we inves�gate how changes in theimportance of features interact with the development of internal representa�on and decision processes usingAdap�ve Representa�on Model (ARM; Turner, in press). Mainly focusing on behavioral data, we comparedifferent representa�onal (e.g., instance-based vs. strength-based) and learning mechanisms (e.g., similaritykernels, lateral inhibi�on and error correc�on) embedded in the ARM to discuss how each mechanism explainsadap�ve feature-based decision-making and re-alloca�on of a�en�on. Explora�on of neural computa�onassociated with adap�ve categoriza�on using a joint modeling approach (Turner et al., 2013) is brieflydiscussed as a future direc�on.

A model-based explana�on of performance-related changes in abstract s�mulus-response learning

Author(s): Wirzberger, Maria(1); Borst, Jelmer P.(2); Krems, Josef F.(3); Rey, Günter Daniel(4) (1: Max PlanckIns�tute for Intelligent Systems, Germany; 2: University of Groningen, Netherlands; 3: Cogni�ve andEngineering Psychology, TU Chemnitz, Germany; 4: Psychology of Learning with Digital Media, TU Chemnitz,Germany). Contact: maria.wirzberger@tuebingen.mpg.de. Abstract: S�mulus-response learning
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cons�tutes an important part of human experience over the life course. Independent of the domain, it ischaracterized by changes in performance with increasing task progress. But what cogni�ve mechanisms areresponsible for these changes and how do addi�onal task requirements affect the related dynamics? To inspectthat in more detail, we introduce a computa�onal modeling approach that inves�gates performance-relatedchanges in learning situa�ons with reference to chunk ac�va�on pa�erns. It leverages the cogni�vearchitecture ACT-R to model learner behavior in abstract s�mulus-response learning in two condi�ons of taskcomplexity. Addi�onal situa�onal demands are reflected in embedded secondary tasks that interruptpar�cipants during the learning process. Our models apply an ac�va�on equa�on that also takes into accountthe associa�on between related nodes of informa�on and the similarity between poten�al responses. Modelcomparisons with two human datasets (N = 116 and N = 123 par�cipants) indicate a good fit in terms of bothaccuracy and reac�on �mes. Based on the exis�ng neurophysiological mapping of ACT-R modules on definedhuman brain areas, we convolve recorded module ac�vity into simulated BOLD responses to inves�gateunderlying cogni�ve mechanisms in more detail. The resul�ng evidence supports the connec�on of learningeffects in both task condi�ons with ac�va�on-related pa�erns to explain changes in performance.

A Quantum Dynamical Model of Task Landscapes

Author(s): Rosendahl, Lena; Musslick, Sebas�an; Cohen, Jonathan (Princeton University, United States ofAmerica). Contact: mr23@princeton.edu. Abstract: One compelling characteris�c of controlled processing isour limited ability to exercise it. Theories of control alloca�on account for such limita�ons by assumingconstraints on how much control can be allocated, leaving open the ques�on of why such constraints wouldexist. By represen�ng control states as dynamical a�ractors in a quantum mechanical landscape, we derive anorma�ve explana�on for constraints on control alloca�on. Specifically, we model controlled tasks as squarepoten�al wells with width and depth parameterizing task automa�city and control allocated to a taskrespec�vely. The agent’s cogni�ve state is represented by the wave and probability density func�ons of a lowmass par�cle acted upon by the poten�al wells. We simulate control alloca�on upda�ng by employing classicalcontrol theory heuris�cs, yielding predic�ons about control alloca�on and reward rate dynamics forenvironments with one or two tasks. Under this model, we can explain and describe, without placing a boundon control alloca�on, well-understood phenomena such as upper bounds on task performance, the limitedability of control to override automa�c processes, as well as cogni�ve fa�gue under a single framework. Themodel also predicts addi�onal cogni�ve control phenomena, such as greater variability in reward rate forextremes in control alloca�on, short term oscilla�ons in a�en�on, and nonlinearity in effort investment as afunc�on of task difficulty. Finally, we discuss how this model can explain a number of other behavioralphenomena, including instructed and voluntary task switching.

Memory 1 (Drummond West & Center)

Con�nuity with change: How repeated recall affects memory

Author(s): Shepherdson, Peter (University of Akureyri, Iceland). Contact: peter@unak.is. Abstract: A largebody of research a�ests to the robustness of the tes�ng effect, whereby tes�ng memory for specificinforma�on leads to an increased probability of subsequent correct retrieval of that informa�on. In a series ofexperiments using small sets of visual s�muli I inves�gated the effect of tes�ng on the content of memory:namely, how par�cipants’ recall changes as they are repeatedly tested (without feedback) on their memory forcolour. Performance gradually deteriorated with repeated tes�ng, yet responses also became less variable (i.e.,memory stabilised). A number of models successfully reproduced the performance deteriora�on shown in theempirical data, but failed to account for the reduc�on in variability. Models in which each retrieval produces anovel memory trace, and these traces are noisily sampled from and averaged to form the basis for the
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subsequent response, reproduced both key pa�erns from the data. These findings suggest that part of thebenefit of tes�ng may accrue from the crea�on of new instances in memory with each test, consistent withinstance theories of learning and memory.

Changes in seman�c memory due to cogni�ve impairment in Alzheimer’s pa�ents

Author(s): Wes�all, Holly Anne; Lee, Michael David (University of California, Irvine, United States of America).
Contact: hwestfal@uci.edu. Abstract: In free recall tasks, par�cipants o�en group their responses byseman�c similarity. This response strategy presupposes the existence of an intact similarity-based seman�crepresenta�on. However, various forms of cogni�ve impairment could disrupt access to seman�crepresenta�ons. We present an analysis of a clinical dataset of Alzheimer’s pa�ents diagnosed with Func�onalAssessment Stages (FAST), where higher FAST stages represent greater impairment. Par�cipants completedtriadic comparisons of animal names and an unexpected delayed free recall task of those animal names.Analyses included a mul�-dimensional scaling analysis of seman�c representa�on based on similarityjudgments inferred from the triadic comparison data. We also calculated condi�onal response probabili�es(CRP) from the free recall data. As FAST stage increased, seman�c representa�ons became less clustered, andCRPs were less related to seman�c structure. While it is clear that memory performance changes as cogni�veimpairment increases, it is not clear whether this change is the result of noisy access to an intact seman�crepresenta�on or a restructuring of the representa�on itself. Using the Leuven Concept Database as a sourceof poten�al features that pa�ents use to judge the similarity of animals, we develop a model of triadiccomparison performance across the FAST stages. The model uses latent-mixture methods to infer whichfeatures explain pa�ents’ triadic comparison choices, and how consistently they make these choices. The goalof the analysis is to understand the rela�ve importance of changes in access to a stable representa�on versuschanges in the seman�c representa�on itself, as pa�ents’ seman�c memory becomes progressively moreimpaired.

Item-memory emerges from associa�on memory when you forget to mean-center

Author(s): Caplan, Jeremy B.; Xu, Kaiyuan; Jones, Kelvin E.; Chakravarty, Sucheta (University of Alberta,Canada). Contact: jcaplan@ualberta.ca. Abstract: Anderson (1970) introduced two models that are at thecore of ar�ficial neural network models as well as cogni�ve mathema�cal models of memory. The first, asimple summa�on of items, represented as vectors, can support rudimentary item-recogni�on. The second, aheteroassocia�ve model consis�ng of a summa�on of outer products between paired item vectors, cansupport cued recall of associa�ons. Anderson recommended fixing the mean element value to zero, forsimplicity, and with minimal loss of generality. However, in a realis�c neural network model, if element valuesare represented by firing rates, as is commonly done, this mean-centering is violated, because firing ratescannot be nega�ve. We show, analy�cally, that adding a bias to item representa�ons produces interferencefrom other studied list items, makes the model worse at cued recall, but tempts the model to make intrusionresponses not unlike human par�cipants. However, an unexpected feature appears: when probed with aconstant vector, containing no “informa�on,” the model retrieves a weighted sum of studied items, formallyequivalent to Anderson’s item-memory model. This echoes of Hockley and Cris�’s (1996) findings thatassocia�ve study strategies led to high item-recogni�on, but not vice versa. We show that such a model canachieve high levels of performance (d’), when the bias is greater than zero, but not too large rela�ve to thestandard devia�on of element values. Thus, when modellers have striven for realism and relaxedmean-centering, such models may not only s�ll func�on at adequate levels, but acquire a spin-off func�onalitythat can actually be used, without the need for addi�onal encoding terms specific to item-memory.
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Modality effects in free recall: A retrieved-context account

Author(s): Kahana, Michael J.; Pazdera, Jesse K. (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America). Contact:
kahana@psych.upenn.edu. Abstract: The modality effect refers to the robust finding that memoryperformance differs for items presented aurally, as compared with visually. Whereas auditory presenta�onleads to stronger recency performance in immediate recall, visual presenta�on o�en produces be�er primacyperformance. To inves�gate these differences, we conducted two large-scale immediate free recallexperiments via Amazon Mechanical Turk. In both experiments, par�cipants studied visual and auditory wordlists of varying lengths and rates of presenta�on. We observed a recency advantage and primacy disadvantageduring auditory trials, rela�ve to visual trials, reflec�ng common modality and inverse modality effects in freerecall. Par�cipants were more likely to ini�ate recall from recency items on auditory trials than on visual trials,though the modality effect persisted regardless of recall start loca�on. Meanwhile, an analysis of intrusionerrors revealed that par�cipants were more likely to erroneously recall words from one list prior on visual trialsthan they were on auditory trials. We discuss our findings within the framework of retrieved-context theoriesof episodic memory, fi�ng the Context Maintenance and Retrieval model to our data in order to develop aretrieved-context account of the modality effect. Through our simula�ons, we demonstrate that both themodality and inverse modality effects can be explained as products of faster context dri� and strongercontext-to-item associa�on forma�on during auditory presenta�on, rela�ve to visual. Finally, we demonstratethat our model predicts the persistence of the modality effect across recall start posi�ons, as well as the noveleffects of modality we observed on prior-list intrusion behavior.

ICCM track 1 (Drummond East)

An Architectural Integra�on of Temporal Mo�va�on Theory for Decision Making Author(s): Paul S.Rosenbloom and Volkan Ustun
Decoy Effect and Viola�on of Betweenness in Risky Decision Making: A Resource-Ra�onal
Mechanis�c Account Author(s): Ardavan S. Nobandegani, Kevin da Silva Castanheira, Thomas R. Shultz andRoss O�o
Memory of rela�ve magnitude judgments informs absolute iden�fica�on Author(s): Adithya NarayanChandrasekaran, Narayanan Srinivasan and Nisheeth Srivastava
The model that knew too much: The interac�on between strategy and memory as a source of
vo�ng error Author(s): Xianni Wang, John Lindstedt and Michael Byrne
ICCM track 2 (Drummond East)

On Robustness: An Undervalued Dimension of Human Ra�onality Author(s): Ardavan S. Nobandegani,Kevin da Silva Castanheira, Timothy J. O’Donnell and Thomas Shultz
Cogni�ve-Level Salience for Explainable Ar�ficial Intelligence Author(s): Sterling Somers, Constan�nosMitsopoulos, Robert Thomson and Chris�an Lebiere
(A)symmetry x (Non)monotonicity: Towards a Deeper Understanding of Key Cogni�ve
Di/Trichotomies and the Common Model of Cogni�on Author(s): Paul S. Rosenbloom
Put Feeling into Cogni�ve Models: A Computa�onal Theory of Feeling Author(s): Robert West andBrendan Conway-Smith
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Reac�on �me models (Ballroom West)

Bringing nudges into the lab: Using evidence accumula�on models to understand the role of external
influences on decision-making

Author(s): Donkin, Chris; Newell, Ben (UNSW Sydney, Australia). Contact: c.donkin@unsw.edu.au. Abstract:The standard approach to understanding the role of external influences on decision making, or nudges, hasbeen top-down. Research has focused on finding low-cost interven�ons that change behaviour in real-lifescenarios. Our aim with this project is to take a bo�om-up perspec�ve. We use the well-studied area of simpledecision making and accompanying theore�cal models, such as the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978), as the lensthrough which to study external influences on behaviour. We present the first step in this project, anexperiment in which par�cipants were asked to judge a s�mulus as bright or dark. Before some decisions,par�cipants were told about the behaviour of their peers (e.g., “70% of the other par�cipants responded darkto the upcoming s�mulus”). We also varied the difficulty of the task, from impossible to rela�vely easy. Wefound that par�cipants responded more in line with the norm informa�on when the task was impossible, butthat behaviour was unaffected by norm informa�on when the task was easier. Interes�ngly, when we analysedthe data with a diffusion model, we found that difficulty had no effect on the parameters of the model. Thenorm informa�on affected the start-point of evidence accumula�on, with the norm informa�on being a singleof evidence for the appropriate response before the trial began. However, the norm informa�on had prac�callyno influence on the rate at which evidence accumulated, with decisions being driven only by the proper�es ofthe s�mulus under evalua�on. Together, this suggests that the interac�on between the efficacy of the socialnorm informa�on and uncertainty/difficulty emerged out of the architecture of the decision-making apparatus,but did not exist at the latent, psychological level.

Prevalence induced Biases in Medical Image Decision-making

Author(s): Trueblood, Jennifer(1); Holmes, William(1); O’Daniels, Payton(1); Eichbaum, Quen�n(2); Seegmiller,Adam(2); Stra�on, Charles(2) (1: Vanderbilt University, United States of America; 2: Vanderbilt UniversityMedical Center, United States of America). Contact: jennifer.s.trueblood@vanderbilt.edu. Abstract:Despite significant technical improvements in cancer imaging and training of specialists, diagnos�c errors s�lloccur with rates es�mated to be 10% or greater. Importantly, diagnos�c decisions based on medical images areo�en influenced by the prevalence of abnormali�es, arising from either(1) naturally high or low rates ofdisease in clinical samples or(2) censoring / priori�za�on of images for review by automated systems. Throughthe applica�on of a joint deep convolu�onal neural network (CNN) and diffusion decision model (DDM), wequan�fy the latent cogni�ve processes that are influenced by prevalence in both experts and novices. Using adiagnos�c decision task involving the classifica�on of digital images of blood cells as either normal (Non-Blast)or cancerous (Blast), we find that prevalence leads to a response bias (a change in the start-point in theCNN-DDM) for novices and both a response bias and s�mulus bias (a change in the dri� rate in the CNN-DDM)for experts. The presence of a response bias in both experts and novices is consistent with prior work inperceptual decision-making where the propor�on of s�muli is varied (White & Poldrack, 2014). The presenceof a s�mulus bias in experts indicates that the evalua�on of a case is dependent on informa�on from other,independent cases. This suggests that there is a rela�ve component to informa�on processing in experts’diagnos�c decisions.
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Temporal control in modelling eye fixa�ons

Author(s): Ludwig, Casimir(1); Trukenbrod, Hans(2); Engbert, Ralf(2) (1: University of Bristol, United Kingdom; 2:University of Potsdam, Germany). Contact: c.ludwig@bristol.ac.uk. Abstract: In natural vision, processingdifficulty will change periodically during sequences of fixa�ons. To ensure adap�ve behaviour, it is importantthat fxa�on dura�on is adjusted to systema�c changes in difficulty. We aim to understand these temporalcontrol mechanisms by developing and fi�ng computa�onal models to extended sequences of fixa�ons.Observers generated large sequences of fixa�ons in a gaze-con�ngent paradigm where the fixated item cuedthe direc�on of the next saccade. Items were embedded in visual noise, which changed periodically to increaseor decrease processing difficulty. The key features of our data are: fixa�on dura�on adapts immediately to anincrease in processing difficulty; adapta�on to increasing difficulty ini�ally “overshoots”, but then decreasesagain to a new steady state; adapta�on of fixa�on dura�on to decreasing difficulty tends to be delayed (but notalways). Here we report simula�ons and Bayesian fits of a model based on evidence accumula�on to athreshold. The model has three key mechanisms that operate on different �mescales: (i) during the firstfixa�on a�er any change in difficulty, foveal inhibi�on transiently reduces the dri� rate; (ii) the dri� rate itselfvaries with the quality of evidence presented during a given fixa�on; (iii) the decision threshold adjusts overthe course of several fixa�on in response to the recently experienced processing difficulty. These mechanismsthemselves are symmetric with respect to processing difficulty. However, their interac�on over different�mescales explains the asymmetry in adapta�on between increasing and decreasing difficulty, as well as theini�al overshoot in fixa�on dura�on a�er an increase in difficulty.

Systems factorial technology provides new insights on the other-race effect

Author(s): Fific, Mario(1); Yang, Cheng-Ta(2); R. Li�le, Daniel(3) (1: Grand Valley State University; 2: Na�onalCheng Kung University; 3: The University of Melbourne). Contact: fificm@gvsu.edu. Abstract: Theother-race effect refers to the difficulty of discrimina�ng between faces from ethnic and racial groups otherthan one’s own. Researchers mostly agree that a major culprit behind the other-race effect is the inability tou�lize a fast holis�c face percep�on. It is hypothesized that percep�on of other race faces uses a slow analy�cpercep�on of facial features. In the cross-cultural study we compared both Asian (Taiwanese) and Caucasian(US) par�cipants’ face discrimina�on of both own-race and other-race faces (Taiwanese and Caucasianwoman), according to their nose-to-mouth separa�on and eye-to-eye separa�on. However, one of the possibleconfounding factors in understanding the other-race effect could be possible true racial differences in facialfeatures, such as the feature discriminability rate. To control for the facial feature discrimina�on rate acrossracial groups we adjusted individual par�cipants’ facial feature discriminability using psychophysical methodsand created face sets so that the facial perceptual effects are constant, for both the own- and other-race faces.Then we employed factorial design using the psychophysically adjusted configural facial features in a facecategoriza�on task. We applied a parametric system factorial technology (SFT) analysis of the response �mesand choice preferences for the full factorial s�mulus set. The results of the computa�onal modellingchallenged the tradi�onal approach to the other-race effect. Almost all of the subjects used parallel processingof the facial features while some subjects, of both races, u�lized facilitatory parallel processing showing theacross-feature dependency (parallel facilitatory model) which supports a strong form of holis�c hypothesis.

Process models (Salons 6 & 7)

Informa�on Theory Meets Expected U�lity: The Entropic Roots of Probability Weigh�ng Func�ons

Author(s): Akrenius, Mikaela (Indiana University Bloomington, United States of America). Contact:
makreniu@indiana.edu. Abstract: In this talk, I propose that the shape and parameter fits of exis�ng
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probability weigh�ng func�ons can be explained with sensi�vity to uncertainty (as measured by informa�onentropy) and the u�lity carried by reduc�ons in uncertainty. Building on applica�ons of informa�on theore�cprinciples to models of perceptual and inferen�al processes, I suggest that probabili�es are evaluated rela�veto the distribu�on of maximum entropy (the uniform distribu�on) and that the perceived distance between aprobability and uniformity is influenced by the shape (rela�ve entropy) of the distribu�on that the probabilityis embedded in. These intui�ons are formalized in a novel probability weigh�ng func�on, VWD(p), which issimpler and has less free parameters than exis�ng probability weigh�ng func�ons. VWD(p) capturescharacteris�c features of exis�ng probability weigh�ng func�ons, introduces novel predic�ons, and provides aparsimonious account of findings in probability and frequency es�ma�on related tasks.

Applying Dynamic Cogni�ve Models of Intertemporal Choice to Addic�on

Author(s): McCarty, Kayleigh N.; Hatz, Laura E.; Segert, Simon; McCarthy, Denis M.; Davis-Stober, Clin�n P.(University of Missouri, United States of America). Contact: knmmv4@mail.missouri.edu. Abstract: Withinthe field of drug and alcohol addic�on, delay discoun�ng is typically modeled using classical hyperbolicdiscoun�ng models. Recent work suggests that such models incompletely represent the nature ofintertemporal choice. We argue that dynamic Bayesian cogni�ve models are more appropriate because theyjointly account for the choice behavior and the cogni�ve processes contribu�ng to the choice. Weadministered a standard delay discoun�ng task to a sample of social drinkers (n = 47) as part of an alcoholadministra�on study. We fit sta�c and dynamic models to the intertemporal choice data. Results indicated thatthe dynamic model fit the intertemporal choice data well. We will discuss the implica�ons of using dynamicmodels of intertemporal choice in general and as applied to addic�on. We will highlight the advantages ofdynamic models over tradi�onal modeling approaches. Finally, we will discuss how dynamic models ofintertemporal choice might improve our understanding of addic�on and how problema�c pa�erns of decisionmaking develop over �me.

The Bayesian Sampler: Generic Bayesian Inference Causes Incoherence in Human Probability Judg-
ments

Author(s): Zhu, Jianqiao(1); Sanborn, Adam(1); Chater, Nick(2) (1: University of Warwick, United Kingdom; 2:Warwick Business School, United Kingdom). Contact: j.zhu@warwick.ac.uk. Abstract: Human probabilityjudgments are systema�cally biased, in apparent tension with Bayesian models of cogni�on. But perhaps thebrain does not represent probabili�es explicitly, but approximates probabilis�c calcula�ons through a processof sampling, as used in computa�onal probabilis�c models in sta�s�cs. Näıve probability es�mates can beobtained by calcula�ng the rela�ve frequency of an event within a sample, but these es�mates tend to beextreme when the sample size is small. We propose instead that people use a generic prior to improve theaccuracy of their probability es�mates based on samples, and we call this model the Bayesian sampler. TheBayesian sampler trades off the coherence of probabilis�c judgments for improved accuracy, and provides asingle framework for explaining phenomena associated with diverse biases and heuris�cs such as conserva�smand the conjunc�on fallacy. The approach turns out to provide ara�onal reinterpreta�on of “noise” in animportant recent models of probability judgment, the probability theory plus noise model (Costello & Wa�s,2014, 2016, 2017,2019; Costello, Wa�s, & Fisher, 2018), making equivalent average predic�ons for simpleevents, conjunc�ons, and disjunc�ons. The Bayesian sampler does, however, make dis�nct predic�ons forcondi�onal probabili�es, and we show in a new experiment that this model be�er captures these judgmentsboth qualita�vely and quan�ta�vely.
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A Bayesian Model of Mul�-tasking Efficiency across Time

Author(s): Fox, Elizabeth L(1,2); Houpt, Joseph W(2) (1: Air Force Research Labs, WPAFB OH; 2: Wright StateUniversity, Dayton OH). Contact: fox.119@wright.edu. Abstract: In applied se�ngs, it may be valuable toes�mate mul�-tasking performance and use the informa�on online, i.e., near real-�me. The primary concernof online measures is the their rela�ve intrusiveness. Detrimental outcomes may occur if the measure requiresan interrup�on or augmenta�on that interferes with the primary task(s). Our Bayesian model of mul�-taskingthroughput (MT) is passive, unobtrusive, and offers the temporal precision to es�mate efficiency over smallbins of �me with rela�vely few observa�ons (i.e., response �mes, samples of tracking error). Generally, wefound fluctua�on in MT that varied across four mul�-task condi�ons, at the individual-level. The range ofvaria�on in our data demonstrates the value for us to further develop our rela�vely simple Bayesian model toobtain smooth, fine-grained es�mates of MT across �me. Users may benefit from �mely feedback; they canrapidly test and evaluate numerous strategies to accommodate the demands of mul�ple tasks. Addi�onally,online es�mates of MT may inform �me sensi�ve task augmenta�on and offer a way to more efficiently deployadap�ve automa�on or human enhancement.

Memory 2 (Drummond West & Center)

Retrieval dynamics of output interference: Tes�ng decreases accuracy and slows item recogni�on

Author(s): Kilic, Asli (Middle East Technical University, Turkey). Contact: askilic@metu.edu.tr. Abstract:Output interference (OI) is one form of forge�ng due to a decline in accuracy as the number of tested itemsincreases. This decline in accuracy could stem from encoding of test trials, changing context over the course oftes�ng or metacogni�ve processes such as a decrement in vigilance towards the end of tes�ng. Such adecrement in vigilance can be observed as a decline in accuracy with speeded responses towards the end ofthe test list. In order to test whether OI can s�ll be observed when speed-accuracy tradeoff is controlled overthe course of tes�ng, a response deadline version of a 2AFC recogni�on task was employed. To furtherinves�gate the role of dri�ing context in OI, both study-test lag and reten�on intervals were controlled. Inaddi�on to controlling processing �me, this procedure allowed independent es�mates of OI’s effects onretrieval success and dynamics. Results indicate that retrieval success decreased and retrieval slowed towardsthe end of the test list. These findings indicate that OI is s�ll observed even in the absence of speed-accuracytradeoff, which is inconsistent with the sole vigilance hypothesis. On the other hand, decreased accuracy alongwith slowed retrieval supports the interference caused by encoding of test items in recogni�on memory.

The Source of List Strength Effect in Recall

Author(s): Chen, Sharon; Criss, Amy (Syracuse University, United States of America). Contact:
ychen117@syr.edu. Abstract: List strength effect (LSE) constrains memory models, and hence is ofimportance to study. The list strength paradigm asks whether strong memories affect other memories in thesame list. Consistently, we have found strong memories harm other memories in free recall (a posi�ve LSE),don’t affect other memories in cued recall (a null LSE), and benefit other memories in recogni�on (a nega�veLSE). Reliance on context or item informa�on in the retrieval cue has been thought to be the source of LSE(Ratcliff, Clark and Shiffrin, 1990; Shiffrin, Ratcliff, & Clark, 1990). However, in a typical experimental design, cuetype is confounded with the level of compe��on. A context cue is shared by all items and memories competeto get sampled, therefore the compe��on is high. An item cue is uniquely paired with another item and thecompe�ng memory set is narrow, producing a low level of compe��on. Therefore, in this project, wemanipulated both cue type and the level of compe��on independently in a list strength paradigm. Data showsthe direc�on and magnitude of LSE was determined by whether the cue is shared by all, half of, a quarter of
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the items, or one unique item. There was no effect of whether the cue is context or item. We discussed ourresults within the framework of the retrieving effec�vely from memory (REM) model.

Evidence for global matching during memory recovery

Author(s): Wilson, Jack H.; Criss, Amy H. (Syracuse University, United States of America). Contact:
jhwilson99@gmail.com. Abstract: The act of recall includes sampling and recovery processes. Sampling isthe selec�on of a memory trace to recall. Recovery is the act of transforming the sampled memory trace into aresponse. The Search of Associa�ve Memory (SAM) model’s account of recovery states that the probability ofrecovery depends on the local strength of the target item. In this model, recovery probability should not beinfluenced by the memory of other studied items. We test this model assump�on by allowing theto-be-retrieved target word in a paired associates cued recall test to either be related or unrelated to anotheruntested word on the study list. This similarity manipula�on is counterbalanced with the similarity of the cueword, which also either does or does not have a related word on the study list. Cri�cally, the presence of arelated target in the study list improves both correct response and intrusion rates, while the presence of arelated cue increases intrusions, but not correct response rates. The presence of similar items on the study listsfacilitates recovery in some fashion, sugges�ng the role of a global match process during recovery.

Frequencies of Characters Occurring in Dreams

Author(s): Schweickert, Richard; Zheng, Xiaofang (Purdue University, United States of America). Contact:
schweick@purdue.edu. Abstract: People occur in dreams with different frequencies. The probabilitydistribu�on of frequencies was examined in dream reports of five dreamers, obtained from DreamBank.net.Characters in each dream were coded. For each dreamer, frequencies followed a power law distribu�on. APoisson distribu�on was also considered, but fit poorly. An explana�on in broad terms is given by theCon�nuity Hypothesis of Hall and Nordby, “there is a close correspondence between what a person dreamsabout and what he does and thinks when he is awake.” According to this hypothesis, because frequencies ofcontact with people o�en follow a power law in daily life, frequencies of characters in dreams do so also. Amore detailed explana�on is given by analogy with the people naming task. In one model of this task, thesubject takes a random walk on his or her seman�c memory network for people and their rela�ons. Awell-known theorem implies that if a network is connected and has a power law degree distribu�on, then thefrequencies with which ver�ces are visited in a random walk follows a power law. We illustrate this with asimula�on. We also simulate a random walk on a network with a power law degree distribu�on, but which isdisconnected. The frequencies with which people are visited do not follow a power law. However, thefrequencies follow a variant with an addi�onal parameter, the Zipf-Mandelbrot Law. Frequencies of charactersin dreams can be explained by a random walk on the dreamer’s seman�c memory for people.

ICCM track 3 (Drummond East)

Modeling Cogni�ve Dynamics in End-User Response to Phishing Emails Author(s): Edward A. Cranford,Chris�an Lebiere, Prashanth Rajivan, Palvi Aggarwal and Cleo�lde Gonzalez
SpotLight on Dynamics of Individual Learning Author(s): Roussel Rahman and Wayne Gray
Predic�ve Modeling of Individual Human Cogni�on: Upper Bounds and a New Perspec�ve on
Performance Author(s): Nicolas Riesterer, Daniel Brand and Marco Ragni
Transfer effects from varied prac�ce and adapta�on to changes in complex skill acquisi�on
Author(s): Roderick Yang Terng Seow, Shawn Be�s and John Anderson
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Symposium on Recent Developments in Modeling Strategy Use in Searching and
Deciding (Ballroom West)

Measures and Models of Strategy Switching in Decision Processes

Author(s): Gluck, Kevin(1); Lee, Michael(2) (1: Air Force Research Laboratory, United States of America; 2:University of California - Irvine). Contact: kevin.a.gluck@gmail.com. Abstract: Emerging technologiesembolden our visions for a future in which the machines in our lives are more like partners, teammates, andcoaches, rather than merely tools. We want our future so�ware and robo�c assistants to provide personalized,adap�ve, and proac�ve support in achieving our goals. Progress toward these visions requires improving theirability to make accurate inferences about our cogni�ve processes on the basis of rela�vely sparse data. Theyneed to understand not just what we are doing, but also how we are doing it, if they are to provide guidanceand help us achieve be�er outcomes more efficiently. Here we describe efforts to bring various measurementand modeling methods together for higher resolu�on inferences about peoples’ decision-making processes. Akey focus of these efforts has been the inves�ga�on of how stable decision strategies are. In other words, whatevidence is there for strategy switching when we inves�gate decision-making variability on a trial-by-trialbasis? We bring together combina�ons of process and outcome measures with hierarchical Bayesian models ofdecision strategies and switch point detec�on, then extend those mechanisms and evaluate the method acrosspreviously published datasets from the decision making literature.

Emergence of Collec�ve Coopera�on and Network Connec�ons from Self Interests

Author(s): Gonzalez, Cleo�lde; Korosh, Mahmoodi (Carnegie Mellon University, United States of America).
Contact: coty@cmu.edu. Abstract: Emergence of collec�ve coopera�on in an inherently selfish society is aparadox that has preoccupied biologists, sociologists, and cogni�ve scien�sts alike for centuries. We propose acomputa�onal model and demonstrate through simula�ons how collec�ve coopera�on can emerge fromselfish interests: the goal of improving each individual’s own rewards. We also demonstrate how the sameselfish interests leads of the dynamic emergence of networks of interconnected agents. Our model includestwo simple mechanisms we call Selfish-Trust (ST) and Selfish-Connec�on (SC). ST involves the possibility ofrelying on others in a society of agents when it is beneficial to the individual, and SC involves the possibility ofconnec�ng to other agents when those agents help improve the individual’s own benefit. Our simula�onresults suggest that collec�ve coopera�on can emerge from ST and that a network can emerge from ST. Thesimulated data demonstrates an important property of many living organisms: pa�erns of temporal complexitywhich are essen�al to transfer informa�on among agents of any society of living beings.

The effect of �me pressure on decision making under risk: Strategy selec�on can explain increases
of errors

Author(s): Rieskamp, Joerg; Olschewski, Sebas�an (University of Basel, Switzerland). Contact:
joerg.rieskamp@unibas.ch. Abstract: Recent studies claimed that �me pressure can change riskpreferences in decision making under risk. However, these inferences are o�en based on group choicepropor�ons. When choice propor�ons deviate from 50% in control, a significant change towards 50% couldeither be modeled as a change in preferences or as an increase in error. Without a stochas�c choice model,
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one cannot dis�nguish between both hypotheses. In two studies (n=40 and n=60), we examined risky choiceswith and without �me pressure in a within-subjects design. In each condi�on, people chose 120 �mes betweentwo gambles that varied in expected value and variance. Using Bayesian hierarchical es�ma�on of u�lityfunc�ons with a probit choice func�on, we showed that �me pressure decreased consistency that is leading tomore errors but did not systema�cally affect risk preferences. To explain the increase of error we follow astrategy selec�on hypothesis according to which people select compensatory strategies under low �mepressure and non-compensatory strategies under high �me pressure. Consistent with this hypothesis the errorincrease under high �me pressure could be partly explained by a switch to simpler, non-compensatory decisionstrategies under high �me pressure.

Cura�ng Educa�onal Content: Unsupervised Modeling of Users Behavior on Pinterest

Author(s): Tenison, Caitlin; MacLellan, Christopher; English, Bri�ney; Cowell, Tyree; Sheline, Rob (SoarTechnology, United States of America). Contact: caitlin.tenison@soartech.com. Abstract: Digital cura�onsites, such as Pinterest, act as pla�orms for the collec�on, organiza�on and sharing of web content. Cura�on isa categoriza�on ac�vity in which an individual gathers and organizes items into collec�ons, crea�ng an ar�factthat has value beyond the sum of each item. Within the field of educa�on, Pinterest has become a professionaltool for iden�fying content, methods, and ideas that teachers can use within the classroom (Carpenter,Abrams, and Dunphy, 2016). In interviews, educators describe using Pinterest for several different purposes(e.g. lesson prepara�on, browsing, sharing). Further, they iden�fy a wide variety of content they collect inthese ac�vi�es (e.g. subject specific content, classroom management, professional development) (Hu, Torphy,Opperman, Jansen and Lo, 2018). In the current study, we use unsupervised machine learning to model pinningstrategies of teachers and educa�onal bloggers engaged in digital cura�on on Pinterest. First, we apply avariety of clustering techniques to establish what informa�on is being communicated by a given pin. Next, weuse hidden Markov modeling to infer how users move between pins of different types, both within and acrosstheir Pinterest sessions. These models enable us to infer user’s intents and strategies. Prior work exploringPinterest use models of content and behavior separately, using post-hoc analyses to show evidence for therela�onship between the two (Bandari, Xiang, Leskovec, 2017). In our research, we combine contentinforma�on with Pinterest user ac�vi�es to infer their cura�on behaviors and strategies.

Who You Know is What You Know: Modeling Individual and Developmental Differences in Boundedly
Ra�onal Social Sampling

Author(s): Schulze, Chris�n; Hertwig, Ralph; Pachur, Thorsten (Max Planck Ins�tute for Human Development,Germany). Contact: cschulze@mpib-berlin.mpg.de. Abstract: A person’s social environment provides aninforma�ve sampling space for making inferences about key characteris�cs of the world at large–such as thedistribu�on of preferences or risks. How do people search this sampling space and how do they make decisionsbased on the sampled instances? Inspired by models of bounded ra�onality in mul�ple-cue inference and inaccord with research on the structure of social memory, we develop and test the social-circle model, aparameterized, probabilis�c process account of how people judge the rela�ve frequency of events. The modelextends the prominent no�on that cogni�ve search is structured and limited to decisions based on socialsampling and it permits to capture individual differences in the order in which sampling spaces are inspected,in aspira�on levels, and in response error. Using a hierarchical Bayesian latent-mixture approach, we submitthe model to a rigorous model comparison. In Study 1, a reanalysis of previously published data, we find thatthe social-circle model outperforms both a model assuming exhaus�ve search and a simple heuris�c thatassumes no individual differences in search and evidence accumula�on. Study 2 establishes the robustness ofthese findings in a different judgment domain and with individuals from different age groups (adults andchildren). Our results indicate that already children rely on limited and structured social sampling when making
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inferences and illustrate how individual differences in boundedly ra�onal social sampling can beconceptualized and measured.

Tes�ng informa�ve hypotheses about latent classes of strategy users based on probabilis�c classifi-
ca�ons

Author(s): Heck, Daniel W.(1); Davis-Stober, Clin�n P.(2); Cavagnaro, Daniel R.(3) (1: University of Mannheim; 2:University of Missouri; 3: California State University, Fullerton). Contact: heck@uni-mannheim.de. Abstract:Strategy selec�on aims at classifying par�cipants as users of different decision strategies. By opera�onalizingeach strategy as a sta�s�cal model on choice probabili�es and response �mes, model-selec�on techniquessuch as the Bayes factor allow researchers to test compe�ng strategies. For each par�cipant, this methodprovides posterior model probabili�es defined as the probabili�es that each of the compe�ng strategiesgenerated the observed pa�ern of responses. Recently, the theore�cal and sta�s�cal sophis�ca�on ofmodel-selec�on methods and models has steadily increased. However, to draw conclusions on the group level(e.g., “does a majority of par�cipants use a specific strategy?”), researchers o�en classify each person as a“user” of the strategy with the highest posterior probability. Whereas being simple, this determinis�capproach ignores the classifica�on uncertainty of any model-selec�on method. As a remedy, we extend arecent model-based test for probabilis�c classifica�on by Cavagnaro and Davis-Stober (2019) to es�mate therela�ve group sizes of strategy users while accoun�ng for classifica�on uncertainty and to test informa�vehypotheses about these latent classes (e.g., “most par�cipants used strategy X or Y”). The method requiresonly posterior model probabili�es (or informa�on-theore�c weights) per person as input and can easily beapplied using the R package “mul�nomineq” for mul�nomial models with inequality constraints. We reanalyzethe data by Heck, Hilbig, and Moshagen (2017) and present Monte Carlo simula�ons to assess the effect ofignoring classifica�on uncertainty when drawing inferences on the group level.

Associa�ons Between Sexual Decision Making, Behavior, and Expectancies Using Order Constrained
Bayesian Inference

Author(s): Hatz, Laura E.; McCarty, Kayleigh N.; Park, Sanghyuk; McCarthy, Denis M.; Davis-Stober, Clin�n P.(University of Missouri, United States of America). Contact: leh352@mail.missouri.edu. Abstract: In aprevious study, we administered a novel sexual gambles task, adapted from economic gambles s�muli, in whichpar�cipants made repeated choices between hypothe�cal sexual partners based on physical a�rac�veness andrisk of contrac�ng a sexually transmi�ed infec�on (STI). Bayesian model selec�on revealed that the vastmajority (98%) of par�cipants u�lized a compensatory strategy (i.e., a numerical u�lity representa�on) whenchoosing amongst hypothe�cal sexual partners in the task. Follow-up analyses using a p-median clusteringalgorithm (Brown et al., 2016) revealed a large amount of between-subject variability in choice behavior withinthis classifica�on. In the present study, we expand on these findings by tes�ng associa�ons between clustermembership and self-reported sexual behavior and expectancies for sexual risk taking. Two independentsamples of young adults (N = 192, N = 65) completed the sexual gambles task and a self-report measureassessing frequency of past sexual behavior, expected posi�ve consequences of sexual behavior, and expectednega�ve consequences of sexual behavior (CARE-R; Katz, et al., 2000). Par�cipants reported on expectanciesfor sexual ac�vity with both regular and new sexual partners. We used order constrained Bayesian inference totest associa�ons between these indices of sexual behavior and a�tudes and choice behavior on the sexualgambles task. We will present results of these analyses and discuss their implica�ons.
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A sequen�al sampling framework for understanding strategies in cue-based mul�-alterna�ve choice

Author(s): Lee, Michael; Gluck, Kevin (University of Califorina Irvine). Contact: mdlee@uci.edu. Abstract:Many cogni�ve strategies have been proposed as accounts of how people choose between alterna�ves thatare represented by a set of cues. Long established strategies include the take-the-best (TTB), tally, andweighted addi�ve (WADD) strategies. More recently, these strategies have been extended in various ways,including probabilis�c versions of TTB and WADD, and parameterized extensions of TTB to the k-Reasonstrategy and tally to the tally-k strategy. We show that all of these strategies can be considered as special casesof sequen�al sampling models, using both random-walk and accumulator evidence accrual processes. Usingsequen�al sampling as a unifying framework allows basic theore�cal ques�ons raised by the use of strategiesto be examined. Is search terminated by a criterion involving the extent of search or the level of evidencefound? Does evidence take the form of cue counts or con�nuous measures dependent on cue validi�es? Aredecisions determinis�c once bounds are reached or do they remain sensi�ve to the number of cues searchedor levels of evidence reached? Is evidence for compe�ng alterna�ves commensurable, as for random walks, ornon-commensurable, as for accumulators? We begin to address these ques�ons using Bayesian methods toapply sequen�al sampling models to a corpus of previously-collected data measuring people’s behavior incue-based mul�-alterna�ve choice.

Accumulator models 1 (Salons 6 & 7)

The effect of s�mulus presenta�on �me on bias: A diffusion-model based analysis

Author(s): Ngo, Jeremy; Donkin, Chris (University of New South Wales). Contact: jeremy.ngo@unsw.edu.au.
Abstract: There are two main types of bias in simple decision tasks, response bias and s�mulus bias. Responsebias is a reduc�on in the evidence required for one response, and s�mulus bias is the evalua�on of s�muli infavor of a biased response. Differences in the rela�ve frequency of presented s�muli are typically thought toinduce response bias, though previous research has some�mes reported an effect on s�mulus bias. We use atwo-alterna�ve forced-choice brightness discrimina�on task in which we manipulate the presenta�on lengthof the s�muli. We analyze the resultant data with a hierarchical diffusion model. The results show an overallresponse bias, but also find that s�mulus bias increases as s�mulus presenta�on �me decreases. We arguethat the results challenge the typical sta�onarity assump�on of the diffusion model, but rather suggest thatpar�cipants may be accumula�ng evidence based on factors other than the s�mulus throughout the course ofthe trial. Follow up studies were run to try to further examine if manipula�ng s�mulus ambiguity canapproximate the same pa�ern of results observed in manipula�ons of s�mulus presenta�on �me. The resultshint at a rela�onship between s�mulus ambiguity and s�mulus bias and a process model is discussed.

A mul�ple threshold race model of response �me, confidence and accuracy.

Author(s): Reynolds, Angus(1); Heathcote, Andrew(2) (1: University of Tasmania, Australia; 2: University ofTasmania, Australia). Contact: angus.reynolds@utas.edu.au. Abstract: The Mul�ple Threshold Race (MTR)model uses Vicker’s (1979) idea that confidence is linked to the amount of evidence accumulated by the looserin an evidence-accumula�on race. It adds mul�ple thresholds, with a response triggered when the winnercrosses the highest threshold and confidence determined by mul�ple lower thresholds (e.g., a low-confidenceresponse occur if the looser’s evidence at is above the second highest threshold). We instan�ated this ideausing the LBA (Brown & Heathcote, 2008) and show it gives an accurate account of confidence data modeledby Starns and Ratcliff (2008), with the excep�on of a few par�cipants showing an atypical pa�ern of faster lowthan high confidence responses. These excep�ons were accommodated by allowing low-confidence responsesto some�mes be triggered by crossing a low threshold. We then show this model fails to fit fast high
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confidence errors in Ratcliff et al.s (1994) data but that this can be accommodated by an MTR base onHeathcote and Love’s (2012) LNR model when posi�ve correla�ons are allowed between accumula�on rates.Both LBA and LNR variants of the MTR have analy�c likelihoods and are measurement models (i.e., datagenera�ng parameters can be recovered through fits to realis�c samples), although for the correlated LNR thisonly true with confidence ra�ngs. We discuss how MTR models can be used to synthesize the joint informa�onavailable in response �me and benchmark accuracy and metacogni�on rela�ve to op�mal performance.

Decisions and Dynamic Evidence

Author(s): Palestro, James(1); Kvam, Peter(1); Molloy, M. Fiona(1); Keyser, Corey(1); Tsetsos, Konstan�nos(2);Turner, Brandon(1) (1: The Ohio State University, United States of America; 2: University Medical CenterHamburg-Eppendorf, Germany). Contact: jpalestro@gmail.com. Abstract: Tradi�onal models of perceptualdecision making assume that noisy sensory evidence is integrated across �me for each choice alterna�ve un�la threshold amount of evidence has been reached. Despite decades of successful applica�ons, most supportfor these models come from tasks that feature discrete trials with sta�onary perceptual evidence and apredictable evidence onset �me, making it difficult to directly inves�gate the integra�on process that informs asubject’s decision over �me. Here, we explore the integra�on process more closely by a�emp�ng tocharacterize data from a con�nuous random dot mo�on task, where subjects are presented with a cloud ofrandomly moving dots whose mo�on strength (i.e., the propor�on of dots moving in one direc�on) updatesevery second according to a hidden Markov model. By comparing the projected accumula�on paths of variousmathema�cal models to the observed behavior, we gain insight into the moment-to-moment dynamics ofevidence integra�on, allowing for a more complete understanding of decision forma�on.

Context in Decisions from Memory

Author(s): Zhao, Wenjia Joyce; Richie, Russell; Bha�a, Sudeep (University of Pennsylvania, United States ofAmerica). Contact: zhaowenj@sas.upenn.edu. Abstract: We present a framework for studying naturalis�cmemory-based choice. Our framework implements leading cogni�ve theories of seman�c representa�on,memory search, and decision making, within a single integrated computa�onal model. With reasonableassump�ons about how context interacts with memory and preference, this model can be jointly fit on recalland choice data. The parameter values obtained from such fits shed light on how people represent informa�onin decisions tasks, how they sample this informa�on in memory, and how sampled informa�on is aggregatedover �me to form a decision. We showcase the power and generality of our framework by applying it tonaturalis�c memory-based decisions in consumer, financial, health, social, and policy-related domains.

Cogni�on (Salons 6 & 7)

Is there a classical explana�on for interference effects of choice on confidence?

Author(s): Yearsley, James Mathew(1); Evans, Nathan(2); Trueblood, Jennifer(3) (1: City, University of London,United Kingdom; 2: University of Amsterdam; 3: Vanderbilt University). Contact:
james.yearsley@city.ac.uk. Abstract: Recent research within decision-making has generated interest in“quantum” models of cogni�on: models that use the mathema�cs of quantum theory to account for viola�onsof classical causal inference observed in empirical data. One commonly observed viola�on, termed the“interference effect”, occurs when averaging over the outcomes of a judgment produces results different fromnot elici�ng the judgment at all. In a recent paper Kvam et al. (2015) reported an “interference” effect of anini�al decision in a random dot mo�on task on a subsequent confidence judgment, and interpreted this as
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providing support for a quantum model of decision making. We ques�on this conclusion by construc�ng aclassical model based on the Linear Ballis�c Accumulator model, and showing it is able to account for thereported effect. Further we show the empirical effect is more subtle than first appreciated, and there areaspects not captured by the quantum model of Kvam et al. (2015), but that are explained by our classicalmodel.

Cogni�ve process model for ordered categorical response and response �me data for ques�onnaires

Author(s): Bunji, Kyosuke(1,2); Okada, Kensuke(1) (1: The University of Tokyo, Japan; 2: Japan Society for thePromo�on of Science). Contact: bunji@p.u-tokyo.ac.jp. Abstract: The diffusion item response theorymodel (DIRT) successfully combines the benefits of psychometric and cogni�ve modeling approaches. DIRT canbe used to jointly model item response and response �me informa�on. However, because DIRT is based on thediffusion model, it is only applicable to dichotomous response data. Conversely, polytomous scales that havemore than two ordered categories, such as five-point Likert scales, are typically used in psychology to measurepersonality traits. Compared to these scales, the amount of informa�on per item that is obtained fromdichotomous responses is substan�ally limited. Therefore, the main objec�ve of this study is to propose acogni�ve process model that is applicable to any data with an ordered categorical response format. For thispurpose, we extend the linear ballis�c accumulator (LBA) IRT model (LIRT) instead of DIRT. The LBA frameworkallows us to represent the data genera�ng mechanism of response �me for polytomous items. The proposedmodel incorporates the rela�onship wherein the closer the trait level of the respondent is to the item loca�onon a latent psychological con�nuum, the longer it takes to respond to the item. In a simula�on study, we showthat the proposed model can properly es�mate the parameters under many condi�ons, such as differentnumbers of points in a scale and different numbers of items. Furthermore, we applied the proposed model toreal personality data with an ordered categorical response format. We also discussed the advantages of theproposed model compared to exis�ng DIRT and LIRT models.

The beatable mind: cogni�ve effects of music tempo on human decision-making, a model-based
approach.

Author(s): Perez Santangelo, Agus�n; Navajas, Joaquin; Sigman, Mariano; Leone, Maria Juliana (Laboratorio deNeurociencia - Universidad Torcuato Di Tella). Contact: asantangelo@utdt.edu. Abstract: Decision-making isessen�al to life. Decisions are o�en summarized by response �mes and accuracy. However, dri�-diffusionmodels (DDMs) have gained popularity since they accurately describe and predict human decision behavior.These models break down decisions into psychologically-relevant parameters that describe process dynamicswhich map onto the ac�vity of region-specific neurons. Although studies have shed light on how contextuals�muli impact on decision-making, few have shown which aspects are sensi�ve to them and how. To addressthis ques�on, we centered on the effects of real-life s�muli concurrent with the decision-making process.Specifically, we were interested in s�muli capable of inducing an urgency signal. We focused on music speed(tempo), and proposed that faster tempo would induce faster decisions, which would be reflected on changesin DDM parameters: a higher evidence-accumula�on rate and/or a lower decision threshold. To test thishypothesis, we designed an extensive decision-making task ba�ery that included decisions about perceptual-mo�on coherence and numerosity- s�muli, general knowledge, lexicality, preferences and morality. Aspredicted, faster tempo generally induced faster responses at the expense of accuracy, and this was mainlycaptured by changes in evidence threshold. However, an interac�on with task type was found, revealing amore intricate rela�onship between the effects of tempo and complexity on decision-making. These findingssuggest that music tempo modulates decision-making in a non-homogenous and cross-domain fashion.Furthermore, these results impact directly in our real-life experiences: a common and ubiquitous s�mulus isable to shape our decisions.
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Integra�ng Categoriza�on and Decision

Author(s): Zheng, Rong; Busemeyer, Jerome; Nosofsky, Robert (Indiana University Bloomington, United Statesof America). Contact: zhengro@iu.edu. Abstract: We inves�gated how people integrate category informa�onwith decision-making in two categoriza�on-decision experiments. Par�cipants were shown faces, and asked tocategorize the faces, and also asked to decide a course of ac�on for each face. Each experiment included threegroups, and for each group we manipulated the probabilis�c con�ngencies between s�mulus, categoryfeedback and decision feedback. In order to inves�gate interference between categoriza�on anddecision-making processes, each group received four different sequences of category response, categoryfeedback, decision response, and decision feedback. Empirical tests provided strong evidence for the groupeffects produced by probabilis�c con�ngencies, and condi�on effects produced by response sequences. Wealso compared the performance of a quantum cogni�on model versus a tradi�onal exemplar model toquan�ta�vely account for the observed results. The basic empirical results as well as the quan�ta�ve modelcomparisons and evalua�ons will be presented in this paper.

Language (Drummond West & Center)

An Associa�ve Theory of Seman�c Composi�on

Author(s): Shabahang, Kevin; Dennis, Simon; Yim, Hyuwngwook (University of Melbourne, Australia). Contact:
k.shabahang@gmail.com. Abstract: We present a new version of the Syntagma�c-Paradigma�c model (SP;Dennis, 2005) as a representa�onal substrate for encoding meaning from textual input. We depart from theearlier SP model in three ways. Instead of two mul�-trace memory stores, we adopt an auto-associa�venetwork. Instead of trea�ng a sentence as the unit of representa�on, we go down a scale to the level of words.Finally, we specify all stages of processing within a single architecture. We show how the model is capable offorming representa�ons of words that are independent of the surface-form through some ques�on-answeringexamples. We end with a discussion of how the current model can provide a point-of-contact between sta�cand dynamic accounts of seman�c composi�on.

Geometric Representa�ons of Linguis�c Structures and Computa�ons

Author(s): Rawski, Jonathan; De Santo, Aniello; Graf, Thomas; Heinz, Jeffrey (Stony Brook University, UnitedStates of America). Contact: jonathan.rawski@stonybrook.edu. Abstract: Computa�onal claims aboutlanguage dis�ll the necessary and sufficient condi�ons of its underlying mental processes. Recentmathema�cal linguis�c results point to a restric�on in both memory requirements and in data structuresacross a wide variety of linguis�c phenomena, formalized using subclasses of the regular languages (Thomas,1997; Heinz, 2018). These characteriza�ons are supported by typological studies and ar�ficial grammar learningexperiments (Finley, 2011; Lai, 2015; Avcu et al., 2018). Here we discuss the proper�es of linguis�c structuresthemselves. There is a deep connec�on between specific representa�onal choices and the nature of thelinguis�c processes. For example, many liguis�c phenomena rely on seemingly long-distance non-localrela�onships (e.g., vowel harmony, subject/verb agreement), but over the right representa�on such processesturn out to be local. We use Finite Model Theory to show that over different representa�ons (strings and trees)supposed computa�onal dis�nc�ons between phonological and syntac�c processes disappear (Rogers &Pullum, 2011; Heinz & Idsardi, 2013; Graf, 2014). This points to a unified view of memory requirements acrosslinguis�c processes, providing a theore�cal basis for experiments tes�ng where the nature of human biases inlanguage and learning comes from. Addi�onally, model-theore�c characteriza�ons provide a clear link togeometrical interpreta�ons of linguis�c processes via mul�linear algebra. Structures like strings and trees canbe translated into tensor product representa�ons (Smolensky 1990). We expand these characteriza�ons to
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consider model-theore�c structures of any type, providing a flexible link between formal language theory anddynamical systems approaches to linguis�c cogni�on (Gerth & beim Graben, 2012; beim Graben, 2008).

Predic�ve Validity of a Cogni�ve Model in a Naturalis�c Language Learning Task

Author(s): Collins, Michael(1); Jastrzembski, Tiffany(1); Krusmark, Michael(2); Sense, Florian(3); van Rijn,Hedderik(3); Harris, Jack(4); Gaines, Alex(1); Haubert, Ashley(5); Mar�nez, Siera(6) (1: Air Force ResearchLaboratory, United States of America; 2: L-3 Communica�ons at the Air Force Research Laboratory; 3:University of Groningen; 4: Infinite Tac�cs; 5: University of Dayton Research Ins�tute; 6: Ball Aerospace).
Contact: trustproject123@gmail.com. Abstract: Learning management systems, such as Duolingo, allowpeople access to personalized second language educa�on. These systems track individuals’ performance acrossmul�ple skills and present problems that are expected to maximize learning. Guiding learning managementsystems are skills acquisi�on models (e.g., Bayesian knowledge tracing and neural networks) that consider anindividuals’ frequency, recency, previous accuracy and other task features to predict future performance.Predicted performance can then be used to determine personalized learning schedules. However, many skillacquisi�on models do not consider the temporal distribu�on of learning events (i.e., spacing effect), which isnecessary to account for learning over educa�onally relevant periods of �me (i.e., weeks, months, years). Onecogni�ve model of learning and reten�on that incorporates the spacing effect over these �me frames is thePredic�ve Performance Equa�on (PPE). The PPE has high predic�ve validity across dis�nct sets of laboratoryand applied tasks (Walsh, et al., 2018). Here we examine PPE’s ability to predict human performance in anaturalis�c se�ng: people learning a second language on the Duolingo learning pla�orm. We evaluate PPE’spredic�ve validity across mul�ple levels of aggrega�on and different �me scales, and evaluate PPE to publishedmetrics from compe�ng non-cogni�ve models (Table 2 in Se�les, et al., 2018). We demonstrate that PPEaccounts for human learning and forge�ng using only performance accuracy and temporal schedule as inputs.This research holds promise for developing a method for personalized op�mized training in a range ofeduca�onal and training domains.

Seman�c integra�on of novel words through syntagma�c and paradigma�c associa�ons

Author(s): Yim, Hyungwook(1); Savic, Olivera(2); Unger, Layla(2); Sloutsky, Vladimir(2); Dennis, Simon(3) (1: TheUniversity of Melbourne & University of Tasmania, Australia; 2: The Ohio State University; 3: The University ofMelbourne). Contact: hyungwook.yim@gmail.com. Abstract: We present a novel demonstra�on of how newwords can be integrated into exis�ng lexico-seman�c networks based on syntagma�c (i.e., associa�ons amongwords that co-occur in a context) and paradigma�c associa�ons (i.e., associa�ons among words that areinterchangeable in a context). In the experiment, par�cipants read sentences where familiar and novel wordseither directly co-occurred in a sentence or shared pa�erns of co-occurrence with another word. We observedthat, immediately a�er reading the sentences, new words came to prime familiar words with which theyco-occurred (syntagma�cally related) or shared co-occurrence in sentences (paradigma�cally related). Thefinding represents a novel demonstra�on that new words can be integrated into lexico-seman�c networksfrom exposure to distribu�onal regulari�es. By extending the model structure that was proposed by Sloutsky,Yim, Yao, & Dennis (2017), we provide a model that accounts for the experimental results.
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Vision (Drummond West & Center)

The Geometry and Percep�on of 3D Mirror- and Rota�onal-Symmetry

Author(s): Sawada, Tadamasa; Farshchi, Maddex (Higher School of Economics, Russian Federa�on). Contact:
tada.masa.sawada@gmail.com. Abstract: 3D mirror-symmetry is the cri�cal a priori constraint that thehuman visual system uses to perceive a 3D shape veridically. This makes the detec�on of the 3Dmirror-symmetry of a shape very important for the percep�on of an object’s 3D shape. It is well known thatthe human visual system is very sensi�ve to the 3D mirror-symmetry of a given shape. This sensi�vity can bea�ributed en�rely to geometrical proper�es of the 3D mirror-symmetry. Now note that the proper�es of 3Drota�onal-symmetry are geometrically analogous to, but more complex than the proper�es possessed by 3Dmirror-symmetry. This made it reasonable to postulate that our visual system might be less sensi�ve to 3Drota�onal-symmetry. We studied this possibility by directly comparing a human observer’s percep�on of 3Dmirror-symmetry with the same observer’s percep�on of 3D rota�onal-symmetry. We used the signaldetec�on method to measure the discrimina�on of 3D symmetric and 3D asymmetric pairs of contours andfound that only 3D mirror-symmetry discrimina�on was reliable. Our results suggest that the human visualsystem processes these two types of symmetry very differently.

Parallel processing of color and shape during visual search

Author(s): Glavan, Joseph; Houpt, Joseph (Wright State University, United States of America). Contact:
glavan.3@wright.edu. Abstract: The mechanisms guiding visual a�en�on are of great interest to cogni�veand perceptual psychologists. Many researchers have proposed models of these mechanisms, which serve toboth formalize their theories and to guide further empirical inves�ga�ons. The assump�on that a number ofbasic features are processed in parallel early in the a�en�onal process is common among most models ofvisual a�en�on and visual search. To date, much of the evidence for parallel processing has been limited toset-size manipula�ons. Unfortunately, set-size manipula�ons have been shown to be insufficient evidence forparallel processing. In a series of studies, we applied Systems Factorial Technology, a general nonparametricframework, to test this assump�on, specifically whether color and shape are processed in parallel or in serial.In previous experiments we examined search for a known target when either a single feature dis�nguished atarget from distractors (feature search), or when two features together dis�nguished a target (conjunc�vesearch). In the current study, we extend these findings to odd-one-out search for an unknown target. Togetherwith our previous experiments, we have strong evidence that color and shape informa�on guides visual searchin parallel. We found facilitatory processing when the target is known, but unlimited capacity independentprocessing in odd-one-out search. These results confirm core assump�ons about color and shape featureprocessing instan�ated in most models of visual search and provide more detail about the manner in whichcolor and shape informa�on is combined to guide search.

An Inves�ga�on of the Characteris�c Proper�es of Cogni�ve Processes with Perceptually Integral
S�muli

Author(s): Liu, Yanjun(1); Zhang, Ru(2); Townsend, James T.(1); Wenger, Michael J.(3) (1: Indiana UniversityBloomington, United States of America; 2: University of Colorado Boulder; 3: University of Oklahoma). Contact:
yanjun1130@gmail.com. Abstract: General recogni�on theory (GRT, Ashby & Townsend, 1986) is anonparametric generaliza�on of signal detec�on theory that characterizes possible dependencies in perceptualrepresenta�on in terms of the presence or absence of viola�ons of perceptual independence (PI), perceptualseparability (PS) and decisional separability (DS), using response-frequency-based measures obtained in acomplete iden�fica�on (CID) paradigm. Systems factorial technology (SFT, Townsend & Nozawa, 1995) is anonparametric theory that characterizes the fundamental proper�es of informa�on processing (architecture,
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stopping rule, capacity, and independence) using reac�on-�me (RT) obtained in a double factorial classifica�onparadigm (DFP). The present study applied both GRT and SFT using a set of rectangular s�muli whose widthand height were varied; these s�muli have previously been shown to be perceived in a perceptually integralmanner (Macmillan & Ornstein, 1998). In addi�on, we manipulated response bias by running both tasks firstusing payoff matrixes designed to encourage unbiased respond and second using payoffs biased towardspecific s�muli, tes�ng the hypothesis that the combined use of GRT and SFT would allow for convergingsources of evidence regarding inferred perceptual representa�ons and processing characteris�cs. Resultssuggest observers (N = 8) violated PS in both the unbiased and biased condi�ons, and that parallel exhaus�veprocessing was implicated for all observers in the unbiased condi�on and for three of four observers in thebiased condi�on. The viola�on in PS indicated by GRT and the parallel exhaus�ve processing indicated by SFTdocument strong evidence to support previous findings of perceptually integral processing of rectangulars�muli and provided converging inferences by both theories, including considera�on of individual differences.This coherent characteriza�on of perceptual integral manner by both theories suggests a strong poten�al inthe combina�on of GRT and SFT, allowing a more complete picture of informa�on processing to be developed,including principled accounts of individual differences.

Global-Local Incompa�bility: The Mispercep�on of Reliability in Judgment Regarding Global Vari-
ables

Author(s): Broomell, Stephen (Carnegie Mellon University, United States of America). Contact:
broomell@cmu.edu. Abstract: I present a new analy�c model of judgment regarding global variables. Thismodel provides a unified framework for studying judgment that has implica�ons for several important realworld domains, including hiring decisions, global warming, and weather hazards. Such variables demand publica�en�on, cannot be directly observed by a single decision maker (DM), and require the integra�on ofobserva�ons from locally available informa�on cues. This model predicts a unique form of overconfidence injudgment caused by generalizing the predictability of the local environment to a global scale. I show that thelocal perspec�ve is o�en less reliable for predic�ng global variables than expected, crea�ng global-localincompa�bility. While local perspec�ves vary across DMs, global-local incompa�bility can be understood usingthe structure of classical test theory to model (a) percep�ons of the reliability of the local environment and (b)the true reliability of the local environment. Reliability is an unobservable coefficient defining the consistencyof observa�ons and the upper bound of their validity. When two cues are assumed to equal the global variablein expecta�on and to be sta�s�cally independent, they are defined as parallel, and their correla�on es�matesreliability. I therefore model perceived reliability as the observed correla�on between locally observable cues,which are assumed by the DM to be parallel. I outline three contexts where psychological research revealssalient cues with hidden viola�ons of this assump�on, demonstra�ng the ubiquity of global-localincompa�bility. I conclude by discussing how this model expands cogni�ve-ecological theory, predictsmiscalibrated judgment, and provides insights for improving calibra�on.

ICCM track 4 (Drummond East)

Simula�ng Problem Difficulty in Arithme�c Cogni�on Through Dynamic Connec�onist Models
Author(s): Sungjae Cho, Jaeseo Lim, Chris Hickey, Jung Ae Park and Byoung-Tak Zhang
Learning and Recalling Arbitrary Lists of Overlapping Exemplars in a Recurrent Ar�ficial Neural
Network Author(s): Damiem Rolon-Mere�e, Thadd Rolon-Mere�e and Sylvain Char�er
Flexible Timing with Delay Networks ff� The Scalar Property and Neural Scaling Author(s): Joost deJong, Aaron Voelker, Hedderik van Rijn, Terrence Stewart and Chris Eliasmith
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A Spiking Neural Architecture that Learns Tasks Author(s): Niels Taatgen
ICCM track 5 (Drummond East)

A cogni�vely plausible algorithm for causal inference Author(s): Gordon Briggs and Sangeet Khemlani
Syntac�c Priming Depends on Procedural, Reward-Based Computa�ons: Evidence from
Experimental Data and a Computa�onal Model Author(s): Yuxue Yang and Andrea Stocco
The Role of Discourse in Italian Pronoun Interpreta�on: Inves�ga�ng Varia�ons in Experimental
Results with Cogni�ve Modeling Author(s): Margreet Vogelzang
Measuring the Influence of L1 on Learner English Errors in Content Words within Word Embedding
Models Author(s): Kanishka Misra, Hemanth Devarapalli and Julia Rayz
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Sta�s�cal inference (Ballroom West)

Quan�fying Evidence for the Absence of an Effect: A Comparison of Three Methods for Tes�ng Equiv-
alence

Author(s): van Ravenzwaaij, Don(1); Selker, Ravi(3); Linde, Maximilian(1); Wagenmakers, Eric-Jan(2) (1:University of Groningen, Netherlands, The; 2: University of Amsterdam, Netherlands, The; 3: NA). Contact:
d.van.ravenzwaaij@rug.nl. Abstract: When employing hypothesis tes�ng, it can be of interest to quan�fyevidence in favor of the absence of an effect as well as for the presence of an effect. Because tradi�onalp-value hypothesis tests do not allow researchers to quan�fy evidence in favor of the absence of an effect (orin favor of the equivalence between condi�ons), several alterna�ve methods have been proposed. In this talk,we compare three such methods in terms of sta�s�cal power: the frequen�st two one-sided t-tests (TOST)method, the Bayesian region of prac�cal equivalence (ROPE) method, and the JZS Bayes factor fornon-overlapping interval hypotheses (JZS-BF). Crucially, all three methods use the same band of equivalence.The differences and similari�es between the methods are assessed using simple analy�cal deriva�ons and asimula�on study. Our results demonstrate that JZS-BF require only rela�vely small sample sizes to discover trueequivalence, whereas TOST and ROPE require sample sizes that are o�en unrealis�c to have an acceptablechance of discovering true equivalence.

Should Updated Bayesian Models be Tested for Goodness of Fit?

Author(s): Bamber, Donald (University of California, Irvine, United States of America). Contact:
dbamber@uci.edu. Abstract: We consider the ques�on: A�er a Bayesian model has been updated bycondi�oning on data, should it be tested for goodness of fit to data? We consider this ques�on from thestandpoint of three different interpreta�ons of Bayesian models.

• Epistemic interpreta�on: The ra�onal way to update a model is by condi�oning on data. Once this hasbeen done, it is irra�onal to further modify the model. Thus, there is no reason to evaluate the model’sgoodness of fit to data.
• Pragma�c interpreta�on: A model’s goodness of fit to data should be evaluated a�er upda�ng. But whythis is so, has not been adequately explained.
• Mime�c interpreta�on: A�er upda�ng, a model’s goodness of fit should be evaluated because theupdated model may mimic Nature incredibly poorly. (An example of this is given.)

A Novel Bayesian Analysis for the Kendall Tau Correla�on

Author(s): Chechile, Richard (Tu�s University, United States of America). Contact:
richard.chechile@tufts.edu. Abstract: In this paper a Bayesian analysis is developed for a popula�onpropor�on (phi) that is directed related to the Kendall tau correla�on, i.e., the popula�on tau is equal to (2phi)-1. There is an exact solu�on for any set of n bivariate observa�ons for the coefficients that characterize the
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prior and posterior distribu�on for the phi parameter. This analysis can be especially useful in assessingscien�fic theories. Several examples will be described in detail.

Informa�on Geometry: A Mathema�cal Founda�on of Sta�s�cal Inference, Learning and Informa-
�on

Author(s): Zhang, Jun (University of Michigan, United States of America). Contact: junz@umich.edu. Abstract:Informa�on Geometry is the differen�al geometric study of the manifold of probability models, and promisesto be a unifying geometric framework for inves�ga�ng sta�s�cal inference, informa�on theory, machinelearning, etc. Star�ng from “divergence func�ons” for measuring proximity of two points on the manifold (thatdo not impose symmetry and triangular inequality, in metric geometry), for instance Kullback-Leiblerdivergence, Bregman divergence, f-divergence, etc.., the framework captures the principle of“reference-representa�on biduality” in which the reference-point effect and representa�onal transforma�onare �ghtly coupled. Divergence func�ons are �ed to generalized entropy (for instance, Tsallis entropy, Renyientropy, phi-entropy) and cross-entropy func�ons widely used in machine learning and informa�on sciences. Itturns out that divergence func�ons enjoy pleasant geometric proper�es - they induce what is called “sta�s�calstructure” on a manifold M: a Riemannian metric g together with a pair of affine connec�ons D, D* coupled inspecial way. This talk will introduce to the math psych community to the powerful tools of informa�ongeometry by demonstra�ng how non-informa�ve priors in Bayesian inference are handled in such framework.

Neurocogni�ve modeling (Salons 6 & 7)

A dynamic model of target selec�on in visual search by neurons in frontal eye fields

Author(s): Cox, Gregory Edward(1); Palmeri, Thomas J.(1); Schall, Jeffrey D.(1); Logan, Gordon D.(1); Smith, PhilipL.(2) (1: Vanderbilt University, United States of America; 2: The University of Melbourne, Australia). Contact:
gregcox7@gmail.com. Abstract: Eye movement behavior in visual search can be predicted by trea�ngsaccade decisions as the outcome of a process that accumulates evidence from a representa�on of saliencemaintained in the frontal eye fields (FEF; Purcell, Schall, Logan, & Palmeri, 2012). This representa�on evolvesdynamically, with FEF neurons ini�ally responding to the presence of any item in their recep�ve field, but laterevolving to differen�ate between targets (higher firing rate) and distractors (lower firing rate). Becausesaccades depend on accumula�ng this dynamic evidence signal, understanding how this signal changes withmanipula�ons like set size helps explain why those manipula�ons affect search speed and accuracy. Wepresent a model of these neural dynamics based on the compe��ve interac�on theory of Smith and Sewell(2013) which instan�ates three key ideas: 1) FEF neuron firing rates reflect the degree of a�en�on allocated totheir corresponding part of the visual field; 2) a�en�on is differen�ally allocated as a func�on of compe��veinterac�ons between FEF cells; 3) target selec�on is the result of a posi�ve feedback loop as a�en�on enablesdetec�on of target features which in turn a�ract more a�en�on. The model describes how visual a�en�onevolves from being a�racted exogenously by display onset to being concentrated endogenously on the target,connec�ng neural processing dynamics with normaliza�on mechanisms invoked in cogni�ve theories ofa�en�on (e.g., Bundesen, 1990); the model reproduces the neural dynamics used to predict behavioral effectsof set size by Purcell et al. (2012), strengthening the link between neural ac�vity and behavior.

A neural architecture for cogni�ve models

Author(s): Tiganj, Zoran; Cruzado, Nathanael; Howard, Marc W. (Boston University, United States of America).
Contact: zoran.tiganj@gmail.com. Abstract: Constrained by results from classic behavioral experiments we
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provide a neural-level cogni�ve architecture for naviga�ng memory and decision making space. We propose acanonical microcircuit that can be used as a building block for working memory, decision making and cogni�vecontrol. The controller controls gates to route the flow of informa�on between the working memory and theevidence accumulator and sets parameters of the circuits. We show that this type of cogni�ve architecture canaccount for results in behavioral experiments such as judgment of recency, item recogni�on anddelayed-match-to-sample. In addi�on, the neural dynamics generated by the cogni�ve architecture provides agood match with neurophysiological data from rodents, monkeys and humans. For instance, it generates cellstuned to a par�cular amount of elapsed �me (�me cells), to a par�cular posi�on in space (place cells) and to apar�cular amount of accumulated evidence.

Neural Ac�vity Reveals Interac�ons Between Episodic and Seman�c Memory Systems During Re-
trieval

Author(s): Weidemann, Christoph Thomas(1,2); Kahana, Michael Jacob(2) (1: Swansea University, UnitedKingdom; 2: University of Pennsylvania). Contact: ctw@cogsci.info. Abstract: Whereas numerous findingssupport a dis�nc�on between episodic and seman�c memory, it is now widely acknowledged that these twoforms of memory interact during both encoding and retrieval. The precise nature of this interac�on, however,remains poorly understood. To examine the role of seman�c organiza�on during episodic encoding andretrieval, we recorded intracranial encephalographic signals as 69 neurosurgical pa�ents studied andsubsequently recalled categorized and unrelated word lists. Applying mul�variate classifiers to neuralrecordings, we were able to reliably predict encoding success, retrieval success, and temporal and categoricalclustering during recall. By assessing how these classifiers generalized across list types, we iden�fied specificretrieval processes that predicted recall of categorized lists and dis�nguished between recall transi�ons withinand between category clusters. These results par�cularly implicate retrieval (rather than encoding) processesin the categorical organiza�on of episodic memories.

A Bayesian joint model of two similar but separable neurocogni�ve tasks

Author(s): Kvam, Peter D(1); Romeu, Ricardo J(2); Turner, Brandon M(3); Busemeyer, Jerome R(2); Vassileva,Jasmin(4) (1: University of Florida, United States of America; 2: Indiana University Bloomington, United Statesof America; 3: The Ohio State University, United States of America; 4: Ins�tute for Drug and Alcohol Studies,Virginia Commonwealth University, United States of America). Contact: kvam.peter@gmail.com. Abstract:Cogni�ve modeling of neurocogni�ve tasks is a powerful technique that allows one to analyze the cogni�vecomponents of a phenomenon more thoroughly. More powerful s�ll is the ability to connect mul�ple cogni�vemodels from different tasks measuring the same phenomenon, with consistent models converging onto arobust picture of the construct. We present an applica�on of the joint modeling approach (Turner et al., 2013),one method of connec�on, to be�er understand impulsivity as measured by two popular neurocogni�ve tasks:the Kirby Delay Discoun�ng Task (DDT) and the Cambridge Gambling Task (CGT). Joint modeling combines themodels for the two tasks into a hierarchical Bayesian structure, allowing the tasks’ data to mutually inform oneanother’s parameter es�mates. Consistent models that measure the same construct should yield more precisees�mates given more data (Turner et al., 2013); however, we found that, when connec�ng the parameters ofthe DDT and CGT according to the joint model (with N = 399), adding more data yielded less precise es�matesfor both tasks. Using the Savage-Dickey method of Bayesian model comparison, we found that a 1-factor model- which assumes the tasks are connected to the same construct of impulsivity - fared worse than a 2-factormodel, which assumes that the tasks are unrelated. We also observed that DDT parameters related moreclosely with personality measures of impulsivity, while CGT parameters related more to response inhibi�on.We conclude that, while both tasks measure impulsivity, each task measures a different neurocogni�vedimension of the impulsivity construct.
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Numerical cogni�on (Drummond West & Center)

Using Occam’s razor and Bayesian modelling to compare discrete and con�nuous representa�ons in
numerosity judgements

Author(s): Spicer, Jake; Sanborn, Adam (University of Warwick, United Kingdom). Contact:
j.spicer@warwick.ac.uk. Abstract: Previous research has suggested that numerosity judgements arebased not just on perceptual data but also past experience, and so may be influenced by the form of this storedinforma�on. The representa�on of such experience is unclear, however: numerical data can be represented byeither con�nuous or discrete systems, each predic�ng different generalisa�on effects. This study thereforecontrasts discrete and con�nuous prior formats within numerical es�ma�on using both direct comparisons ofcomputa�onal models using these representa�ons and empirical contrasts exploi�ng different predictedreac�ons of these formats to uncertainty via Occam’s razor. Both computa�onal and empirical results indicatethat numerosity judgements rely on a con�nuous prior format, mirroring the analogue approximate numbersystem, or ‘number sense’. This implies a preference for the use of con�nuous numerical representa�ons evenwhere both s�muli and responses are discrete, with learners seemingly relying on innate number systemsrather than symbolic forms acquired in later life.

Modeling Judgment Errors in Naturalis�c Numerical Es�ma�on

Author(s): Zou, Wanling; Bha�a, Sudeep (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America). Contact:
wanlingz@sas.upenn.edu. Abstract: We quan�ta�vely modeled and compared two types of errors innumerical es�ma�on for naturalis�c judgment targets: mapping errors and knowledge errors. Mapping errorsoccur when people make mistakes repor�ng their beliefs about a par�cular numerical quan�ty (e.g. byinfla�ng small numbers), whereas knowledge errors occur when people make mistakes using their knowledgeabout the judgment target to form their beliefs (e.g. by overweigh�ng or underweigh�ng cues). We fitmapping error models and knowledge error models separately to predict par�cipant es�mates. Mapping errormodels are non-linear mappings from correct answers to par�cipant es�mates, while knowledge error modelstransform high dimensional word vectors represen�ng seman�c knowledge of judgment targets intopar�cipant es�mates through a weight vector. In study 1, involving es�mates of the calories of common fooditems and es�mates of infant mortality rates in various countries, we found that knowledge error modelspredicted par�cipant es�mates with very high out-of-sample accuracy rates, significantly outperforming thepredic�ons of mapping error models. In study 2, we used a free associa�on task to further examine the objectsand concepts that were iden�fied by the knowledge error models as most associated with incorrect es�mates,shedding light on the psychological underpinnings of numerical judgment.

Ac�ve Learning for a Two-Dimensional Number-Line Task

Author(s): Lee, Sang-Ho; Kim, Dan; Opfer, John; Pi�, Mark; Myung, Jay (The Ohio State University, United Statesof America). Contact: lee.7285@osu.edu. Abstract: The number-line task is a widely used task in diversefields of study. In the task, a given number that varies every trial is es�mated on a con�nuum flanked with 0and an upper-bound number. An upper-bound of a number-line is o�en arbitrarily selected by researchers,although this design variable has been shown to affect the non-linearity in es�mates. Examining es�mates ofvarying given numbers (dimensions 1) with varying upper-bound numbers (dimension 2) can be costly becauseadding a new design dimension into a number-line task could dras�cally increase the number of trials requiredfor examining the underlying representa�on of number. The present study aims to conduct a two-dimensionalnumber-line task with the given number and the upper-bound being the design variables. A designop�miza�on algorithm, Gaussian Process Ac�ve Learning (GPAL), made this new paradigm feasible withoutincreasing the number of trials, by presen�ng only the most informa�ve combina�ons of the design variables
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every trial. Our experimental data showed that the non-linearity of the number-line es�mates increases withthe upper-bound of the number line. The degree of non-linearity could predict a math skill (i.e., addi�onproficiency), but only when the upper-bound was rela�vely large. The observed range-dependency of thenumber-line es�mates would not be fully explored without systema�cally manipula�ng the upper-bound as anaddi�onal design variable. As in the present two-dimensional number-line task, GPAL would be a useful tool forthe research problems that require mul�dimensional design experiments to be solved.

Monotonicity, Convexity, Con�nuity & Analogy - the Psychological Scaffolding of Arithme�c

Author(s): Grice, Ma�; Kemp, Simon; Morton, Nicky; Grace, Randolph (University of Canterbury, New Zealand).
Contact: gricematt@myvuw.ac.nz. Abstract: Grace et al. (2018) showed that observers responded based onboth differences and ra�os of s�mulus magnitude in an implicit, non-symbolic perceptual comparison task.These findings raise the ques�on of whether differences and ra�os are afforded a privileged status inquan�ta�ve judgement. We present mathema�cal evidence that addi�on and mul�plica�on (being thecomplements of differences and ra�os, respec�vely) - of natural, ra�onal, and real quan��es - are structurallyunique opera�ons among all possible binary opera�ons on the naturals, ra�onals, and reals. Moreover, thestructural uniqueness is obtained via innocuous principles; namely, those of monotonicity, convexity,con�nuity, and isomorphism (MMCI). From the psychological literature, several lines of evidence suggest thatthese four principles (MCCI)—prior to their mathema�cal existence—enjoy a fundamental psychologicalexistence, and inform perceptual judgements across a range of phenomena. Here we argue that they are alsosufficient for the development of the building blocks of mathema�cal thought.

ICCM track 6 (Drummond East)

A Skill-based Approach to Modeling the A�en�onal Blink Author(s): Corne Hoekstra, Sander Martensand Niels Taatgen
Less is More: Addi�onal Informa�on Leads to Lower Performance in Tetris Models Author(s):Catherine Sibert, Jacob Speicher and Wayne Gray
Predic�ng Performance in Cardiopulmonary Resuscita�on Author(s): Kevin Gluck, Michael Collins,Michael Krusmark, Florian Sense, Sarah Maass and Hedderik van Rijn
ACT-R model for cogni�ve assistance in handling flight deck alerts Author(s): Oliver Klaproth, MarcHalbrgge and Nele Ruwinkel
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Methods 1 (Ballroom West)

Poten�al Contribu�ons of Clinical Mathema�cal Psychology to Addressing the Crisis of Confidence
in Psychological Science

Author(s): Neufeld, Richard Jim; Cutler, Colleen Diane (western university, Canada). Contact:
rneufeld@uwo.ca. Abstract: The “Crisis of Confidence in Psychological Science” comprises a shaken securityabout the reliability of truth claims. The field of formal modeling has responded to this crossroads in partthrough a forthcoming special issue of Computa�onal Brain and Behavior on “Robust Prac�ce in Quan�ta�veModeling”. The area of clinical mathema�cal psychology arguably stands as a poten�al resource for addressingrobustness of quan�ta�ve models. Examples include the following: Busemeyer-Wang model generaliza�ontes�ng, according to model transferability to extreme individual differences afforded by clinical samples(including abduc�ve applicability to ample secondary data, from the clinical literature); providing“solu�on-oriented” model support, by adding to the body of clinical-assessment technology through methodsof cogni�ve modeling of individual symptom-significant cogni�ve func�oning, and evalua�ngcogni�ve-performance aspects of CNS-directed pharmaceu�cal regimens; providing a cogni�ve-func�onanchoring for clinical cogni�ve neuroscience (redressing “Poldrack reverse logic”); disclosing cogni�veneuro-imaging devia�ons co-extensive with cogni�ve-performance abnormali�es; providing acogni�ve-func�on linchpin for different levels of clinical cogni�ve neuroimaging; and demonstra�ng the valueof Bayesian provision for clinically-imposed small-N model tes�ng, and performance over-dispersion. Eachpoten�al contribu�on is illustrated with examples from the literature.Prac�cal strategies for tapping this set ofpossibili�es are presented.

Traps and tricks in Monte-Carlo simula�on-based parameter es�ma�on of advanced mathema�cal
models

Author(s): Li, Yiqi; Schlather, Mar�n; Erdfelder, Edgar (University of Mannheim, Germany). Contact:
yili@mail.uni-mannheim.de. Abstract: Mathema�cal models applied in psychology and cogni�ve sciencehave become more and more sophis�cated, taking complex psychological processes and the interac�onsbetween them into account. For newly developed mathema�cal models, established methods for sta�s�calinference that can be applied directly are not necessarily available. O�en, the model cannot be describedanaly�cally so that numerical methods based on Monte-Carlo simula�on are required to obtain modelpredic�ons such as the density func�on. Fi�ng such models can be challenging and the modeler may beconfronted with a series of problems. These problems usually fall into two categories: extensive computa�on�me and iden�fiability issues. Pursuing the goal of reducing computa�onal intensiveness as well as numericallyundesirable phenomena, we promote programming strategies and techniques to diagnose and resolve diversekinds of problems. Regarding computa�on �me, we demonstrate that some seeming trifles, such as the choiceof the programming language, the design of the simula�on study and the storage and management ofintermediate results, can actually have a significant influence on the speed. In contrast, parallel compu�ng andvectoriza�on do not always yield a gain, depending on the modeling problem and the implementa�on. Lowcomputa�onal expense facilitates the detec�on and rec�fica�on of iden�fiability issues, such asill-condi�oning, correla�ons among parameters, and over-parameteriza�on. We show that numericalundesirable characteris�cs can arise ar�ficially from unsuitable use of random seeds and the way in whichrandom numbers are generated and assigned. We also discuss how reparameteriza�on and profiling can yield
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proper box constraints, solve convergence problems, and reduce dependency of the results on star�ng values.Furthermore, we present an algorithmic procedure for the case of fi�ng a model to mul�ple datasets collectedunder different experimental condi�ons, whereby some of the parameters are assumed to depend on thesecondi�ons while others to be invariant to them. We explain our approaches using the example of a queueingmodel of visual search (Li, 2018). In conclusion, an op�mal applica�on of carefully chosen numerical andprogramming strategies and techniques can speed up the parameter es�ma�on process by a factor of 100 andlead to more stable and more accurate es�mates.

Fundamental Tools for Deriving Likelihood Func�ons for ACT-R Models

Author(s): Houpt, Joseph(1); Fisher, Christopher(2); Gunzelmann, Glenn(2) (1: Wright State University, UnitedStates of America; 2: United States Air Force Research Laboratory). Contact: joseph.houpt@wright.edu.
Abstract: ACT-R is a popular framework for developing, simula�ng and tes�ng comprehensive theories ofcogni�on. In many applica�ons, inferences supported by ACT-R models are based on comparing Monte Carlosimula�ons to observed data rather than measures based on the likelihood of the data (such as the variousinforma�on criteria). In this presenta�on, we demonstrate the fundamental tools for developing models ofACT-R within a sta�s�cal framework. Instan�a�ng ACT-R in a sta�s�cal framework has many advantages,including facilita�ng the use of modern parameter es�ma�on and model comparison techniques, allowingdirect comparison between ACT-R and other closed-form models, increased computa�onal efficiency,facilita�ng real-�me applica�on of ACT-R models, and giving the ability to perform a deeper mathema�calanalysis of model proper�es. We will demonstrate the use of these tools with several model variants of theclassic fan experiment, beginning with a simple baseline model of ACT-R’s declara�ve memory system andprogress through increasingly complex sub-models. Our goal is that this work will con�nue to bridge betweenthe mathema�cal psychology community and the ACT-R community and facilitate new and exci�ng research.

Varia�onal Bayesian Methods for Cogni�ve Science

Author(s): Galdo, Ma�hew; Bahg, Giwon; Turner, Brandon (The Ohio State University, United States ofAmerica). Contact: brendan.m.galdo@gmail.com. Abstract: Bayesian inference has become a powerful andpopular technique for understanding psychological phenomena. However, compared to frequen�st sta�s�cs,current methods employing Bayesian sta�s�cs typically require �me-intensive computa�ons, o�en hinderingour ability to evaluate alterna�ves in a thorough manner. Here, we advocate for an alterna�ve strategy forperforming Bayesian inference, called varia�onal Bayes (VB). VB methods posit a parametric family ofdistribu�ons that could conceivably contain the target posterior distribu�on, and then a�empt to iden�fy thebest parameters for matching the target. In this sense, acquiring the posterior becomes an op�miza�onproblem, rather than a complex integra�on problem. VB methods have enjoyed considerable success in fieldssuch as neuroscience and machine learning, yet have received surprisingly li�le a�en�on in fields such aspsychology. Here, we iden�fy and discuss both the advantages and disadvantages of using VB methods. In ourconsidera�on of possible strategies to make VB methods appropriate for psychological models, we develop theDifferen�al Evolu�on Varia�onal Bayes algorithm, and compare its performance to a widely used VB algorithm.As a test problem, we evaluate the algorithms on their ability to recover the posterior distribu�on of the LinearBallis�c Accumulator model. Although we cannot endorse VB methods in their current form as a completereplacement for conven�onal methods, we argue that their accuracy and speed warrant inclusion within thepsychologist’s toolkit.
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Methods 2 (Ballroom West)

Bayes Factors for Determining the Dimensionality of Psychological Mul�dimensional Scaling Repre-
senta�ons

Author(s): Gronau, Quen�n F.(1); Lee, Michael D.(2) (1: University of Amsterdam; 2: University of CaliforniaIrvine). Contact: Quentin.F.Gronau@gmail.com. Abstract: Mul�dimensional scaling (MDS) was developedstar�ng in the 1950s in cogni�ve psychology, as a sta�s�cal method for making inferences about human mentalrepresenta�ons. MDS typically models the similari�es or psychological proximi�es between pairs of s�muli,represen�ng each s�mulus as a point in a mul�dimensional space, such that more similar s�muli are nearereach other. The core psychological mo�va�on is that the similari�es reflect the basic cogni�ve process ofgeneraliza�on. A founda�onal challenge in MDS modeling is determining the dimensionality of therepresenta�onal space. Here we present a principled Bayesian approach for determining the dimensionality ofthe representa�onal space. This approach requires the development of a joint prior distribu�on on therepresenta�onal points that imposes constraints to make the MDS model iden�fiable. These constraintsdepend on the Minkowskian metric. We discuss a set of constraints for the Euclidean case and we point out afew issues with the city-block case. Based on these priors, for the Euclidean case, we discuss how to determinethe dimensionality of the MDS representa�on using Warp-III bridge sampling (Meng & Schilling, 2002).

Toward a principled Bayesian workflow in cogni�ve science

Author(s): Schad, Daniel J.(1); Betancourt, Michael(2); Vasishth, Shravan(1) (1: University of Potsdam, Germany;2: Symplectomorphic, New York, USA). Contact: danieljschad@gmail.com. Abstract: Experiments inresearch on memory, language, and in other areas of cogni�ve science are increasingly being analyzed usingBayesian methods. This has been facilitated by the development of probabilis�c programming languages suchas Stan, and easily accessible front-end packages such as brms. However, the u�lity of Bayesian methodsul�mately depends on the relevance of the Bayesian model, in par�cular whether or not it accurately capturesthe structure of the data and the data analyst’s domain exper�se. Even with powerful so�ware, the analyst isresponsible for verifying the u�lity of their model. To accomplish this, we introduce a principled Bayesianworkflow (Betancourt, 2018) to cogni�ve science. Using a concrete working example, we describe basicques�ons one should ask about the model: prior predic�ve checks, computa�onal faithfulness, modelsensi�vity, and posterior predic�ve checks. The running example for demonstra�ng the workflow is data onreading �mes with a linguis�c manipula�on of object versus subject rela�ve sentences. This principledBayesian workflow also demonstrates how to use domain knowledge to inform prior distribu�ons. It providesguidelines and checks for valid data analysis, avoiding overfi�ng complex models to noise, and capturingrelevant data structure in a probabilis�c model. Given the increasing use of Bayesian methods, we aim todiscuss how these methods can be properly employed to obtain robust answers to scien�fic ques�ons.

How informa�ve are uninforma�ve priors?

Author(s): Kennedy, Lauren Ashlee(1); Simpson, Daniel(2); Gelman, Andrew(3) (1: School of Social Work,Columbia University; 2: Department of Sta�s�cal Sciences, University of Toronto; 3: Sta�s�cs and Poli�calSciences, Columbia University). Contact: lauren.kennedy729@gmail.com. Abstract: Complex psychologicalprocesses require complex genera�ve models. Complex models o�en have a number of hyper-priors that arefar removed in the model to the observed data. Although some�mes these priors have an intui�veinterpreta�on of what would be uninforma�ve, o�en�mes uninforma�ve priors are used instead. However,recent in Bayesian sta�s�cs suggests that o�en what are considered to “uninforma�ve” are actually quiteinforma�ve. At best this can cause computa�onal difficul�es, but at worst this can poten�ally bias parameter
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and model selec�on es�mates. This is rarely trivial to see from manual inspec�on of the model likelihood andpriors, but instead the two have to be interpreted together. One solu�on to this issue that is growingincreasingly popular are prior predic�ve checks. In this talk we demonstrate with applica�ons from cogni�vescience the rela�ve informa�on of common uninforma�ve priors in terms of the expected data using PPCs andother simula�on based approaches.

Toward a General-Purpose Methodology for Adap�ve Design Op�miza�on of Cogni�ve Modeling
Experiments

Author(s): Kim, Woojae (Howard University, United States of America). Contact: wjaekim.1124@gmail.com.
Abstract: A fundamental problem of computa�onal cogni�on is that the level of detail with which a cogni�vemodel a�empts to describe behavior demands ’as much’ detail in suppor�ng data. As observa�ons incontrolled experiments are o�en expensive (e.g., child subject, costs of MRI scans), this is a rather significantbarrier. The method of adap�ve design op�miza�on (ADO) has been proposed as a solu�on: It can op�mizeexperimental manipula�on (e.g., selec�on of s�muli) for maximized inference. It would enable cogni�vescien�sts to probe quan�ta�ve s�mulus-response rela�onships, possibly on a mul�dimensional domain, in away that would be otherwise intractable due to imprac�cal task loads. Despite its groundbreaking poten�al forcogni�ve modeling research, ADO is out of reach for most researchers in the field. The formidable task of itsimplementa�on for each new experimental paradigm is a stumbling block to the methodology’s promisingpower being realized and duly appreciated. A step toward breaking this state is to make a general-purposemethodology available. To that end, the present research develops a working prototype of an ADO so�warepackage. The focus of ini�al development is on the treatment of models with known likelihoods and sta�cparameters of arbitrary dimensions. The features, applica�on examples, and implica�ons of the so�ware arediscussed.

Symposium on Organiza�onal Principles of Vision (Salons 6 & 7)

Skewed Crystallographic Groups and Their Impact on Percep�on

Author(s): Liu, Yanxi (Penn State University, United States of America). Contact: yanxi@cse.psu.edu.
Abstract: Affinely skewed crystallographic groups have a theore�cally and computa�onally desirable propertyof self-closeness. Under arbitrary affine transforma�ons, li�le is known on their “migra�on paths” or theirclique-like “family trees”. I will demonstra�on our explora�on of periodic pa�erns’ reorganiza�on in terms oftheir symmetry groups (crystallographic groups) under affine deforma�on, and the surprising insights theoutcome of this finding will bring to machine and human visual percep�on.

Single-View Gestalt 3D Manha�an Surface Reconstruc�on

Author(s): Elder, James(1); Qian, Yiming(1); Ramalingam, Srikumar(2) (1: York University, Canada; 2: Universityof Utah, USA). Contact: jelder@yorku.ca. Abstract: We live in a 3D world and we perceive it as such. Human3D percep�on derives in part from stereopsis and mo�on parallax, but it persists even when the input is asingle image or at distances where stereopsis and mo�on cues are weak. How does the brain do this? Recentdeep-learning algorithms show that it is possible to teach a network to recover rough 3D range from a singleimage, but these systems fail to capture the crisp structures that humans perceive, and with millions of freeparameters provide li�le insight into the physics, geometry and computa�onal principles that underpinmonocular 3D percep�on. Unlike stereo and mo�on parallax, linear perspec�ve does not weaken withdistance, depending only on visual angle. Since the early Renaissance, ar�sts have relied upon linear
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perspec�ve to produce compelling 3D impressions from 2D canvases. The volumetric quality of theserenderings increases from one- to two- and three-point perspec�ve, highligh�ng the importance of rec�linear(Manha�an) regulari�es, and recent neuroscience has revealed localized areas of the brain specialized for theprocessing of this rec�linear structure. Here I will describe a computa�onal model for single-view 3DManha�an reconstruc�on inspired by these findings. The model comprises a feed-forward network of modulesrepresen�ng progressively more global 2D and 3D structure through repeated applica�on of Gestalt principles:from edges to 3D line segments, 3D junc�ons, local 3D scaffolds and ul�mately complete 3D rec�linearpolyhedra. The model has no free parameters, requires no training, and outperforms state-of-the-art deeplearning approaches.

Depth from stereo when oculomotor informa�on is, and is not, required

Author(s): Sawada, Tadamasa (Higher School of Economics, Russian Federa�on). Contact:
tada.masa.sawada@gmail.com. Abstract: Our percep�on of depth is quite reliable under natural 3D viewingcondi�ons when eye movements are present. Binocular disparity is o�en believed to be one of the mostimportant cues for perceiving depth. Many also assume that the visual system must know the rela�veorienta�on of the eyes to perceive depth from binocular disparity. But note that depth percep�on, based ondisparity, has usually been studied under laboratory condi�ons with very simple, unnatural visual s�muli. All ofthese experiments showed that depth percep�on was slow, unreliable, and distorted systema�cally. Theseresults are in conflict with our everyday life experience where depth percep�on is fast, reliable and stable evenwhen our eyes move. This conflict was addressed by developing a computa�onal model, which does not useany oculomotor informa�on, whatsoever, to recover depth from a stereo-pair of re�nal images. This recoveryis based en�rely on the geometry of the op�cs of the eyes as long as the stereo re�nal images used are notdegenerate. Note that many of the visual s�muli used in prior laboratory studies can be considered to bedegenerate because this model cannot recover depth from these visual s�muli if oculomotor informa�on is notprovided. This result suggests that the role binocular disparity has been shown to play in depth percep�on maybe confined to the unnatural condi�ons usually favored in the laboratory.

Geometrical knowledge used in 3D scene inferences

Author(s): Zaidi, Qasim(1); Koch, Erin(2); Maruya, Akihito(1) (1: State University of New York, United States ofAmerica; 2: California Ins�tute of Technology, United States of America). Contact: qz@sunyopt.edu. Abstract:Projec�ve geometry describes the mapping of 3D scenes to re�nal images. Correctly judging poses, sizes andshapes of objects are func�onally important components of scene understanding for biological and machinevisual systems. If humans exploit projec�ve geometry in es�ma�ng these proper�es, it could answer theage-old ques�on about geometry being innate to the human mind. A 3D object seen from different viewsforms quite different re�nal images, and many different 3D objects can form iden�cal re�nal images, soinferences based solely on re�nal informa�on are underspecified. However, the very frequent projec�on ofobjects on the ground to re�nal images is a 2D-to-2D mapping, described by an inver�ble trigonometricfunc�on. Hence using the back-transform derived by inver�ng the projec�on func�on would lead to veridicalinferences. We show that human observers consistently apply the op�mal back-transform for pose inferencesin 3-D scenes and obliquely viewed pictures of 3D scenes. This leads to veridical es�mates for 3D scenes, albeitwith a systema�c fronto-parallel bias, but illusory rota�on of pictured scenes wrt to the observer. Fores�ma�ng rela�ve sizes, observers’ generally correct projec�ve distor�ons according to the op�malback-transform, except for poses close to the line of sight. Size underes�ma�on increases with object length,which we show is due to an overes�ma�on of viewing eleva�on. Further, objects seen as unbroken andcohesive suggest that prior assump�ons incorporate geometrical proper�es invariant under perspec�veprojec�on, such as con�nuity, collinearity and convergence. Humans thus seem to have internalized par�cular
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aspects of projec�ve geometry through evolu�on or learning.

Visual constancy and veridicality are explained by symmetry

Author(s): Pizlo, Zygmunt (University of California, Irvine). Contact: zpizlo@uci.edu. Abstract: Physicalobjects in our environment are characterized by many permanent characteris�cs, including their size, mass,shape, rigidity or piecewise rigidity, part-whole rela�onship, surface reflectance, and the elas�city of objectsand the viscosity of fluids. The permanence (invariance) of physical objects is the result of the Laws of Physics,which are also characterized by invariance (symmetry) under a variety of transforma�ons, for example, spa�altransla�on and rota�on, as well as temporal transla�on. It seems completely natural to assume that our visualsystem’s most fundamental func�on is to detect and represent the permanent characteris�cs of the objectsthat are present in our natural environment. This func�on, which has been called “perceptual constancy”, hasbeen studied for at least a millennium (star�ng with Alhazen in 1083 CE), but all prior efforts have a�empted todiscredit the concept called perceptual constancy completely, or to document its par�al failures. Thisparadoxical disconnect between invariance as it is recognized and used in the physical environment and howinvariance is used in perceptual representa�ons could result from the absence of a theory that can describe,perhaps even explain, how invariant percepts are produced from invariant objects. In this talk, I will describethe first theory of visual constancy and veridicality, in which the invariant visual representa�on takes the formof a conserva�on that results from applying a least-ac�on (simplicity) principle to the symmetries of objects, inmuch the same way that Emmy Noether (1918) derived the Conserva�on Laws in Physics from the symmetriesof the Natural Laws.

On the Projec�ve Geometry of Binocular Space

Author(s): Zhang, Jun (University of Michigan, United States of America). Contact: junz@umich.edu. Abstract:Binocular vision involves the projec�on of objects in the 3-D visual space onto the two re�nae and thecomparison of spa�al layout of objects in these re�nal half-images. Here we characterize the unitaryrepresenta�on of the binocular space as a complex half-plane from the perspec�ve of the cyclopean eye. Wethen inves�gate its automorphism group, namely the Möbius transforma�on group, and the associatedinvariants when the two eye posi�ons are treated as fixed points of the automorphism. A three-point simplera�o from an object point to both eyes is constructed; as a complex number, its angle measures the differencein azimuth of the projected rays from the object point to each eye (i.e., horizontal disparity) while its modulusmeasures the ra�o of the distances of the object point to the two eyes (i.e., rela�ve ver�cal magnifica�on orver�cal size ra�o). The four-point cross-ra�o of two such simple ra�os, as the only four-point invariant underMöbius transforms, reflects the fact that the rela�ve disparity between any two object points remainsunchanged when the eyes change fixa�on. Since the complex half-plane is biholomorphically equivalent to anopen unit disk, both Poincaré model and Klein-Beltrami model give rise to a hyperbolic geometry, consistentwith the empirically supported Luneburg’s (1947; 1950) model of binocular geometry (for the depth plane).
Finally, the hyperbolic tangent func�on f(z) = tanh(z), with inverse f−1(z) = 1

2 log
(
1+z
1−z

), is shown to act as
the psychophysical func�on rela�ng the physical representa�on of the binocular space to its cyclopeanrepresenta�on.
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Accumulator models 2 (Drummond West & Center)

A Dynamic Dual Process Model of Intertemporal Choice

Author(s): Diederich, Adele(1); Zhao, Wenjia Joyce(2) (1: Jacobs University, Germany; 2: University ofPennsylvania). Contact: a.diederich@jacobs-university.de. Abstract: Dual process theories of decisionmaking describe choice as the product of an automa�c System 1, which is quick to ac�vate but behavesimpulsively, and a delibera�ve System 2, which is slower to ac�vate but makes decisions in a ra�onal andcontrolled manner. However, most existent dual process theories are not mathema�cally specified, and thusdo not generate testable qualita�ve and quan�ta�ve predic�ons. In this paper we describe a dynamic dualprocess model framework of intertemporal choice. This model assumes that the two systems operatesequen�ally to make a decision and can make precise predic�ons regarding choice probability and response�me distribu�ons. Using simula�on studies, we illustrate how different factors (�ming of System 1, �meconstraint, and preferences in both systems) influence model predic�ons. Our modelling framework provides amathema�cal approach that may bring novel insights regarding the processes underlying intertemporalchoices.

Changing a�tudes towards uncertainty with �me pressure

Author(s): Wu, Charley M.(1); Schulz, Eric(2); Gerbaulet, Kimberly(1,3); Pleskac, Timothy J(1,4); Speekenbrink,Maarten(5) (1: Max Planck Ins�tute for Human Development; 2: Harvard University; 3: Osnabrück University; 4:University of Kansas, United States of America; 5: University College London). Contact:
cwu@mpib-berlin.mpg.de. Abstract: How does �me pressure influence a�tudes towards uncertainty?Given constraints on the available decision �me, do people reason about uncertainty differently and perhapsu�lize different strategies for explora�on? We manipulate decision �me (unlimited vs. 400 milliseconds)across a variety of four-armed bandit tasks with reward distribu�ons chosen to disentangle differences inexpected value from differences in uncertainty. Through mul�ple behavioral and model-based analyses, weshow that a�tudes towards uncertainty are influenced by �me pressure. Given unlimited �me, par�cipantswere posi�vely influenced by both high rewards and high uncertainty, consistent with previous theoriesincorpora�ng an “uncertainty bonus”. But given only 400 milliseconds to make each decision, par�cipantsresponded by changing their behavior to ac�vely avoid uncertainty. Moreover, larger rela�ve differences inuncertainty between op�ons slowed down reac�on �mes and dampened the dri� rate of a linear ballis�caccumulator model. Both of these effects were stronger under �me pressure than without. These results are auseful probe into how learning and explora�on strategies are influenced by computa�onal limita�ons (eitherinternally or externally imposed), and shed new light on the differen�al effect of uncertainty and �me pressureon human explora�on.

Urgency, Leakage, and the Rela�ve Nature of Informa�on Processing in Decision-making

Author(s): Holmes, William(1); Trueblood, Jennifer(1); Evans, Nathan(2); Heathcote, Andrew(3) (1: VanderbiltUniversity; 2: University of Amsterdam; 3: University of Tasmania). Contact:
william.holmes@vanderbilt.edu. Abstract: Over the last decade, there has been a robust debate indecision neuroscience and psychology about what mechanism governs the �me course of decision making.Historically, the most prominent hypothesis is that neural architectures accumulate informa�on over �me un�lsome threshold is met, the so-called Evidence Accumula�on hypothesis. However, most applica�ons of thistheory rely on simplifying assump�ons, belying a number of poten�al complexi�es. Is s�mulus informa�onperceived and processed in an independent manner or is there a rela�ve component to informa�onprocessing? Does urgency play a role? What about evidence leakage? While the la�er ques�ons have been the
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subject of recent inves�ga�ons, most studies to date have been piecemeal in nature, studying one aspect ofthe decision process or another. Here we develop a modeling framework, an extension of the Urgency Ga�ngModel, in conjunc�on with a changing informa�on experimental paradigm to jointly probe these aspects of thedecision process. Using state-of-the-art Bayesian methods to perform parameter-based inference, wedemonstrate 1) informa�on processing is rela�ve with early informa�on influencing the percep�on of lateinforma�on, 2) �me varying urgency and evidence accumula�on are of roughly equal importance in thedecision process, and 3) leakage is present with a �me scale of 250ms. This is the first such holis�c study tou�lize a changing informa�on paradigm to jointly and quan�ta�vely es�mate the temporal dynamics of humandecision-making.

The Temporal Dynamics of Task Switching: A Computa�onal Analysis of Prac�ce and Age Effects in
Large-Scale Cogni�ve Training Data

Author(s): Steyvers, Mark(1); Hawkins, Guy(2); Karayanidis, Frini(2); Brown, Sco�(2) (1: University of California,Irvine, United States of America; 2: University of Newcastle, Australia). Contact: mark.steyvers@uci.edu.
Abstract: An important feature of human cogni�on is the ability to flexibly and efficiently adapt behavior inresponse to con�nuously changing contextual demands. We leverage a large-scale dataset from Lumosity, anonline cogni�ve training pla�orm, to inves�gate how cogni�ve processes involved in cued switching betweentasks are affected by level of task prac�ce across the adult lifespan. We develop a computa�onal account oftask switching that specifies the temporal dynamics of ac�va�ng task-relevant representa�ons and inhibi�ngtask-irrelevant representa�ons, and how they vary with extended task prac�ce across a number of age groups.Prac�ce modulates the level of ac�va�on of the task-relevant representa�on and improves the rate at whichthis informa�on becomes available, but has li�le effect on the task-irrelevant representa�on. While long-termprac�ce improves performance across all age groups, it has a greater effect on older adults. Indeed, extensivetask prac�ce can make older individuals func�onally similar to less prac�ced younger individuals, especially forcogni�ve measures that focus on the rate at which task relevant informa�on becomes available.

Accumulator models 3 (Drummond West & Center)

Revisi�ng Collapsing Bounds

Author(s): Ratcliff, Roger(1); Smith, Philip(2) (1: The Ohio State University, United States of America; 2:University of Melbourne, Australia). Contact: rogerratcliff22@gmail.com. Abstract: Recently O’Connell,Shadlen, Wong-Lin, and Kelly (2018) have argued strongly for evidence accumula�on models ofdecision-making with collapsing bounds or urgency signals. They present some arguments based on humanbehavioral data, but then argue for nonsta�onarity boundaries or dri� rates based on neurophysiological data.Condi�onal accuracy func�ons are a way of examining whether accuracy falls over the �me course ofprocesses as it would with urgency of collapsing bounds. We present evidence from both human and monkeydata that show li�le evidence for such nonsta�onarity. We also present results from single and dual randomwalk processes (surrogates for diffusion processes) showing that paths prior to hi�ng a decision boundaryshow similar pa�erns to neural firing rates in monkeys. We finally review the literature on neurophysiologicaldata and find that although the overall pa�erns support evidence accumula�on models, there are significantdifferences in the pa�erns from individual studies.
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The �med diffusive decision model

Author(s): Hawkins, Guy(1); Heathcote, Andrew(2) (1: University of Newcastle, Australia; 2: University ofTasmania, Australia). Contact: guy.hawkins@newcastle.edu.au. Abstract: For decades, theories of decisionmaking have assumed that decisions are triggered when a threshold level of evidence has been accumulated toinform a decision. Here, we propose a radical reinterpreta�on: decisions can some�mes be triggered when asufficient amount of �me has been commi�ed to a decision. We show that the two termina�on mechanisms -evidence-based and �me-based - can operate in a compe��ve race architecture, and they unify theore�calaccounts of a range of decision phenomena including the speed-accuracy tradeoff, collapsing decisionboundaries, and the rela�ve speed of correct and error responses. As a consequence of the compe��vearchitecture of the model, we eliminate the need for any decision-to-decision variability parameters that havebeen considered essen�al to the dominant theories of decision making but have been cri�cized as beingad-hoc in theore�cal mo�va�on and difficult to es�mate.

Reconciling similarity in models of con�nuous report

Author(s): Kvam, Peter; Turner, Brandon (Ohio State University, United States of America). Contact:
kvam.peter@gmail.com. Abstract: Two recent models of the evidence accumula�on process have made itpossible to predict responses and response �mes when decision makers are faced with a (near-)con�nuousspan of alterna�ves. However, each one faces major barriers to success: the circular diffusion model (CDM;Smith, 2016) offers a truly con�nuous, analy�cally tractable joint likelihood for responses and response �mes,but has difficulty accoun�ng for certain similarity rela�ons as well as response distribu�ons that are bimodal ormul�modal. Conversely, the spa�ally con�nuous diffusion model (SCDM; Ratcliff, 2018) can predictmul�modality without issue, but suffers from a lack of computa�onal tractability and true con�nuity inresponse predic�ons due to its reliance on a large, discrete set of correlated accumulators. In this talk, weshow that the primary difference between the models is their similarity rule - how they relate evidence for onealterna�ve to evidence for another. By construc�ng the models in a geometric framework (Kvam, 2019), weshow that the flexible kernel-based similarity rule from the SCDM can be reconstructed in a mul�dimensionalversion of the CDM using its cosine-based similarity structure. The resul�ng modified geometric CDM (GCDM)has no issue producing mul�modal response distribu�ons, and we demonstrate that it is substan�ally moreefficient to simulate and fit than the SCDM. We show that its likelihood can be either computed analy�cally orapproximated using simula�on and kernel density es�ma�on, and that it can recover shi�s in parallelparameters in the SCDM with a simpler architecture.

Dynamic diffusion parameters and autocorrelated response �mes driven by reward

Author(s): Hong, Tao; Nadel, Jacob; Simen, Patrick (Oberlin College, United States of America). Contact:
thong@oberlin.edu. Abstract: Response �me data in two-choice perceptual decisions are o�enautocorrelated, indica�ng that decision model parameters are dynamic and have some memory of previousvalues. Autocorrela�on of this type falls naturally out of a heuris�c model we developed to maximize rewardrates earned for task performance. The model uses decision bounds that decrease as a leaky integral ofrewards increases. The model possesses the key explanatory features of the diffusion-decision model (DDM),and it explains how approximately reward-rate op�mal human performance can be rapidly achieved in someexperiments. Any sequen�al dependency in DDM parameters might yield autocorrelated response �mes,however. We therefore used a new model-fi�ng package, Dynamic Models of Cogni�on (DMC), to assesschanges in decision bounds and other parameters within a sequence of trials in a task. Parameter recoverystudies suggest the method is useable. Applica�ons to empirical data suggest that decision bounds arenega�vely correlated with reward rates, as predicted by our heuris�c model.
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ICCM track 7 (Drummond East)

Towards Personalized Decep�ve Signaling for Cyber Defense Using Cogni�ve Models Author(s):Edward A. Cranford, Cleo�lde Gonzalez, Palvi Aggarwal, Sarah Cooney, Milind Tambe and Chris�an Lebiere
Predic�ng Individual Spa�al Reasoners: A Comparison of Five Cogni�ve Computa�onal Theories
Author(s): Marco Ragni, Paulina Friemann, Enver Bakija, Novian Habibie, Yannick Leinhos, Dennis Pohnke, YvanSatyawan, Maya Schoechlin and Rabea Turon
Different Brain, Same Prototype? Cogni�ve Variability within a Recurrent Associa�ve Memory
Author(s): Thadd Rolon-Mere�e, Damiem Rolon-Mere�e, Ma�as Calderini and Sylvain Char�er
On the Ma�er of Aggregate Models for Syllogis�c Reasoning: A Transi�ve Set-Based Account for
Predic�ng the Popula�on Author(s): Daniel Brand, Nicolas Riesterer and Marco Ragni
ICCM track 8 (Drummond East)

Modelling alterna�ve strategies for mental rota�on Author(s): David Peebles
A process model of magnitude es�ma�on Author(s): Greg Tra�on
Discoveries of the Algebraic Mind: A PRIMs Model Author(s): Mark Y. Ji, Jacolien van Rij and Niels A.Taatgen
Perspec�ves on Computa�onal Models of Learning and Forge�ng Author(s): Florian Sense, Tiffany S.Jastrzembski, Michael C. Mozer, Michael Krusmark and Hedderik van Rijn
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Methods 3 (Ballroom West)

The Wisdom of Model Crowds

Author(s): He, Lisheng(1); Analy�s, Pantelis Pipergias(2); Bha�a, Sudeep(1) (1: University of Pennsylvania; 2:University of Southern Denmark). Contact: hlisheng@sas.upenn.edu. Abstract: Risky choice is one of themost extensively studied domains in behavioral decision research. Over the last 70 years, numerousexperiments have revealed the shortcomings of expected value and expected u�lity theories. In response,dozens of dis�nct mathema�cal behavioral theories have been advanced to account for observed behavioralpa�erns. However, there is li�le consensus regarding which of these models offers the best account ofbehavior, and it is unclear how we can combine these models to obtain novel descrip�ve and predic�veinsights regarding risky choice. In this paper we offer two solu�ons to this issue. First, we conduct a large-scalecomparison of 58 prominent models of risky choice, using sixteen exis�ng datasets consis�ng of 720par�cipants. This allows us to comprehensively evaluate numerous models in terms of their performance onthe individual level across a range of different experimental designs. The results iden�fy the set ofbest-performing models but also suggest a high degree of heterogeneity in model performance. Second, weshow that each of the exis�ng models can be seen as an “expert”, which provides a unique opinion in anout-of-sample choice predic�on problem, and that crowds of risky choice models can perform be�er thanindividual models alone. This suggests that different choice models may capture different aspects of thedecision process and that the numerous exis�ng models can be seen as offering complementary rather thancompe�ng accounts of individual choice behavior.

The copula approach to response inhibi�on modeling

Author(s): Colonius, Hans(1); Diederich, Adele(2) (1: Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg, Germany; 2:Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen). Contact: hans.colonius@uol.de. Abstract: The ability to inhibit ourresponses voluntarily is an important case of cogni�ve control. The stop-signal paradigm is a popular tool tostudy response inhibi�on. Par�cipants perform a response �me task (go task), and occasionally, the gos�mulus is followed by a stop signal a�er a variable delay, indica�ng subjects to withhold their response (stoptask). The main interest of modeling is in es�ma�ng the unobservable stop-signal processing �me, that is, thecovert latency of the stopping process as a characteriza�on of the response inhibi�on mechanism. In theindependent race model, the stop-signal task is represented as a race between stochas�cally independent goand stop processes. Without making any specific distribu�onal assump�ons about the processing �mes, themodel allows es�ma�ng the mean �me to cancel a response. Neurophysiological studies on countermandingsaccadic eye movements, however, have shown that the neural correlates of go and stop processes consist ofnetworks of mutually interac�ng gaze-shi�ing and gaze-holding neurons, sugges�ng nega�ve stochas�cdependency between go and stop ac�va�ons. We recently suggested a race model with perfect nega�vedependence between the processes based on the countermonotonicity copula (Colonius & Diederich, PsycholReview 2018). Here we consider the copula approach from a more general point of view allowing less thanperfect dependency. In the stop signal paradigm, the main challenge for the copula approach is the limitedobservability of the stop signal processing �me. Some first results and unsolved problems will be presented.
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A nonparametric baseline model for conduc�ng model checking and model comparison in one step

Author(s): Cox, Gregory Edward; Annis, Jeffrey (Vanderbilt University, United States of America). Contact:
gregcox7@gmail.com. Abstract: Cogni�ve models are o�en too complex to be compared qualita�vely,making quan�ta�ve model comparison an essen�al part of mathema�cal psychology. Bayes factors are apowerful and popular method for quan�ta�ve model comparison, but they only indicate the rela�ve supportamong a set of models and cannot, on their own, assess the absolute quality of a model. Model checking istypically limited to graphical inspec�on or comparison with summary sta�s�cs and is divorced from modelcomparison. As a step toward unifica�on of model checking and model comparison, we propose anonparametric “reference” model that serves as a baseline in Bayesian model comparison. This referencemodel involves ideas from bootstrapping and kernel density es�ma�on, trea�ng the probability concentratedon each observa�on and the width of the region over which it is distributed as stochas�c. The result is a modelthat assigns likelihoods to each observa�on but that does not incorporate any informa�on/assump�onsbeyond that the data-genera�ng distribu�on resembles the observed data. Any model that performs at least aswell as this reference model therefore captures structure in the data and should be considered a viablecandidate, such that its victory over another viable model is meaningful. The reference model is easily“plugged in” as a candidate in any likelihood-based model comparison, revealing the viability of the set ofmodels under considera�on. We illustrate the u�lity of this reference model in a set of toy examples as well asin a case of comparing different response �me models.

Modeling (Salons 6 & 7)

Mathema�cal psychology in the wild - why and how? Insights from applying basic modelling con-
cepts to applied problems in traffic safety and self-driving cars

Author(s): Markkula, Gustav (University of Leeds, United Kingdom). Contact: g.markkula@leeds.ac.uk.
Abstract: Mathema�cal models of human percep�on, cogni�on, and behaviour provide an essen�al means ofstringent knowledge-building in the psychological and cogni�ve sciences. However, these models also holdlarge poten�al value as tools in more applied contexts. What does it take to bring models out of the sciencelab, over to real applica�ons, and how might this benefit both society and the involved researchersthemselves? In this talk, I will first provide an overview of work by myself and collaborators on mathema�calmodelling of road user behaviour, with applica�ons in traffic safety and vehicle automa�on. I will describe howa number of open applied ques�ons in this domain have been mapped to exis�ng basic scien�fic knowledge,including models of evidence accumula�on (dri� diffusion), predic�ve coding, and ac�on intent recogni�on. Iwill present recent, not yet published results from this line of work, showing how especially accumulatormodels can be leveraged(1) in combina�on with predic�ve coding ideas to predict human responses to vehicleautoma�on failures,(2) with EEG data to provide further insight into human decision making in trafficemergencies, and(3) to model the complex interplay of human (or automated) road users nego�a�ng for spacein traffic. In the second part of the talk, I will provide a more general discussion on the topic of transformingbasic models into applied ones, how to go about it, and how it can lead to not only societal impact andincreased research funding, but also to novel insights and advances in the basic sciences.

Making decisions on intransi�vity of superiority: is a general norma�ve model possible?

Author(s): Poddiakov, Alexander (Na�onal Research University Higher School of Economics, RussianFedera�on). Contact: apoddiakov@gmail.com. Abstract: The transi�vity axiom (if A is superior to B, and B issuperior to C then A is superior to C) o�en leads people to infer that A is superior to C in all cases. Yet someareas with objec�ve intransi�vity of superiority (A beats B, B beats C yet C beats A) are known: intransi�ve sets
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of math objects (dice, lo�eries in intransi�ve rela�ons “stochas�cally greater than”), intransi�ve compe��on inbiology, etc. All these intransi�ve rela�ons are probabilis�c. We have designed objects in determinis�cintransi�ve rela�ons. Intransi�ve machines demonstrate unexpected intransi�vity in rela�ons “to rotatefaster”, “to be stronger”, etc. in some geometrical construc�ons - Condorcet-like composi�ons. Intransi�vechess posi�ons are such that Posi�on A for White is preferable to Posi�on B for Black (i.e., when offered achoice, one should choose A), Posi�on B for Black is preferable to Posi�on C for White, which is preferable toPosi�on D (Black) – but the la�er is preferable to Posi�on A. Taking into account the variety of already knownintransi�ve objects and systems, we pose the following problem. Based on informa�on about the op�ons A, �,and C separately, and informa�on that A beats B and B beats C, can one conclude anything about superiority inthe pair A-C? We discuss two possibili�es.(1) Not only concrete decisions, but also a general algorithm for suchinferences is possible.(2) A general norma�ve model determining whether rela�ons in various situa�ons are(in)transi�ve is hardly possible. Decisions about transi�vity/intransi�vity are possible but inevitablycontext-dependent.

Why humans speed up when clapping in unison

Author(s): Lukeman, Ryan James (St. Francis Xavier University, Canada). Contact: rlukeman@stfx.ca.
Abstract: Humans clapping together in unison is a familiar and robust example of emergent synchrony. We findthat in experiments, such groups (from two to a few hundred) always increase clapping frequency, and largergroups increase more quickly. Based on single-person experiments and modeling, an individual tendency torush is ruled out as an explana�on. Instead, an asymmetric sensi�vity in aural interac�ons explains thefrequency increase, whereby individuals correct more strongly to match neighbour claps that precede theirown clap, than those that follow it. A simple conceptual coupled oscillator model based on this interac�onrecovers the main features observed in experiments, and shows that the collec�ve frequency increase is drivenby the small �ming errors in individuals, and the resul�ng inter-individual interac�ons that occur to maintainunison.

Decision making 3 (Drummond West & Center)

Axioms and inference: a toolbox for abstract stochas�c discrete choice

Author(s): McCausland, William James (University of Montreal, Canada). Contact:
william.j.mccausland@umontreal.ca. Abstract: I describe and demonstrate an R package, providing toolsfor a research project whose purpose is to help us be�er understand the founda�ons of stochas�c discretechoice. The toolbox includes datasets compiled from the context effects literature, the stochas�c intransi�vityliterature, and from some recent experiments where we observe choices from all doubleton and larger subsetsof some universe of objects. It provides graphical tools illustra�ng likelihood func�on and posterior densitycontours, as well as regions, in the space of choice probabili�es, defined by various stochas�c choice axioms,context effects and other condi�ons. Eventually, it will provide tools for parametric and non-parametricinference subject to various combina�ons of discrete choice axioms, as well as the tes�ng of said axioms.

Dis�nguishing between contrast models of category genera�on

Author(s): Liew, Shi Xian(1); Conaway, Nolan(2); Kurtz, Kenneth J.(3); Austerweil, Joseph L.(1) (1: University ofWisconsin - Madison; 2: Shu�erstock; 3: Binghamton University). Contact: liew2@wisc.edu. Abstract: Thegenera�on of items in novel categories tends to be strongly influenced by how different they are to previouslylearned categories. We demonstrate how this idea of contrast can be meaningfully captured by two separate
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concepts: one by exemplar dissimilarity, and another through the representa�veness heuris�c. While bothmodels tend to make similar predic�ons under many condi�ons, they can be qualita�vely dis�nguished by howpeople generate new categories a�er learning extremely widely dispersed categories. In this condi�on, theexemplar dissimilarity account predicts centrally-located novel categories, while the representa�venessheuris�c predicts novel categories along the edge of the feature space. We show how behavioral data usingboth bounded and boundless features reveal stronger evidence for the exemplar dissimilarity account ofcontrast.

Dissocia�ng visuo-spa�al and verbal working memory: As easy as ABC

Author(s): Marie, Poirier(1); Yearsley, James Mathew(1); Jean, Saint-Aubin(2); Claude�e, For�n(3); Genevive,Gallant(2); Guitard, Dominic(2) (1: City, University of London, United Kingdom; 2: Université de Moncton,Moncton, NB, Canada; 3: Laval University, QC, Québec, Canada). Contact: m.poirier@city.ac.uk. Abstract:Echoing many of the themes of the seminal work of Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), this paper uses the FeatureModel to account for performance in working memory tasks. The Brooks verbal and visuo-spa�al matrix taskswere performed alone, with ar�culatory suppression, or with a spa�al suppression task; the results producedthe expected dissocia�on. We used Approximate Bayesian Computa�on (ABC) techniques to fit the FeatureModel to the data and showed that the similarity-based interference process implemented in the modelaccounted for the data pa�erns well. We then fit the model to data from Guérard and Tremblay (2008); thela�er study produced a double dissocia�on while calling upon more typical order reconstruc�on tasks. Again,the model performed well. The findings show that a double dissocia�on can be modelled without appealing toseparate systems for verbal and visuo-spa�al processing. The la�er findings are significant as the FeatureModel had not been used to model this type of dissocia�on before; importantly, this is also the first �me themodel is quan�ta�vely fit to data. For the demonstra�on provided here, modularity was unnecessary if twoassump�ons were made:(1) the main difference between spa�al and verbal working memory tasks is thefeatures that are encoded;(2) secondary tasks selec�vely interfere with primary tasks to the extent that bothtasks involve similar features. It is argued that a feature-based view is more parsimonious and offers flexibilityin accoun�ng for mul�ple benchmark effects in the field.

ICCM track 9 (Drummond East)

Cogni�ve Models as a Computa�onal Correlate of Theory of Mind for Human-Machine Teaming
Author(s): Leslie Blaha
SEEV-VM: ACT-R Visual Module based on SEEV theory Author(s): Sebas�an Wiese, Alexander Lotz andNele Russwinkel
Lightweight Schema�c Explana�ons of Robot Naviga�on Author(s): Robert St. Amant, MaryanneFields, Brian Kaukeinen and Christa Robison
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( 01 ) An upper bound on the maximum area under the ROC curve for pairwise comparison ranking
tasks

Author(s): Funk, Patrick; Davis, Alex; Dewi�, Barry (Carnegie Mellon University, United States of America).
Contact: pfunk@andrew.cmu.edu. Abstract: A fundamental assump�on of judgment studies is thatdecision-makers are able to consistently rank events in terms of their rela�ve likelihoods. Decision-makers mayfail to construct a total order in many ways. One characteriza�on of that failure is the minimum number ofjudgments that must be reversed to produce a total order. In the case of complete pairwise comparisonranking tasks (tournaments), that minimum number is called the minimum feedback edge (arc) set. We provethat the maximum possible area under the ROC curve for a pairwise comparison ranking task is equivalent tothe cardinality of the minimum feedback edge set for a tournament graph. The result allows researchers toupper bound the skill of a judge without any criterion informa�on. We then explore the condi�ons underwhich aggrega�on based on the maximum possible AUROC leads to be�er performance than equal weigh�ng.

( 02 ) Induc�on of troubleshoo�ng strategies using visual aids in a computerized digital network task

Author(s): Bordewieck, Mar�n; Elson, Malte (Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany). Contact:
martin.bordewieck@rub.de. Abstract: Reverse engineering refers to the process of extrac�ng knowledgefrom a system in order to enable recrea�ng it and is essen�al, among other things, in infringing intellectualproperty in the chip industry. In addi�on to automa�c tools used to this end, the problem-solving processes offault diagnosis, debugging or troubleshoo�ng are crucial for reverse engineering, when tools fail and manualinterven�on is required, e.g. due to protec�ve measures implemented in a system. Reverse engineers orhackers are likely to have par�cularly profound problem-solving skills of this kind. The aim of the presentedproject is therefore to inves�gate these specific competences applying a paradigm that sheds light on cogni�veprocesses cri�cal to hacking. In a first step, the presented study examines strategies par�cipants from a generalsample use under different condi�ons in a computerized digital network task and assesses cogni�ve variables,which predict troubleshoo�ng performance. Par�cipants are asked to iden�fy faults in simplified abstractnetworks using colored markers as visual aids. Experimentally varied instruc�ons for marker use arehypothesized to induce different more or less efficient troubleshoo�ng strategies. Since the applied s�mulusmaterial and the u�liza�on of visual aids match important aspects of hackers’ thinking and cogni�ve variablesprobably correlated with troubleshoo�ng and hence possibly also with hacking performance are assessed thestudy will provide significant insight into the psychology of hacking. The study design will be presented as wellas first results.

( 03 ) The Psychology of so�ware reverse engineering and obfusca�on

Author(s): Hamadache, Salsabil(1); Elson, Malte(2) (1: Ruhr University Bochum, Germany; 2: Ruhr UniversityBochum, Germany). Contact: salsabil.hamadache@rub.de. Abstract: In so�ware development,obfusca�on techniques are used to deliberately create code that is difficult for humans to comprehend. Theirgoal is to hamper reverse engineering, the process of iden�fying a system’s components, interrela�onships,and func�onality, which may be a�empted for both legi�mate and illegi�mate reasons. Technical obfusca�on
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and reverse engineering procedures in IT security are fairly understood, but li�le is known about the humansense-making necessarily involved or the role of adversarial reasoning in IT security. Both obfusca�on andreverse engineering can be conceptualized as psychological problem solving processes. We will conduct a studyto receive insights into strategies and challenges when obfusca�ng and reverse engineering code. Havingderived poten�al predictors of performance from the problem solving literature (convergent/divergentthinking, ambiguity tolerance, adversarial reasoning), we will empirically assess their relevance in this domain.In a between-subjects experimental design, par�cipants will be randomly assigned to receive a course onadversarial reasoning (or none), then will either be given clear code that they will be asked to obfuscate, or toreverse engineer clear so�ware code and code that has been obfuscated by another par�cipant. The goals ofthis research are twofold: gaining insight into fundamental adversarial problem solving processes, andimproving our understanding of what makes reverse engineering of so�ware code par�cularly hard (or easy).In a talk at MathPsych, we want to report our findings and implica�ons as well as the in�erela�on betweenreverse engineering and mathema�cal thinking and computa�onal thinking. In future research, which we willalso sketch, we will consider Boolean logic as the underlying founda�on of thinking and learning in IT.

( 04 ) A hierarchical Bayesian state trace analysis for assessing monotonicity while factoring out
subject, item, and trial level dependencies

Author(s): Sadil, Patrick S.; Cowell, Rosemary A.; Huber, David E. (University of Massachuse�s, Amherst, UnitedStates of America). Contact: psadil@gmail.com. Abstract: State trace analyses assess the latentdimensionality of a cogni�ve process by asking whether the means of two dependent variables conform to amonotonic func�on across a set of condi�ons. Using an assump�on of independence between the measures,recently proposed sta�s�cal tests address bivariate measurement error, allowing both frequen�st and Bayesiananalyses of monotonicity (e.g., Davis-Stober, Morey, Gre�on, & Heathcote, 2016; Kalish, Dunn, Burdakov, &Sysoev, 2016). However, sta�s�cal inference can be biased by unacknowledged dependencies betweenmeasures, par�cularly when the data are insufficient to overwhelm an incorrect prior assump�on ofindependence. To address this limita�on, we developed a hierarchical Bayesian model that explicitly modelsthe separate roles of subject, item, and trial-level dependencies between two measures. Assessment ofmonotonicity is then performed by fi�ng separate models that do or do not allow a non-monotonic rela�onbetween the condi�on effects (i.e., same versus different rank orders). The Widely Applicable Informa�onCriterion (WAIC) and Pseudo Bayesian Model Averaging – both cross valida�on measures of model fit – areused for model comparison, providing an inferen�al conclusion regarding the dimensionality of the latentpsychological space. We validated this new state trace analysis technique using model recovery simula�onstudies, which assumed different ground truths regarding monotonicity and the direc�on/magnitude of thesubject- and trial-level dependence. We also provide an example applica�on of this new technique to a visualobject learning study that compared performance on a visual retrieval task (forced choice part recogni�on)versus a verbal retrieval task (cued recall).

( 05 ) A Quan�ta�ve Test of Transi�vity in Mate Preference

Author(s): Wang, Hongyi(1); He, Zhilin(1); He, Lisheng(2) (1: East China Normal University, China, People’sRepublic of; 2: University of Pennsylvania, USA). Contact: hywang@psy.ecnu.edu.cn. Abstract: The weigh�ngof different a�ributes in mate choice and preference has received much a�en�on over decades. Men haveo�en been found to weigh fer�lity-related a�ributes (e.g., physical a�rac�veness) more, but resource-relateda�ributes (e.g., earning capacity) less, than women do in mate choice. A central, yet untested, assump�onunderlying the prevalent elicita�ons of a�ribute-weigh�ng is the transi�vity of preference. In this study, wea�empted such a test. To achieve a highly powered test of transi�vity, we designed two sets of profiles, witheach consis�ng of five profiles of poten�al mates, for every par�cipant. Each profile contains two-dimensional
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informa�on: physical a�rac�veness (a face image) and earning capacity (annual income). In one set,a�rac�veness and earning capacity were nega�vely correlated; in the other set, the two dimensions wereposi�vely correlated. Ten binary choice pairs were created from each set, totaling 20 unique binary choicepairs. A total of 108 male and female heterosexual par�cipants were recruited. They were instructed toindicate their preference in each pair of poten�al mates as either a long-term or short-term partner(within-par�cipant condi�ons). In each condi�on, every pair of profiles was repeated 10 �mes to obtain choicefrequencies. We used a Mixture Model of Transi�ve Preference to test whether par�cipants displayedtransi�vity or intransi�vity in the experiment. Overall, we found that viola�ons of transi�vity in matepreference were rare, in either long-term or short-term ma�ng context. Our results validate the assump�on oftransi�vity in mate preference underlying the prevalent a�ribute-weigh�ng elicita�ons.

( 06 ) A test of systems factorial technology in nested architectures across the visual field

Author(s): Fan, Gaojie; Gamble, Heather; Rodgers, Jessica; Thomas, Robin (Miami University, United States ofAmerica). Contact: fang@miamioh.edu. Abstract: Systems Factorial Technology (SFT) was developed to studythe process of how people combine and u�lize informa�on from different sources. By using a variety ofnon-parametric analyses such as mean interac�on contrast (MIC) and survivor interac�on contrast (SIC), SFTcan dis�nguish between types of informa�on processing architectures (mainly parallel and serial) as well asstopping rules (mainly exhaus�ve and self-termina�ng). In the current study, we try to extend the originaltheory to nested architectures where the performances of both hemispheres are examined. Instead of visuals�muli presented at the center or either side of people’s visual fields, we are presen�ng visual s�muli on boththe le� and the right side in their vision in order to study the interac�on between the two hemispheres, as wellas its rela�onship with processing architectures. We use reac�on �me data to test the predicted models ofvarious strategies and inves�gate what strategies people use when accomplishing different tasks.

( 07 ) Ac�on �ming and sequencing in ac�on video games

Author(s): Gianferrara, Pierre Giovanni (Carnegie Mellon University, United States of America). Contact:
pgianfer@andrew.cmu.edu. Abstract: Anderson et al. (in press) present an ACT-R model of how humanslearn to play rapid-ac�on video games. To further test this model we have developed new measures of ac�on�ming and sequencing as predictors of performance in the context of a novel experimental paradigm namedAuto Orbit (a variant of the original Space Fortress video game, Donchin, 1989; Frederiksen & White, 1989). InAuto Orbit, a ship is orbi�ng around a balloon at a constant speed. The player needs to learn how to adjust theship’s aim and fire missiles at the balloon under temporal constraints. In addi�on to the baseline condi�on, weinves�gated two condi�ons where we manipulated the ship’s orbital speed and the game speed. To assesssequen�al structure, we extracted par�cipants’ keypress sequences and computed the Shannon entropy tomeasure their sequen�al predictability. To assess temporal structure, we used the autocorrela�on of the shotsfired and focused on the autocorrela�on func�on’s first posi�ve peak to measure the fires’ regularity (peak’samplitude) and periodicity (peak’s offset from lag 0) to measure their speed. These three measures –sequen�al entropy, regularity, and periodicity - are reliably correlated with individual differences in the playersand to learning of the video game. We will assess how well the ACT-R model can reproduce these measures inits video game play and discuss poten�al improvements to the model.

( 08 ) Adap�ve task selec�on in decision-making tasks under uncertainty for the measurement of
subjec�ve probability

Author(s): Fujita, Kazuya; Okada, Kensuke (The University of Tokyo, Japan). Contact:
kfujita@p.u-tokyo.ac.jp. Abstract: Subjec�ve probability can be measured using sequen�al
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decision-making tasks under uncertainty. These tasks require par�cipants to choose between a pair of gambleswith known and unknown outcome probabili�es, respec�vely. However, naive equilibrium from this approachsuffers from the effect of a cogni�ve bias known as ambiguity aversion. To take this into account, Kilka andWeber (2001) proposed a two-stage model that incorporates cumula�ve prospect theory. Although this modelmakes it possible to inves�gate subjec�ve probability under uncertainty, its parameter es�ma�on typicallyrequires data from many trials. In the present study, we derived the Fisher informa�on matrix of the two-stagemodel, and propose an adap�ve administra�on of decision-making tasks in which the tasks are selected tomaximize the Fisher informa�on. In a simula�on study, we compared the proposed adap�ve task selec�onmethod based on the Fisher informa�on with a random task selec�on method. Within the adap�ve taskselec�on, we also compared the fixed rewards (e.g., Lauriola & Levin, 2007) and variable rewards designs. Theresults confirmed that the proposed adap�ve task selec�on method performed much be�er than the randomselec�on method and that the variable rewards design performed be�er than the fixed rewards design. Theproposed method was then applied to the experimental data of decision-making under uncertainty. Weconcluded that the proposed adap�ve approach based on the Fisher informa�on is useful in efficientadministra�on of experiments measuring subjec�ve probability and that the proposed approach may allow usto measure subjec�ve probability while considering ambiguity aversion.

( 09 ) Automated cogni�ve modeling with Bayesian ac�ve model selec�on

Author(s): Lall, Vishal H.(1); Suchow, Jordan W.(2); Malkomes, Gustavo(3); Griffiths, Thomas L.(4) (1: Universityof California Berkeley; 2: Stevens Ins�tute of Technology; 3: Washington University in St. Louis; 4: PrincetonUniversity). Contact: lall@berkeley.edu. Abstract: Behavioral experiments are o�en feed-forward: theybegin with designing the experiment, and proceed by collec�ng the data, analyzing it, and drawing inferencesfrom the results. Ac�ve learning is an alterna�ve approach where par�al experimental data is used toitera�vely design subsequent data collec�on. Here, we study experimental applica�on of Bayesian Ac�veModel Selec�on (BAMS), which designs trials to discriminate between a set of candidate models. We considera model set defined by a genera�ve grammar of Gaussian Process kernels that can model both simplefunc�ons and complex composi�ons of them. To validate the method experimentally, we use BAMS to discoverhow factors such as contrast and number affect numerosity judgements. We compare the rate of convergenceof the ac�ve-learning method to a baseline passive-learning strategy that selects trials at random. Ac�velearning over a structured model space may increase the efficiency and robustness of behavioral dataacquisi�on and modeling.

( 10 ) Bayesian cogni�ve and sta�s�cal modeling applied to Signal Detec�on Theory and the Mirror
Effect in a perceptual task.

Author(s): Chávez De la Peña, Adriana Felisa(1); Lee, Michael D.(2); Bouzas Riaño, Arturo(1) (1: Na�onalAutonomous University of México, Mexico; 2: University of California Irvine). Contact:
adrifelcha@gmail.com. Abstract: The mirror effect is a well-established empirical result in recogni�onmemory. It shows that, when comparing subjects’ responses between classes of s�muli that are differen�allyrecognized, there are systema�c differences between the iden�fica�on of both targets and lure s�muli, asmeasured by hit and false alarm rates in signal detec�on theory (the implied order of the signal and noisedistribu�ons involved is what gives this pa�ern its name). Since the mirror effect has been predominantlytested for recogni�on memory tasks, most a�empts to explain the observed pa�ern of response involvestheorizing about high-level processes engaged in the study phase. To test the generalizability of this pa�ern toother domains where signal detec�on theory has been applied, we designed a perceptual task with two levelsof discriminability which were defined by manipula�ng an op�cal illusion. A�er conduc�ng a step by stepreplica�on of the mean-performance based analysis reported in the literature, we present evidence of the
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mirror effect outside recogni�on memory. We then developed a more detailed model based analysis, usingsignal detec�on theory and hierarchical Bayesian methods to assess the existence of the mirror effect at boththe group and individual level.

( 11 ) Obsessive-compulsive tendency a�enuates the recovery from overshadowing in associa�ve
learning

Author(s): Kunisato, Yoshihiko(1,2); Sawa, Kosuke(1) (1: Senshu University, Japan; 2: University of Amsterdam,Netherlands). Contact: ykunisato@psy.senshu-u.ac.jp. Abstract: Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) ischaracterized by impulsivity and disinhibi�on. Pa�ents with OCD are impaired in the suppression of irrelevantmemories during compe��ve recall (Demeter et al., 2014). We hypothesize that obsessive-compulsivetendency also a�enuate the inhibitory func�on in a retrospec�ve evalua�on of associa�ve learning. Fivehundred thirty-two par�cipants (260 male, 268 female, 1 intersex) from Amazon MTurk completed the onlinelearning task and ques�onnaires of OCD symptoms in exchange for 4 US dollar. In the learning task (e.g.Vandorpe & De Houwer, 2005), par�cipants were required to see the pair of food and allergic reac�on and ratethe causality of food and allergic reac�on. We set three condi�ons, which includes acquisi�on condi�on (Phase1: A+, Test: A), overshadowing condi�on(Phase 1: BC+, Test: B), recovery of overshadowing condi�on(Phase 1:DE+, Phase 2: E-, Test: D). In the overshadowing condi�on par�cipants significantly lowered causality ra�ngthan in the acquisi�on and recovery from overshadowing condi�on. Our results confirmed the effect ofovershadowing and recovery from overshadowing in accordance with previous studies. While the causalityra�ng on recovery from overshadowing nega�vely correlated with OCD symptoms (r = −.18 ∼ −.26), thecausality ra�ng on overshadowing did not significantly correlate with OCD symptoms (r = −.03 ∼ .01). Ourresults showed that obsessive-compulsive tendency a�enuates the recovery of overshadowing. However, wefound that the causality ra�ng on acquisi�on also nega�vely correlated with OCD symptoms(r = −.23 ∼ −.29). We examine further analysis using a unifying framework encompassing Bayesian andreinforcement learning theories (Gershman, 2015).

( 12 ) Mul�task Item Response Model Revealed Bias in Es�mated Emo�onal Features due to Response
Style within the Open Affec�ve Standardized Image Set (OASIS)

Author(s): Nomura, Keishi(1,2); Kumano, Shiro(2); Yotsumoto, Yuko(1) (1: Department of Life Sciences, TheUniversity of Tokyo, Japan; 2: NTT Communica�on Science Laboratories, Nippon Telegraph and TelephoneCorpora�on, Japan). Contact: nomura@fechner.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp. Abstract: Images that evoke variedemo�ons associated with social and nonsocial phenomena are desired for many studies in the cogni�ve andbehavioral sciences. To facilitate such research, several norma�ve sets of emo�onal s�muli have beendeveloped. These databases afford users the ability to explore images based on emo�onal ra�ngs given byoriginal researches. However, in those ra�ng se�ngs, response style–a tendency to choose specific categoriesregardless of content, e.g. extreme or midpoint categories–was neglected. Here, we examined poten�al biasdue to response style in such ra�ngs. We applied a mul�task response style removal method to the OpenAffec�ve Standardized Image Set (OASIS), an open-access online s�mulus set containing 900 affec�ve images.The original ra�ngs in the valence/arousal judgement task were modeled using task-independent responsestyle parameters and task-dependent parameters based on item response models. We observed that: i) themodel containing response style outperformed tradi�onal item response models in terms of predic�veaccuracy; ii) ignoring response style led to over/underes�ma�on of emo�onal characteris�cs of persons oritems; iii) the model containing response style es�mated persons’ emo�onal characteris�cs with higherprecision. Although affec�ve image databases remain a powerful tool to explore emo�onal processing, but westrongly suggest that researchers consider response style in their ra�ng se�ngs or in subsequent sta�s�calanalyses.
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( 13 ) Mul�-Armed Bandit Problem: A New Belief-Resilience Algorithm

Author(s): Yin, Qianbo; Hollman, Nick (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States of America). Contact:
ygrayson@umich.edu. Abstract: The Mul�-arm bandit (MAB) problem captures a dilemma indecision-making under uncertainty. Agents are faced with n choices that have various unknown rewards wherethey can either exploit familiar choices with greater certainty or explore the unknown choices hoping forpoten�ally be�er results. Ul�mately the agents always have the goal of maximizing the total reward. Exploi�nginvolves selec�ng the choice with the highest expected reward from prior informa�on, whereas exploringinvolves selec�ng at random to gain more informa�on about the rewards of other choices. Our research aimsto develop a new algorithm to solve MAB problem, called the Belief-Resilience Algorithm. This algorithm isbased on the reward es�ma�on as well as an evalua�on of how robust these beliefs are. As more informa�onaccumulates, the agent’s belief becomes more robust and consequently improves how it makes decisions. Weimplemented the Belief-Resilience Algorithm and tested it against 5 different exis�ng algorithms. With theparameters chosen wisely, the Belief-Resilience Algorithm outperforms several algorithms consistently. Weargue that the robustness of a certain belief can play a crucial role in decision making process and thisapproach can poten�ally be a very efficiently way of solving Mul�-Armed Bandit problem.

( 14 ) Modelling individual differences in explore-exploit problems with large decision spaces

Author(s): Collignon, Nicolas; Lucas, Christopher (University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom). Contact:
n.collignon@ed.ac.uk. Abstract: People frequently encounter new environments or problems where theymust learn how to achieve their goals. In this work, we seek to understand how people trade off betweenselec�ng informa�ve ac�ons versus immediately rewarding ones when faced with novel tasks. In ourexperiments, par�cipants repeatedly chose between a large number of op�ons, obtaining rewards that wereunknown func�ons of the op�ons’ features. We found that some people selected informa�ve ac�ons,efficiently discovering pa�erns that allowed them to maximize rewards and transfer knowledge across similartasks. However, a consistent propor�on of par�cipants behaved sub-op�mally, systema�cally choosing op�onsthat provided new informa�on at the expense maximizing reward. Across four experiments, we presentevidence that par�cipants’ tendency to explore was influenced by 1) how much they already knew about theunderlying task structure and 2) whether their past observa�ons remained visible. We present a modellingframework that contrasts different mechanisms for search to explain the diversity of exploratory behaviours.We use our models to be�er understand the systema�c differences observed across individuals and acrossexperimental condi�ons. Dis�nct groups of par�cipants emerged in our analyses, with some ac�ving inaccordance with reward-maximizing Bayesian policies, and others adop�ng simple heuris�cs, e.g.systema�cally exploring adjacent op�ons.

( 15 ) Modeling children’s sentence processing across three languages

Author(s): Etz, Alexander(1); Priyadharshini, Veeramani(2); Kuppuraj, Sengo�uvel(3); de Ruiter, Laura E. (4,5) (1:UC Irvine, United States of America; 2: All India Ins�tute of Speech and Hearing, India; 3: Department ofExperimental Psychology, University of Oxford, United Kingdom; 4: Department of Psychology, Tu�s University,United States of America; 5: ESRC Interna�onal Centre for Language and Communica�ve Development,University of Manchester, United Kingdom). Contact: etz.alexander@gmail.com. Abstract: Many languagesallow two different clause-orders for complex sentences with adverbial clauses, e.g.(1) She jumped before sheran. vs.(2) Before she ran, she jumped. In(1), the clause order reflects the order of events in the real world (it is“iconic”); in(2), the clause order is reversed. The iconicity hypothesis states that children process complexsentences by assuming that what they hear first happens first, i.e., there is a direct mapping between thesequence of events in the linguis�c form (clause order) and the sequence of events in the real world. Acompe�ng hypothesis is the frequency hypothesis, which states that children’s gramma�cal preferences
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develop according to the frequency by which they hear them. We evaluate these hypotheses using data from26 Tamil-speaking, 34 English-speaking, and 39 German-speaking five-year-olds. Their sentencecomprehension was tested with a forced-choice picture selec�on task, systema�cally manipula�ng clauseorder (subordinate-main, main-subordinate) and adverbial type (a�er, before, because, if). We model the datausing a hierarchical Bayesian logis�c regression, allowing us to es�mate group-, subject-, and item-level effectsof clause order, adverbial type, and their interac�on for each language. The results provide strong evidencethat the iconicity hypothesis holds for the average English- and German-speaking child, but that the frequencyhypothesis holds for the average Tamil-speaking child. We will present a full comparison across the languagesincluding some discussion of individual differences.

( 16 ) Post-error speeding using an automated aid

Author(s): Mahoney, Lori; Houpt, Joseph (Wright State University, United States of America). Contact:
mahoney.32@wright.edu. Abstract: Automated aids provide users addi�onal informa�on for makingdecisions on complex tasks with the goal of reducing user response �me (RT) and improving accuracy. The waythe aid presents the informa�on requires the user to either make the same decision as unaided or to agree ordisagree with the aid’s recommenda�on. We measured response �mes and accuracy without an aid and withan aid where either: 1) the subject makes the same decision as the unaided condi�on, or 2) the subject agreesor disagrees with the automated aid’s decision. We found decision type was a significant predictor of accuracyand RT, with a significant interac�on with aid accuracy. Post hoc analysis of the data looked at the effects ofprevious trial correctness and its interac�on with aid accuracy and decision type on accuracy and RT. Post-errorspeeding was present when an aid was used. We found main effects of previous trial correctness and aidaccuracy on accuracy; subjects were more accurate when the previous trial was incorrect and more accuratewith more accurate aids, with an interac�on between previous trial correctness and aid accuracy. We alsofound main effects of previous trial correctness and aid accuracy on RT; subjects were slower when the previoustrial was correct and slower with less accurate aids, with an interac�on between previous trial correctness andaid accuracy. We also examined informa�on accumula�on rates and cau�on using a cogni�ve model.

( 17 ) Out-of-Sample Accuracy of Weighted Addi�ve Strategies with Limited Search

Author(s): Gula, Bartosz; Reich, Lars (University of Klagenfurt, Austria). Contact: bartosz.gula@aau.at.
Abstract: In mul�a�ribute inferences, cross-valida�on studies of out-of-sample accuracy have shown that fastand frugal heuris�cs such as take-the-best o�en outperform weighted addi�ve models such as Mul�pleRegression, Näıve Bayes and Tally (Brigthon & Gigerenzer, 2009). From a prescrip�ve perspec�ve, the resultsimply that decision accuracy may actually decrease when a�ributes are searched beyond the most valid anddiscrimina�ng. Lee and Zhang (2012) showed that especially in redundant (posi�vely correlated) environments,the evidence gained from an exhaus�ve search of all a�ributes will frequently predict the same op�on as theevidence gained from the frugal search of the most valid discrimina�ng a�ribute. In the present study, weassessed how(1) simple and cogni�vely plausible limita�ons of informa�on search (2 to 6 most valida�ributes), and,(2) a�ribute redundancy, affect the rela�ve out-of-sample performance of strategies. Thestrategies were cross-validated on 15 real-world data sets studied previously, and on simulated mul�variatenormal data with redundancy manipulated via the covariance matrix. Our results show that under highredundancy, Näıve Bayes and Tally with limited search show similar accuracy as take-the-best, whereas thele�er perform rela�vely worse under low redundancy. We discuss the prescrip�ve implica�ons for informa�onsearch, search termina�on and informa�on combina�on in mul�a�ribute inferences.
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( 18 ) Predic�on in the face of gradual and abrupt changes in the environment

Author(s): Velázquez, Carlos; Villarreal, Manuel; Bouzas, Arturo (Na�onal Autonomous University of Mexico,Mexico). Contact: charlyvvv@gmail.com. Abstract: Humans o�en make decisions in environments thatchange over �me. Computa�onal models have been developed to describe this behavior in experimentalse�ngs that vary either abrupt or gradually. However, these scenarios are almost always studied separately aswell as the mechanisms that underlie behavior in them. In this work, we designed a perceptualdecision-making task where par�cipants predicted the posi�on of a spaceship that orbited around planetEarth. Its posi�on was generated from a Gaussian distribu�on with fixed variance and a mean that varied infour different ways which defined our experimental condi�ons. In the first condi�on, the mean remainedstable; in the second one, it could change abruptly according to a hazard rate; in the third one, it changedgradually following a variable velocity, and in a fourth condi�on, the mean could change either abruptly orgradually. Our results show that subjects are able to predict the genera�ve mean of the spaceship in the fourcondi�ons accurately and that they adjust rapidly to abrupt changes in the mean whenever they occur. Wetested different models that have been proposed to describe behavior in the face of abrupt and gradualchanges separately and we build a latent mixture model aiming to describe behavior in both.

( 19 ) Retrieved-context theory of intrusive trauma memories

Author(s): Cohen, Rivka T.; Kahana, Michael J. (University of Pennsylvania, United States of America). Contact:
rivkac@sas.upenn.edu. Abstract: Pa�ents with pos�rauma�c stress disorder (PTSD) rate intrusivememories of the trauma�c event as their most distressing symptom. Extant theories of trauma-memoryintrusions propose that arousal disrupts the binding process between memories’ perceptual features and theirspa�otemporal contexts, resul�ng in fragmented voluntary memory and vivid sensory-memory intrusions.However, not all people exposed to trauma go on to develop PTSD, sugges�ng that encoding processes alonecannot account for who ul�mately develops the disorder. Drawing upon context maintenance and retrieval(CMR) models, we develop a new computa�onal model of intrusive memory in PTSD. We propose that duringencoding, high arousal strengthens the associa�ons between temporal context and memories’ perceptualfeatures, consistent with the eCMR model developed by Talmi et al. (2018). This lowers the threshold ofsimilarity between encoding-retrieval contexts that is needed to cue retrieval of the trauma memory, andresults in high rates of intrusions when pa�ents encounter perceptual features that are similar to the s�mulithat preceded the trauma�c event. Further, we extend eCMR to include the mul�list capabili�es from CMR2(Lohnas et al., 2015), enabling the opera�onaliza�on of memory intrusions as prior-list intrusions of the traumamemory. We demonstrate the model’s ability to simultaneously account for memory intrusions, impairedvoluntary recall when there is a mismatch between trauma-context and the current retrieval context, and theefficacy of exposure-based treatments for the disorder.

( 20 ) Risk and Emo�on: Measuring the Effect of Emo�ons and Other Visceral Factors on Decision
Making Under Risk

Author(s): Mihalicz, Michael Geoffrey (Ryerson University, Canada). Contact:
michael.mihalicz@ryerson.ca. Abstract: The science of modelling choice preferences has evolved into aninterdisciplinary field contribu�ng to several branches of microeconomics and mathema�cal psychology. Astheories in decision science and related fields mature, descrip�ve theories have emerged to explain systema�cviola�ons of ra�onality through cogni�ve mechanisms underlying the thought processes that guide humanbehaviour. Cogni�ve limita�ons are not, however, solely responsible for systema�c devia�ons from ra�onalityand there is a growing body of literature exploring the effect of visceral factors as the more dominant drivers.This study builds on the exis�ng literature by inves�ga�ng the impact of anger, sadness, happiness, anxiety,hunger, energy, �redness and stress on three dis�nct elements that define risk preference under cumula�ve
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prospect theory: u�lity, decision weights and loss aversion. By decomposing the impact of visceral factors onrisk preference, I am able to provide evidence suppor�ng the proposi�on that the generalized approaches tocharacterizing visceral factors and risk preference are too broad to be descrip�vely meaningful and that apor�on of the variability in individual choice preferences can be explained by interac�ng visceral states. Myfindings suggest that visceral factors have the strongest effect on loss aversion, which is a major factor in howpeople code and evaluate financial outcomes. Anger, sadness, happiness, anxiety, energy and �redness eachaffect five or more of the model parameters, while hunger and stress are significant only in their interac�onwith other visceral factors.

( 21 ) Similarity in social space predicts similarity of seman�c space

Author(s): Halpern, David Jacob; Rodriguez, Pedro (New York University, United States of America). Contact:
david.halpern@nyu.edu. Abstract: What determines the organiza�on of knowledge in seman�c memory?Typically, memory organiza�on is thought to depend on sensorimotor (Biederman et al. 1983) and linguis�c(Steyvers et al., 2006) experience. One way to learn about what types of experience might organize seman�cmemory is to inves�gate how memory organiza�on varies in the popula�on. The idea that memoryorganiza�on depends on sensorimotor experience is supported by studies sugges�ng that sub-popula�onssuch as musicians (e.g., Beilock et al., 2008) or congenitally blind subjects (e.g., Connolly et al., 2007) differ intheir organiza�on from the rest of the popula�on. However, while these studies largely focus on a single sourceof varia�on, we might be able to discover new principles of memory organiza�on by looking at several sourcesof varia�on simultaneously predict memory organiza�on. Here, we look at how similarity in severaldemographic variables can predict similarity in memory organiza�on. We use data from the WisconsinLongitudinal Survey where over 5000 respondents completed seman�c fluency tasks in two waves. We useLSA to find a robust similarity space in which to compare seman�c fluency lists from two subjects. We showthat several variables such as being closer in age, closer in poli�cal ideology, the same gender, living in thesame state and being from the same family predict similarity of seman�c fluency lists. We also discuss howthese results might be consistent with recent proposals that emo�onal experience is an organizing principle ofseman�c memory (Vigliocco et al., 2009).

( 22 ) Stability-Flexibility Dilemma in Cogni�ve Control: A Dynamical System Perspec�ve

Author(s): Bizyaeva, Anastasia; Musslick, Sebas�an; Agaron, Shamay; Cohen, Jonathan; Leonard, Naomi E.(Princeton University, United States of America). Contact: bizyaeva@princeton.edu. Abstract: Constraintson control-dependent processing have become a fundamental concept in general theories of cogni�on thatexplain human behavior in terms of ra�onal adapta�ons to the limited ability to exert cogni�ve control.However, theories miss a ra�onale for why such constraints would exist in the first place. Recent computa�onalwork suggests that constraints on control can promote flexible task switching at the expense of stable taskperformance in the face of distrac�on. Here we derive an analysis of the tradeoff in a dynamical system andprovide a mathema�cal ra�onale for constraints on control based on this tradeoff. We formalize control signalsas poten�al wells, which we call a�ractors, and assume that constraints on control alloca�on limit the depth ofthese a�ractors. We study the behavior of the model in a task switching environment, in which the model iscued either to stay within the same control a�ractor or to switch to a different control a�ractor. We show thattask switches correspond to alterna�ons between two dis�nct perturba�ons of a symmetric model whosedynamical behavior is organized by a pitchfork bifurca�on. We provide a formal defini�on of cogni�ve stabilityand cogni�ve flexibility and derive an intui�on for their tradeoff, showing that constraints on control alloca�onimprove cogni�ve flexibility but impair cogni�ve stability. Finally, we provide evidence that human par�cipantsadapt higher constraints on the alloca�on of control as the demand for flexibility increases but thatpar�cipants deviate from op�mal constraints.
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( 23 ) The added-value of interval-values - capturing individual response uncertainty

Author(s): Ellerby, Zack, William(1); McCulloch, Josie(1); Broomell, Stephen(2); Wagner, Chris�an(1) (1:University of No�ngham, United Kingdom; 2: Carnegie Mellon University, USA). Contact:
zack.ellerby@nottingham.ac.uk. Abstract: Quan�ta�ve survey responses are one of the most valuableand widely used tools to obtain informa�on, from both experts and the general popula�on. Unsurprisingly, asignificant body of research has accrued rela�ng to best prac�ce in ques�onnaire design, administra�on andanalysis. However, conven�onal discrete ques�onnaire response-formats, including both ordinal (e.g.Likert-type) and con�nuous (e.g. Visual Analogue) scales, are fundamentally unsuited to the direct capture ofuncertainty, ambiguity or inherent-range associated with an answer. For instance, when par�cipants select amid-point on a discrete scale, it is unfeasible to discriminate between responses that are either indifferent,ambivalent, or uncertain. Elicita�on of discrete responses can therefore discard poten�ally valuableinforma�on, and we propose that these approaches require respondents to collapse what might be consideredtheir internally represented ‘response-space’ down to a best, but imperfect, es�mate. Mul�ple specific pointson a scale may represent a suitable response and, in some cases, selec�ng a range of values may be the onlyway to appropriately represent the actual answer. We propose an intui�ve method by which respondents canmore comprehensively communicate the ‘response-space’ – drawing an ellipse that represents aninterval-valued response. This approach can efficiently capture addi�onal informa�on on range, ambiguity anduncertainty, enabling richer modelling and innova�ve analysis methods. Together, these have the poten�al tofacilitate subsequent interpreta�on of these data, whilst avoiding cri�cal informa�on loss, for example onresponse uncertainty. We present findings from our research into the merits of this novel response-format;focusing on establishing added-value, and determining usability and user acceptance.

( 24 ) The Ambiguousness of Ambiguity

Author(s): Pappas, Nick; Kellen, David (Syracuse University, United States of America). Contact:
nrpappas@syr.edu. Abstract: The study of decisions under uncertainty examines people’s preferences fordifferent op�ons when they lack informa�on about those op�ons. Ellsberg (1961) showed that people willprefer an op�on with known probabili�es to an op�on with unknown probabili�es even when these twoop�ons are mathema�cally equivalent. That unknown op�on carries a penalty due to the ambiguity of theassociated probabili�es. Researchers have studied a�tudes towards ambiguity in different contexts, but thesefindings are mixed as researchers use different tasks to measure these a�tudes. Therefore, we examined theeffects of different tasks on ambiguity a�tudes within the same par�cipants. We elicited a�tudes frompar�cipants with certainty equivalences and probability judgements. In addi�on, we report results thatexamine the effects of posi�ve, nega�ve, and mixed outcomes on ambiguity a�tudes.

( 25 ) The Cogni�ve Reflec�on Test Under Pressure

Author(s): Sloane, Jennifer; Liang, Garston; Donkin, Chris; Newell, Ben (University of New South Wales).
Contact: j.sloane@unsw.edu.au. Abstract: The original Cogni�ve Reflec�on Test (CRT) is a widely-knownthree-item psychological measure which claims to test individuals on intui�ve vs. analy�c cogni�ve processing.We used a modified CRT paradigm to study the role of interrup�ons and �me pressure on the balance ofintui�ve and analy�c kinds of thinking. We recruited par�cipants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk pla�ormand they responded to a series of CRT-like ques�ons. Every ques�on was presented across three separatepages, and we allowed par�cipants to go back and forth between the pages in order to re-read parts of theques�on. All of the ques�ons had a mul�ple choice answer set, and par�cipants selected the answer theybelieved to be correct. A�er every ques�on, par�cipants indicated their level of confidence on a slider rangingfrom “uncertain/guessing” to “absolutely certain”. There were three condi�ons: 1) a baseline condi�on with noaddi�onal pressure, 2) a countdown �mer condi�on in which par�cipants only had a set amount of �me to
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answer each ques�on, and 3) an interrup�on condi�on where par�cipants were some�mes interrupted in themiddle of a�emp�ng to solve the problems. Results showed par�cipants did make more incorrect and intui�veresponses when interrupted and under �me pressure. Addi�onally, we found that accuracy, but notconfidence, decreased when interrupted, while both accuracy and confidence decreased while under �mepressure compared to baseline.

( 26 ) The Effec�veness of Mul�dimensional Scaling in TSP Problems Whose Metric is not Euclidean

Author(s): VanDrunen, Jacob; Pizlo, Zygmunt (University of California, Irvine, United States of America).
Contact: jvandrun@uci.edu. Abstract: It is commonly assumed that 2D images are represented as 2DEuclidean planes in the human visual system. This assump�on has received support from numerous studies inwhich human subjects produced near-op�mal Traveling Salesman (TSP) tours. Specifically, the human subjectsproduced TSP tours in a sequence of coarse-to-fine approxima�ons by using a hierarchical clustering (pyramid)representa�on of the problem. When obstacles are introduced into a 2D Euclidean TSP, the distances betweenver�ces are no longer Euclidean, but human subjects can s�ll produce near-op�mal tours, as long as theobstacles are geometrically simple (line segments, L, and C shapes). Can this pyramid algorithm be applied to aEuclidean approxima�on of the pairwise distances produced by Mul�dimensional Scaling (MDS), which is o�enthe method of choice for represen�ng cogni�ve spaces? In this project, we evaluated the usefulness of MDS invisual tasks in which the ground truth of the geometrical distances is known. We did this by applying agraph-pyramid algorithm, as well as the op�mal Concorde algorithm to Euclidean approxima�ons of a TSP (i.e.,a TSP without obstacles) produced by MDS when MDS was applied to a TSP with obstacles. Straight linesegments were used as obstacles. Errors of the pyramid algorithm and the Concorde algorithm with MDSapproxima�ons were measured in 2D, 3D and 4D spaces. The TSP solu�ons produced by the pyramid and theConcorde algorithm show substan�al improvement between the 2D and 3D Euclidean approxima�onsproduced by MDS, but this improvement was only observed with larger TSPs.

( 27 ) Using cogni�ve model parameters to interpret EEG and behavioral data

Author(s): Johnson, Joseph(1); McCarthy, Jim(2); Thomas, Robin(1); Russ, Bill(2); Asiala, Lillian(2); Davidson,Lauren(1); Pe�t, Elizabeth(1) (1: Miami University; 2: Sonalysts, Inc.). Contact: johnsojg@miamioh.edu.
Abstract: We use novel techniques for u�lizing EEG and behavioral data to inform cogni�ve models of basicdecision making. Ul�mately, we aim to develop predic�on algorithms for iden�fying mental states in real �meduring performance in applied tasks. Currently, we use data from EEG, choices, and response �mes to informcomputa�onal models that have parameters associated with interpretable mental states such as fa�gue, stress,cogni�ve load, etc. We will combine results across four data sets that allow us to obtain parameter es�matesassociated with constructs such as informa�on search, sampling, and decision in a dri� diffusion model (e.g.,van Vugt, et al., 2014). This allows us to draw rela�onships among behavioral data on performancedecrements, model parameters indica�ng cogni�ve states such as level of a�en�on, and associated neural datacorresponding to well-supported assump�ons about processing states. We also compare various methods(maximum likelihood, Hierarchical Bayesian; Wiecki, Sofer, & Frank, 2013; Ratcliff & Childers, 2015) in derivingparameter es�mates and discuss the implica�ons for generalizing the rela�onships among parameters. Finally,we will discuss how these techniques can be used ul�mately to predict mental states during applied tasks (e.g.operator control) in order to adapt interface designs (e.g. informa�on display board) or environmental factors(e.g. workload limits).
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( 28 ) Using eye gaze data to examine the flexibility of resource alloca�on in visual working memory

Author(s): Stewart, Edmond; Donkin, Chris; Le Pelley, Mike (University of New South Wales). Contact:
e.stewart.1991@gmail.com. Abstract: Computa�onal models of visual working memory (VWM) generallyfall into two categories: slots-based and resources-based models. On the surface, these models appear tomake dis�nct predic�ons. However, as these models have expanded to capture empirical data, they havebegun to mimic each other. Further complica�ng ma�ers, Donkin, Kary, Tahir and Taylor (2016) proposed thatobservers were capable of using either slot- or resource-based encoding strategies. In the current experiment,we aimed to test the claim that observers adapt their encoding strategies depending on the task environmentby observing how par�cipants move their eyes in a VWM experiment. We ran par�cipants on a standard colourrecall task (Zhang and Luck, 2008) while tracking their eye movements. Trials consisted of 3 or 6 items. Wemanipulated whether the number of items was held constant for a block of trials, or varied randomly. Weexpected to see par�cipants use more resource-like encoding when the number of items was predictable.Contrary to these expecta�ons, we observed no difference between blocked and unblocked condi�ons.Further, the eye gaze data was only very weakly related to behaviour in the task. We conclude that cau�onshould be taken in interpre�ng eye gaze data in VWM experiments.

( 29 ) Visual Detec�on Across the Hemispheres: Neural Correlates of Nested Architectures

Author(s): Gamble, Heather; Fan, Gaojie; Rodgers, Jessica; Thomas. PhD, Robin D. (Miami University, Oxford,OH, United States of America). Contact: gamblehl@miamioh.edu. Abstract: Systems Factorial Technology(SFT) is a response �me based methodology that can reveal the structure of mental processes underlyingcogni�ve tasks. Recently, SFT has been extended to predict pa�erns of response �mes for nested architecturespoten�ally at work in visual detec�on tasks using hierarchical s�muli or compound gra�ngs presentedredundantly in both visual fields (bilateral fields, Thomas et al., 2019). In the current study, we collect EEG datain such a visual detec�on task designed to explore how event-related poten�als (ERPs) track visual detec�on inthe different factorial condi�ons, with the goal of iden�fying how neural ac�vity relates to underlying cogni�vearchitectures.

( 30 ) Design Op�miza�on of the Choice under Risk and Ambiguity Task Using ADOpy

Author(s): Yang, Jaeyeong(1); Ahn, Woo-Young(1); Pi�, Mark A.(2); Myung, Jay I.(2) (1: Seoul Na�onal University,South Korea; 2: Ohio State University, OH). Contact: urisa12@snu.ac.kr. Abstract: Accurate and efficientinferences of empirical observa�ons are cri�cal for scien�fic inquiry. There has been a growing interest amongexperimental scien�sts in the development of formal methods for op�mizing the design of experiments thatlead to rapid accumula�on of informa�on about the phenomenon under study with the fewest possiblemeasurement episodes. Our labs have recently developed and applied one such method called Adap�veDesign Op�miza�on (ADO), a Bayesian framework for op�mal experimental design. Despite the poten�albenefits of ADO to researchers, its implementa�on requires exper�se in sta�s�cs and computer programming.To help overcome this obstacle, we have developed an open-source Python package, dubbed ADOpy. In thepresent presenta�on, we introduce ADOpy and illustrate its applica�on in the choice under risk and ambiguitytask (Levy et al., 2010) in human experiments and also in simula�ons. The experimental results showed thatADO leads to substan�ally improved test-retest reliabili�es of risk a�tude and ambiguity a�tude parameters,compared to those with non-adap�ve methods. Further, the simula�ons demonstrated that the modelparameters can be recovered more rapidly and accurately under ADO. We hope that the availability of ADOpywill make it easy to use the general-purpose experimental methodology at its full poten�al and benefit.
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( 31 ) Linking Behavioral Modeling of Intertemporal Choice and Neural Data

Author(s): Yi, Woojong; Liu, Qingfang; Turner, Bradon M. (The Ohio State University, United States of America).
Contact: woojong.yi.525@gmail.com. Abstract: Intertemporal choice is decision making process ofpreference related to �me delay and reward informa�on. This decision can dynamically be evolved with �me.In this study, we inves�gated the temporal dynamics of intertemporal choice. To do this interac�on of delayand reward informa�on, we designed the Mul�alterna�ve Decision Field Theory (MDFT) model, which can helpus understand the dynamics of intertemporal choice. Specifically, intertemporal choice can be modeled basedon the accumula�on processes of reward and delay informa�on, and this accumula�on can includeinforma�on loss (leakage) and compe��on (lateral inhibi�on) among the intertemporal choice op�ons. To findthe best model, we compared several candidate models and selected the best model based on the informa�oncriteria. In addi�on to the MDFT model, electroencephalogram (EEG) can be used for its temporal dynamics ofintertemporal choice. The brain ac�vity from the EEG data can show the traces of intertemporal choicebehavioral parameters related to different brain areas. Based on these ac�vity pa�erns, the func�onalconnec�vity of the EEG data can also describe the inter rela�onship among the different brain areas ofintertemporal choice decision.

( 32 ) Choice behavior in dynamic Random-Interval Random-Ra�o schedules of reinforcement

Author(s): Villarreal, Manuel; Velázquez, Carlos; Bouzas, Arturo (Na�onal Autonomous University of Mexico,Mexico). Contact: jesus\_mvu@hotmail.com. Abstract: Organisms o�en have to make decisions inenvironments where reward con�ngencies change through �me. A�er a change has occurred, an organism hasto adapt its behavior to the new set of con�ngencies in order to maximize reward. Here we show data from anexperiment where pigeons had to choose between concurrent schedules of reinforcement (Random Interval,Random Ra�o), where, a�er 10 reinforcement deliveries, the value of the programs were selected at randomand without replacement from 10 possible values within each session. We show that in the aggregate, pigeonshave a strong preference for the Random Ra�o schedule. This preference changed as a func�on ofreinforcement and was reset to its original value a�er each of the 10 changes in the values of the programs.Addi�onally, the pa�erns of explora�on and exploita�on varied depending on the nature of the rewardcon�ngencies. For example, the amount of �me that pigeons spend exploi�ng the Random Interval schedulewas lower in comparison to the other program. Finally, we tested a set of computa�onal models that aim topredict pigeon’s choice pa�erns in the last sessions of the experiment.

( 33 ) Making a wiser crowd: benefits of individual metacogni�ve control over forecas�ng ques�ons

Author(s): Steyvers, Mark; Benne�, Stephen (University of California, Irvine, United States of America).
Contact: mark.steyvers@uci.edu. Abstract: The wisdom of the crowd refers to the finding that judgmentsaggregated over individuals are typically more accurate than the average individual’s judgment. Here weexamine the poten�al for improving crowd judgments by allowing individuals to choose which ques�ons torespond to. In circumstances where individuals’ metacogni�ve assessments of what they know tend to beaccurate, allowing individuals to opt in to ques�ons of interest or exper�se has the poten�al to create a moreinformed knowledge base over which to aggregate. In several experiments and in real-world forecas�ngtournament, we demonstrate that crowds composed of self-selected judgments are more accurate thancrowds composed of experimenter-selected ques�ons. We also discuss new results related to a recentforecas�ng tournament where forecasters can not only choose which forecas�ng ques�ons to respond to butalso indicate whether the ques�on is be�er handled by a human forecaster or a machine algorithm. The ini�alresults show that forecasters have the metacogni�ve awareness to dis�nguish between forecas�ng ques�onsfor which human assistance leads to superior results. Overall, the results show that allowing individuals to useprivate metacogni�ve knowledge holds much promise in enhancing judgments, including those of the crowd.
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( 34 ) Counterintui�ve Concepts Across Domains, A Unified Phenomenon?

Author(s): Sommer, Joseph; Smith, Jamel; Musolino, Julien; Hemmer, Pernille (Rutgers University, United Statesof America). Contact: joseph.sommer@rutgers.edu. Abstract: A leading hypothesis regarding the origin andforma�on of supernatural concepts is that they are a byproduct of more mundane cogni�ve structures andmechanisms. These concepts are hypothesized to be be�er remembered and transmi�ed because they are“minimally counterintui�ve” (Boyer, 2001) (MCI), that is, they contain a small number of viola�ons ofontological assump�ons that make them salient. According to MCI theory, cultural transmission ofcounterintui�ve concepts is aided by their ability to fit into a cogni�ve op�mum for memory. MCI concepts areop�mal because their small number of viola�ons increases salience while only minimally complica�ng theirinferen�al structure. However, the viola�on of expecta�ons leading to improved recall is not unique tosupernatural concepts. The von Restorff (VR) effect (1933) describes a pa�ern of increased memorability foroutlier items presented in the context of an otherwise homogenous set. The two phenomena bear a strikingsimilarity and may be manifesta�ons of the same underlying cogni�ve mechanisms. Study 1 develops andnorms a novel set of s�muli on dimensions known or theorized to be drivers of memorability, including Barre�’s(2008) conceptualiza�on of inferen�al poten�al, or a concept’s ability to produce thoughts and predic�ons in aperson’s mind. Study 2 assesses memory to compare the MCI and VR effects and to determine whether thetwo are governed by the same underlying cogni�ve processes. Results and implica�ons will be discussed.

( 35 ) Evalua�ng the role of con�ngency and con�guity on the sense of agency

Author(s): Saad, Laura; DeLuna, Jesus; Rothrock, Jane; Musolino, Julien; Hemmer, Pernille (Rutgers University,United States of America). Contact: laura.saad@rutgers.edu. Abstract: The sense of agency (SoA) refers tothe subjec�ve experience of control over our ac�ons and our environment. SoA can be measured bothimplicitly, via inten�onal binding, or explicitly, via self-report. Inten�onal binding (IB) refers to the subjec�vecompression of the �me interval between a voluntary ac�on and its associated outcome. Studies haveevaluated the effect of con�guity and con�ngency on inten�onal binding but it is s�ll unclear the role eachplays on the rela�onship between IB and explicit SoA. The primary goal of this study is to evaluate the impactof con�guity and con�ngency on IB and explicit SoA separately but also to elucidate the role they play on therela�onship between these two processes. Con�guity will be manipulated by varying the �ming intervalbetween the ac�on and the outcome. The role of con�ngency will be evaluated by varying the inter-trialintervals. Par�cipants will be asked to report the subjec�ve �mings of ac�ons or outcomes and tosubsequently evaluate their explicit sense of agency by repor�ng their feelings of control across the differentcondi�ons. The results of this study will provide useful insights into the mechanisms that underlie bothinten�onal binding and the explicit experience of control across different contexts. Implica�ons and futureresearch direc�ons will be discussed.

( 36 ) Compara�ve performance of item response models for anchoring vigne�es data

Author(s): Hojo, Daiki(1,2); Okada, Kensuke(1) (1: the University of Tokyo, Japan; 2: Japan Society for thePromo�on of Science). Contact: dhojo@p.u-tokyo.ac.jp. Abstract: In the anchoring vigne�es method,respondents are asked to rate items not only for themselves but also for hypothe�cal persons described in thevigne�es. This can be useful in measuring and correc�ng for response style biases in psychological self-reportques�onnaires. Recently, several extended item response models based on the graded response and par�alcredit models have been proposed for anchoring vigne�es data. However, their compara�ve performance withactual psychological ques�onnaire data has not been fully inves�gated. Therefore, the main objec�ve in thisstudy is to evaluate the compara�ve performance of these models for empirical data of self-report andvigne�e ques�onnaire items in which the measurement of conscien�ousness is of primary interest. Themodels are compared in terms of their empirical parameter es�ma�ons, in-sample predic�on performance,
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and Bayes factors. Small differences are found among the results of posterior predic�ve checks. We furtherdiscuss the results and implica�ons of the model comparison as well as the applicability of IRTrees and othercogni�vely based models.

( 37 ) Dimensionality Reduc�on for Joint Modeling

Author(s): Halpern, David Jacob(1); Tubridy, Shannon(1); Davachi, Lila(2); Gureckis, Todd(1) (1: New YorkUniversity, United States of America; 2: Columbia University). Contact: david.halpern@nyu.edu. Abstract:Many cogni�ve processes of interest have either very sparse or no easily obtainable observable behavioralsignals. Therefore, neuroimaging data such as signals from fMRI and EEG have great promise for es�ma�ngparameters and tes�ng cogni�ve models. The recently developed joint modeling framework (Turner et al.2013, 2015, 2016, Palestro et al. 2018) provides methods for fi�ng models simultaneously to neural andbehavioral data, allowing us to infer which models and parameters most parsimoniously explain both sets ofdata. However, for both computa�onal and theore�cal reasons, it is o�en important to find some way toreduce the dimensionality of the neural data before rela�ng it to cogni�ve models. The exis�ng joint modelingliterature provides rela�vely li�le guidance on what considera�ons are relevant when making decisions aboutdimensionality reduc�on and exis�ng work uses a wide variety of approaches such as anatomically-derivedregions of interest (ROIs) (e.g. Turner et al. 2016) and ICA (e.g. Turner et al. 2013). Here we inves�gate thesensi�vity of joint modeling inferences in a recent memory experiment (Tubridy et al. 2018) to various choicesof reduc�on methods including anatomically-derived ROIs, ICA and HTFA (Manning et al. 2017). We alsodiscuss some possible direc�ons for developing new cogni�ve model-based approaches to dimensionalityreduc�on for joint modeling.

( 38 ) Correla�on-adjusted standard errors and confidence intervals for within-subject designs: A
(much) simpler solu�on

Author(s): Cousineau, Denis (Université d’O�awa, Canada). Contact: denis.cousineau@uottawa.ca.
Abstract: In within-subject designs, the mul�ple scores of a given par�cipant are correlated. This correla�onimplies that the observed variance can be par��oned into between-subject variance (which is of no theore�calinterest) and between-measures variance (which is caused by the effect of interest). The basic confidenceinterval about the mean does not separate these two sources and is therefore of li�le use in within-subjectdesigns. Two solu�ons have been proposed, requiring fairly complex computa�ons (Lo�us and Massonrequires the computa�on of the subject � all within-subject factors’ interac�on’s sum of square; Cousineauand Morey requires a two-step transforma�on of the data) even though the two are mathema�callyequivalent. Herein, we present a correla�on-adjusted method which only requires the mean correla�on acrossall pairs of measurements. This solu�on is shown to be exact for data sa�sfying the compound symmetryassump�on and to be adequate for data sa�sfying the sphericity assump�on. A formal test of compoundsymmetry is also discussed.

ICCM posters (Ballroom Center & East)

( 39 ) Conceptually Plausible Bayesian Inference in Interval Timing Author(s): Sarah Caroline Maaß,Leendert van Maanen and Hedderik van Rijn.
( 40 ) Kickstar�ng Adap�ve Fact Learning Using Hierarchical Bayesian Modelling Author(s): Maartenvan der Velde, Florian Sense, Jelmer Borst and Hedderik van Rijn.
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( 41 ) Predic�ons of a Model of Language Comprehension Compared to Brain Data Author(s): PeterLindes.
( 42 ) Are Standard Reinforcement Learning Models too Flexible? Author(s): Patrick Rice, MathiManavalan and Andrea Stocco.
( 43 ) Tes�ng a Complex Training Task Author(s): Frank E. Ri�er, Farnaz Tehranchi, Mat Brener and ShanWang.
( 44 ) Automated cogni�ve modeling with Bayesian ac�ve model selec�on Author(s): Vishal Lall,Jordan Suchow, Gustavo Malkomes and Thomas Griffiths.
( 45 ) Cogni�ve Modeling with Symbolic Deep Learning Author(s): Vladislav Daniel Veksler and NorbouBuchler.
( 46 ) Extending JSegMan to Interact with a Biased Coin Task and a Spreadsheet Task Author(s):Farnaz Tehranchi and Frank E. Ri�er.
( 47 ) Evolu�onary Op�miza�on of Neural-Network Models of Human Behavior Author(s): UliGrasemann, Claudia Peñaloza, Maria Dekhtyar, Swathi Kiran and Risto Miikkulainen.
( 48 ) An implementa�on of Universal Spa�al Transforma�ve Cogni�on in ACT-R Author(s): KaiPreuss, Leonie Raddatz and Nele Russwinkel.
( 49 ) Neural Principles for Modeling Rela�onal Reasoning: Lesson learned from Cogni�ve
Neuroscience Author(s): Julia Wertheim and Marco Ragni.
( 50 ) A Meta-Analysis of Condi�onal Reasoning Author(s): Marco Ragni, Hannah Dames and PhilJohnson-Laird.
( 51 ) Cogni�ve Metrics Profiling of a Complex Task: Toward Convergent Validity with Behavioral
and EEG Workload Indicators Author(s): Christopher Stevens, Megan Morris, Christopher Fisher andChristopher Myers.
( 52 ) Bringing Order to the Cogni�ve Fallacy Zoo Author(s): Ardavan S. Nobandegani, William Campoliand Thomas R. Shultz.
( 53 ) Neural-Network Modeling of Learning to Ac�vely Learn Author(s): Lie Yu, Ardavan S. Nobandeganiand Thomas R. Shultz.
( 54 ) Combining Mental Models and Probabili�es: A new Computa�onal Cogni�ve Approach for
Condi�onal Reasoning Author(s): Sara Todorovikj, Paulina Friemann and Marco Ragni.
( 55 ) Mul�-Armed Bandit Problem: A New Belief-Resilience Algorithm Author(s): Qianbo Yin and NickHollman.
( 56 ) Towards a Cogni�ve Model of the Takeover in Highly Automated Driving for the Improvement
of Human Machine Interac�on Author(s): Marlene Susanne Lisa Scharfe and Nele Ruwinkel.
( 57 ) A Study on Teamwork in a Dynamic Task Author(s): Cvetomir Dimov, John Anderson, Shawn Be�sand Dan Bothel.
( 58 ) A Spiking Neural Model of A�en�on Effects in Memory Author(s): Marshall Mykietyshyn andTerrence Stewart.
( 59 ) A Computa�onal Theory for the Model Construc�on, Inspec�on and Varia�on Phase in
Human Spa�al Reasoning Author(s): Julia Mertesdorf, Emmanuelle-Anna Dietz Saldanha, Steffen Hlldoblerand Marco Ragni.
( 60 ) Modelling Influence of Affect on Cogni�on using CHREST Author(s): Amar Nath.
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( 61 ) Making deep learning more human: Learning from the shortcomings of a personality-based
neural conversa�on model Author(s): Sunayana Rane.
( 62 ) Understanding the Learning Effect of Approximate Arithme�c Training: What is Actually Being
Learned? Author(s): Sizhu Cheng and Arianna Yuan.
( 63 ) Method of Development of Interac�ve Agents Grounding the Cogni�ve Model to the Virtual
World Author(s): Junya Morita, Kazuma Nagashima and Yugo Takeuchi.

This document is ©Joachim Vandekerckhove and the Society for Mathema�cal Psychology. The individualabstracts are the intellectual property of the respec�ve authors. All rights reserved.
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